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LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
1989/90

SUMMARY

The Loan Department survived a tough year. Personnel issues,
management changes and another year of dramatic service increases
in circulation and use of the building and collections dominated
operations.

Loan staff new to the department since the last annual report
include Fethi Akman, Ron Connie, Sheila Dickinson, Michelle
Hooper, Norma Lopez, Ofelia Mujica and Nonna Perez. Staff who
left for other opportunities include Merri Hartse, Dustin
Leavitt, Dorothy Lee, Rafael Mutis, Camille O'Neill, Suzette
Radford, and David Tamke. Henry Borquez retired in July. His LCII
position was split and Henry returned to work 48 percent time in
August. Since November Marlene Alegria and Steve Liewellyn have
served as co-acting department heads as Merri Hartse was
appointed Acting Systems Librarian through June. Steve and
Marlene have done an outstanding job at keeping the department
functioning and moving ahead.

Major achievements/improvements for the department include:

Completion of programming changes to enable interface of
GEAC and the Student Information System (SIS).
Validation of student records in GEAC for one year rather
than semester by semester. This change reduces the number
of times a student has to stand in line for a service
such as reserve only to be told they must first go to the
Loan desk and have their ID card updated.
Implementation of the elimination of a single graduate
due date. The change in graduate due date made a
significant difference in the staff's ability to cope
with the return of materials. The department is no longer
buried alive with incoming materials during the last week
of each semester.
Replacement of eight GEAC 8314 terminals and barcode
readers with Wyse 85 terminals and new barcode readers.
Acquisition of an automatic folding machine for notices.
Redesign of the SEL entrance/exit area to improve
security.
Approval and purchase of 97 ranges of shelving to be
distributed on floor 5B in Main and floor 3 center in
SEL.
Shifting of floors 3B and 3C in Main to ease overcrowding
in the stacks of floor 3C.
Collection of two semesters worth of data regarding
alarms at the Security Desks in Main and SEL. This data
will aid the department in reworking procedures to
reflect stricter and more consistent responses to exit
gate alarms.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

Despite heavy staffing turnover (33 percent this year) the Loan
Department's greatest strength lies in staff commitment to
service, both to patrons and to the library. Staff continued to
provide courteous and efficient desk service, reliable
holds/recalls and searches service, equitable application of
fines policies, fast turnaround time for processing reserve
material, and, for the most part, an impressive 24-hour
turnaround time for reshelving materials.

Staff did not back down from working through such difficult
issues as affirmative action. Although unity can never be reached
on such a topic, the staff is to be commended for their
willingness to directly address this issue. A climate of openness
for talking about affirmative action was established and the
department is stronger for it.

Several Loan staff again contributed their expertise by working
the Information Desk one hour a week. Loan staff were again at
the forefront of recruiting work study students, over 40 this
year, for library employment. Loan staff served on numerous
committees including Staff Development and Preservation Planning.

The GEAC circulation system occupies a position as both a major
strength and a major weakness. As a strength the ten-year-old
system remains the center around which all loan activities
revolve, and its role in providing efficient patron services
should not be underestimated.

ACTIVITY CHANGE FROM 88/89

Books Shelved 1,635,882 +7.5

Loan Desk Circulation 574,165 +6.8

Reserve Circulation 126,591 +0.4

Holds Placed 35,094 +5.2

Hours Spent Sheifreading 2,443 -22.9

Exit Gate Count 2,543,123 +6.9

Money Collected (Fines Office) $130,441.78 +15.0

Money Collected (Business Office) 29.15

Money Collected (total) $130,470.93
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MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Lack of space for housing the collection continues to seriously
threaten our ability to provide service. SEL suffered the
inevitable as the stacks maintenance unit struggled to reshelve
into areas overflowing at lOO percent capacity. Much time was
devoted to developing a master plan for libraries facilities
which included an addition to SEL. The addition did not gain
approval this year and will be resubmitted next year.

Lack of building security remains another weakness. Security for
staff, patrons and the collection should be strengthened. Book
theft and mutilation continues to rise. Collection preservation
is also threatened by the continued disregard for the ban on food
or drink. The department was funded this year to hire two student
assistants to patrol for food and drink abuses.

Lack of the department's ability to respond to patron requests
for a telephone renewal service is a major weakness. A telephone
renewal proposal was carefully constructed and received library-
wide discussion two years ago. It gained support from all library
departments, only to be turned down at the highest administrative
level. Patrons continue to ask for telephone renewals every day
and the department must work towards finding a way to meet their
needs.

Lack of a reliable online circulation system threatens the
department's primary function in providing services. GEAC
suffered major hardware failures in November, December and
January. Maintenance for the Library's aging GEAC hardware is a
concern as GEAC has given warning that it may no longer "be
obligated to provide maintenance" on some equipment. One positive
step this past year was to order replacements of eight of the
oldest model terminals and light pens. The replacement terminals
can be used with any system the Library may contract with in the
future. More replacement terminals will be sought this next
fiscal year. GEAC does not interface with the prototype online
catalog in SEL depriving patrons of one of the slickest features
of an online catalog--the ability to determine, from a single
terminal, whether or not an item owned by the Library is checked
out or on the shelf.
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FUTURE PLANS

At long last funding was allocated for the renovation of Cl and
B2 which will combine Current Periodicals and Main Reserve Book
Room functions. The renovation will greatly expand the services
offered by the Loan Department and will have a major impact on
staffing. Staff will be involved this year in planning the final
design, determining security levels for the area and coordinating
the temporary displacement of services during renovation. Time
slot for relocation of Main RBR is summer session 1991.

Loan staff will request funds to have more GEAC 8314 terminals
and light pens replaced with the Wyse terminals and generic
barcode readers which are more reliable and can be used with any
future circulation system.

The programming changes were completed for the interface of the
Student Information System with GEAC thus enabling the Library to
accomplish two goals: 1) provide a current patron database
reflecting valid student registration, and 2) permit the
encumbrance of students in SIS for library fines. Goal number one
will be implemented during summer session 1990 and goal two will
be implemented during fall semester 1990.

The Loan Department will continue to rigorously apply Library
affirmative action guidelines in hiring and promotion activities.
The value of working in a diverse environment will be a major
theme throughout the Library and Loan, one of the most diverse
departments in the Library, should play an active role in
discussions and activities.

A new department head will join the staff in 1990/91. New
department heads bring different strengths. This change in
leadership will provide new opportunities for the Loan Department
to move forward in defining new standards of service for library
patrons.



LOAN DEPARTMENT ANNUAL STATISTICS

1989/ 90

Main and Science-Engineerhig libraries

Activity 1989/90 1988/89 1987/88

People Using Buildings 2,539,385 2,378,852 2,294,843

Books Circulated 698,527 660,313 628,826

Books Reshelved 1,638,716 1,521,218 1,459,036

Holds Placed 34,768 33,150 32,739

Fines Collected $137,672 $123,925 $144,937



SUMMARY

In Central Services, as in the University Library, this year has been one
of major changes in personnel. At the department head level, Charles
Gilreath of the Central Reference Department and Merri Harste, Head
Loan Librarian, resigned to accept positions elsewhere. On the recruitment
side, Charlene Baldwin accepted the permanent Head Map Librarian position
in November. Due to Louise Greenfield's sabbatical, Karen Williams
served as Acting Head Library Instruction Librarian while Craig Hawbaker
was Acting Head Central Reference Librarian. In the Central Reference
Department, Edith Ferrell was on sabbatical. One of the most significant
changes was the retirement of Virginia Rice, Central Reference Librarian
extraordinaire, after thirty years of service to the University Library.

As in past years, the Division continued to cope with increased service
demands due in part to increased enroUment. For example, in the Central
Reference Department reference questions asked during fall semester in-
creased 4.2% over the previous fall semester with a three year increase of
more than 25%. Increases in questions were also seen in the Media Center
and Government Documents. The Loan Department shelved 7.5% more books
and circulated nearly 7% more items. The increases in service would be
welcomed if more staffing and funding were available. It is the pressure
to do more with the same numbers of staff which causes frustration.
To ease the burden of increased demand, the Library Instruction Depart-
ment initiated two changes. First, the Library Skills presentation was
handled largely by graduate students rather than library staff. Second,
for library instruction to English 102 classes a detailed written pathfind-
er was substituted for presentations which meant 88 fewer presentations
were done.

The Division continued to accomplish a number of important goals. Overall
a major achievement was to help in the formulation of the Library's Master
Plan. This study will focus our direction in the coming years. Additional
activities included implementation of an interlibrary loan courier service
among the three university libraries, and, for the first time in the state
an interlibrary loan agreement was also arranged for films and videotapes.
In order to improve the Loan Department's work flow the single graduate
due date at the end of each semester was eliminated. The new rotating
date seems to work well for the library and graduate students. An impor-
tant change was to have Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforms
report to the Head Map Librarian instead of the Head Central Reference
Librarian.

Progress was made on a number of goals which should be completed in the
next year. Programming and other preparation work was done on GEAC in
order to utilize the Student Information System computer files. That link
should be completely operational by January. In addition, progress was
made on the automated film booking system for the Film Collection. By the
end of the fiscal year, the library orientation videotape funded by a Pro-
vost Teaching Improvement Award should be completed.

Two special events were particularly noteworthy. The University of Arizo-
na Library and its Interlibrary Loan Office were honored by OCLC for
ranking as the third largest overall Interlibrary Loan lender in the ten
years of OCLC interlibrary loan operation. The Map Collection celebrated
its 35th anniversary with the dedication of a CoroneUi globe gore in
honor of Mary Blakely, the first Map Librarian, and a reception which
was held in connection with the meeting of the Western Association of Map
Librarians.



STRENGTHS

Staff

The major strength of the Division and the Library is the quality, flexibil-
ity, and commitment to service of the staff. Staff continued to provide
high quality service while dealing with increased demands and a static
staffing level. The staff also continued to participate in a number of
ways in their own growth and in the administration of the Library. Staff
are responsible for major activities through such committees as the Staff
Development Committee and the Exhibits Committee.

In addition, this year the staff were articulate and thoughtful in assist-
ing the Library administration in implementing the Mfirmative Action
plan. Diversity Week, with Carmen Tafolla from Northern Arizona Uni-
versity as the outside consultant, was a step towards the necessary discus-
sions and work which will make diversity in the workplace a well accepted
institutional value in the University of Arizona Library.

Collections

The collections built, maintained, and accessed by Central Services contin-
ue to be a major strength of the Library. Access to the collections were
improved significantly again this year by addition of new sources in elec-
tronic format. The Central Reference Department added four new sources
in compact disk format including ABI/Inform which is the major index to
business literature, Dissertation Abstracts, and the compact disk ver-
sion of Sociological Abstracts. For the first time this year, after
receiving appropriate equipment, the Map Collection has added an electronic
atlas and a compact disk index. The Government Documents Department
provided much improved access to legislative material and information
through Legi-Slate on the national level and LOLA which is a similar
source for Arizona.
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SUMMARY
The Central Reference Department, which includes

Interlibrary Loan, has completed a challenging year that can best
be described as one of change. Personnel developments, shifts in
responsibility, administrative reorganization, increasing numbers
of users, and automation played active roles.

Personnel developments were at the forefront of change in
Central Reference and Interlibrary Loan.

--Charles Gilreath resigned as Head of Central Reference.
--Virginia Rice announced her retirement.
--Charles Peters moved from Current Periodicals,
Newspapers and Microforms to Central Reference.
--Edith Ferrell spent the year on sabbatical.
--Craig Hawbaker was assigned as Acting Head of Central
Reference.
--Karen Williams was assigned as Acting Head of Library
Instruction.
--Jeanne Voyles was assigned as Acting Head of Current
Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforms, while also
maintaining her responsibilities as Head of ILL.
--Lois Olsrud was assigned as Acting Assistant Head of
Central Reference.
--Les Canterbury, Alice Staples, and Jay Talley were
hired as temporary Central Reference Librarians.
--Jennifer Flint, former Library Skills Librarian, was
hired as a Central Reference Librarian.

These personnel changes significantly affected everyone in
the department. As personnel resigned, retired, or were assigned
to other responsibilities, the remaining staff had to reassess
priorities, reallocate responsibilities, and make allowances for
daily (sometimes hourly) changes in schedules. New staff and
temporary librarians had to be quickly trained and assume heavy
responsibilities.

There was one significant change in Central Reference's
organizational structure. Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and
Microforms, which previously reported to the Head of Central
Reference, was administratively reassigned to the Head of Maps.
As a result, Chuck Peters moved from CPNM to Central Reference.

Although we have learned to expect an increasing number of
users each year, the enrollment factor should not be dismissed or
overlooked as an ever growing agent of change (and stress) in
Central Reference and Interlibrary Loan. Again last year, Fall
semester statistics at the reference desk increased 4.2% over the
same period last year, constituting more than a 25% increase
during the last three years. Through April, 1990, the number of
requests received for ILL lending increased 12% and borrowing
increased 18%, as compared to the same time period last year.

Automation changes during the last year lie primarily in the
area of compact disk technology, where we almost doubled user
access to CD-ROMs, adding ABI/INFORM, CORPORATE & INDUSTRY
RESEARCH REPORTS, DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS, and SOCIOFILE. With
the addition of these CD-ROM5, mediated searching continued to
decrease. Interlibrary Loan implemented ILLRKS (Interlibrary
Loan Record Keeping System), a software package which tracks



patron records, costs, copyright compliance, and much more. The
long awaited subject searching of OCLC finally became a reality,
and EPIC is now simply another resource among the hundreds of
accessible databases.

STRENGTHS
After thirty years of service to the University Library,

Virginia Rice announced her retirement. Although her
contributions are too varied to be listed in an annual report, it
must be noted that she always had an unmatched commitment to
excellent reference service, and she was willing to go the extra
step (or mile) for a faculty member or student. Her knowledge of
history and her unique perspectives on Arizona and local people,
places, and events will be impossible to replace. However, some
of this knowledge will be available to future generations via the
Arizona Index, which Ginnie managed since 1978.

We also lost Charles Gilreath, who resigned after five years
as Head of Central Reference to become Assistant Director of
Public Services at North Carolina State. Charles' leadership,
range of knowledge, and service to the Library, the University,
and the State will be missed!

Even with the loss of these two experienced librarians, the
major strength of Central Reference is its staff, which continued
to answer more questions, to teach more bibliographic
instruction, to lend and borrow more interlibrary loan items, and
to provide additional services and new products during 1989-90
than ever before. With all of the personnel changes outlined in
the summary, many staffs would have been satisfied to simply
maintain the status quo--or even decrease quality or quantity in
certain areas. Staffing levels during this past year were
stretched to their limits, and staff remain hopeful for an
increase in staff. In the meantime, however, excellent teamwork
and cooperation, mixed with many long days and short weekends,
allowed a dedicated staff to meet the challenge with another
outstanding year!

We were very fortunate to hire Les Canterbury, Alice
Staples, and Jay Talley on a temporary basis to replace one
librarian on sabbatical and two librarians in Acting Head
positions. All three have made positive public service
contributions to Central Reference.

The addition of four new CD-ROM products provided users with
a total of nine databases in the social sciences and business.
Users have embraced this new technology, as evidenced by full
reservation sheets days in advance as well as frequent queues.
The switch from BRS After Dark to Dialog's Knowledge Index for
our end-user online searching (QuickSearch) has proven to be
successful, and users now have a broader array of business and
humanities databases to select from. Dow Jones News Retrieval
has been added as an additional online vendor with unique
business information.

In addition to automated reference resources, the print and
microform Central Reference collection continues to be a strong,
viable resource that meets the needs of faculty, staff, students,
scholars, and researchers. However, any further serial cuts and
acquisition "freezes" could threaten the collection's quality.

Interlibrary Loan patrons who need items from Arizona State
University or Northern Arizona University Libraries found Items
arriving faster this past year due to a new courier service.
Material is delivered daily between ASU and UA and every other



day between NAU and UA. ILL participated in a pilot project,
sponsored by the University of Texas at El Paso, which provides
access to library collections in Mexico. During the American
Library Association Annual Conference in Chicago, Jeanne Voyles
accepted an award from OCLC on behalf of the University of
Arizona Library for its ranking as the third largest overall ILL
lender for the last ten years in the nation.

Outside of the Library, the staff has also been very
successful. Although staff members had many accomplishments that
are worthy of mention here, unfortunately there Is insufficient
space. Here is a representative, selective list of their varied
scholarship and service.

--Edith Ferrell, while on sabbatical, delivered a paper on
"Integrated Library Systems" at the Computers in Libraries
International Conference held in London.

--Bonnie Hintzman published a Vance Bibliography on
"glasnost and perestroika."

--Lee Sorensen was elected Western Regional Representative
of the Art Libraries Society of North America.

--Ralph Johnson published an article entitled "Five PC-Based
Expert Systems for Business Reference: An Evaluation" in
Information Technolov and Libraries.

--Elissa Cochran served as Program Chair/Chair Elect of the
Arizona Online User Group.

--Maria Hoopes presented a paper on "Santa Teresa de Cabora"
at the Pacific Coast Council on Latin American Studies Conference
held in Sacramento.

--Ruth Dickstein was a member of the University's Committee
of Eleven.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS
Everyone in Central Reference would agree that the most

pressing limitation is the size of the staff. We have sustained
significant growth in requests for service over each of the past
five years--in many cases at a double-digit growth rate--yet the
number of staff to respond to these requests has remained
practically static. Although the staff has had to perform at a
faster pace due to these increasing demands, it does not always
mean that it is performing better. A reference librarian cannot
serve thirty users in one hour at the desk as thoroughly as a
reference librarian can serve ten users in one hour at the desk.
Moreover, fever and fever users are receiving the telephone
reference assistance they desire. All of this results in our
users suffering by not receiving the amount of service they
deserve. The reference librarian also suffers, feeling
inadequate, frustrated, and overworked. User dissatisfaction and
librarian burnout are the consequences.

Central Reference Is very fortunate to have highly qualified
librarians and career staff contribute hours on the information
desk and on the reference desk. Currently, these volunteers must
be utilized in addition to reference staff in order to sustain
minimal staffing levels. Indeed, It is disconcerting that we
must regularly rely on volunteers to staff vital reference
functions. Should this pool of volunteers ever disappear, CRD
would find itself in a critical staffing shortage.

Interlibrary Loan lending has increased 4O over the last
four years, while borrowing has increased 43% over the last four
years. Photocopy requests from users are up 30% this past year,
possibly due to previous serials cuts and the increased use of



CD-ROM. In addition, ILL has the only telefacsimile machine in
the Library, which utilizes approximately two hours per day of
staff time. The important point here, however, is not the
increase in demands but the size of the staff, which has not
increased at all over the last five years. These ever-increasing
borrowing and lending demands in ILL have forced consideration of
a fee structure for charging lending libraries. Also, student
assistants have assumed more demanding responsibilities.

Another major limitation in CRD is space. Interlibrary Loan
has five full-time staff and eleven student assistants working in
an approximately 990 square foot area. To say the least, the
area is very congested and not conducive to efficient work.
Student assistants frequently must work on the floor or outside
of the office.

With the addition of Chuck Peters to the staff, it was
desirable to find him office space in Central Reference rather
than have him remain in his present fourth floor office. The
plan to divide the computer searching room (A212) has been
approved, and Chuck will soon be accommodated in his new
quarters. This will make him more available for computer
troubleshooting plus allow him to interact more easily with
colleagues and users.

Automation Is another major limitation In CRD. The lack of
an online catalog (OPAC) is a major frustration for both users
and staff. The current online circulation (GEAC) terminals are
becoming unreliable--flickering screens and double-typed
characters are a frequent occurrence. Several of the PCs used
for running our CD-ROMs are starting to show signs of constant
use. We have no back-up system for CD-ROMs, and as the hardware
becomes older, we will be certain to encounter more down time.

FUTURE PLANS
During the next year Central Reference will be actively

involved in a variety of efforts. Among them are:
Central Reference staff will initiate and train a

new Department Head (currently interviewing) and a new
Education Librarian--Jennifer Flint. We will also need
to replace Bonnie Hintzman, who recently announced her
retirement effective August 1, 1990. Her excellent
work indexing The Arizona Daily Star and her extensive
reference knowledge will be missed.

Introduce at least one new humanities CD-ROM product.
Based on findings and recommendations from the FAX

Committee, CRD policies and procedures will be proposed.
All Central Reference librarians and career staff who

work at the reference desk should possess basic competency
in searching EPIC. An EPIC section should be completed for
the SATP.
S. Purchase an additional M310 OCLC terminal for ILL to
meet the increasing borrowing demands.

Integrate library science reference materials.
Discuss the Library's and the Department's

commitment to the Arizona Index and The Index to News
in The Arizona Daily Star.

ILL will implement new fees structure for borrowing
and lending.

Responsibilities for certain subject areas will be
shifted or reassigned. In addition, several staff
members will switch offices.



Directional questions increased by 14.0 percent
Reference questions increased by 4.2 percent
Total questions increased by 5.2 percent

These statistics do not include the CD-ROM help desk, which is open niost
weekdays f rom 10-11 and 2-3. Last year, at least 13,286 searches were done
on the CD niachines in Central Reference.

4onth

CENTRAL REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

Desk Statistics, 1989-90

Directional Reference Total

89-9088-89 89-90 88-89 89-90 88-89

July 986 980 5346 6059 6632 7039
August 785 1000 5091 5529 5876 6529
Sept 1477 1939 9986 11034 11463 12973
Oct 2585 2824 16175 14564 18760 17388
Nov 1774 1914 11308 13038 13082 14952
Dec 712 729 5622 5820 6334 6549
Jan 975 1024 6321 6817 7296 7841
Feb 1463 1835 9635 10359 11098 12194
March 1418 1624 11117 11705 12535 13329
April 1470 1846 12784 13365 14254 15211
May 654 572 4853 4085 5507 4657
June 916 1051 5968 6240 6884 7291

Total 15,215 17,338 104,206 108,615 119,721 125,953



CENTRAL REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

Other Performance Measures

COMPUTER SEARCHING
88-89 89-90

Mediated Searches 233 127
Ready Reference Searches 1269 998

Average Ready Reference Cost $4.01 $4.62

END-USER COMPUTER SEARCHING
88-89 89-90

CD-ROM 7655 13,286
QuickSearch 1085 998

Average QuickSearch Cost $8.48 $7.00

CLASS INSTRUCTION
88-89 89-90

Sessions Conducted 365 302

PUBLICATIONS
(In-House Guides and Bibliographies)

88-89 89-90

63 44



CENTRAL REFERENCE DEPARTMENT
Collection Management Statistics

NEW/ADDED VOLUMES

Monographs added: 662
Serials added: 1339

Total added during 89-90 Fiscal Year: 1901

Total added 88-89 Fiscal Year: 1519

The department had a 25 percent increase in adds during the 89-90
Fiscal Year.

TRANS FERS

Titles transferred: 704
Pieces transferred: 1896

Total transfers for 89-90 Fiscal Year: 2600

Total transfers for 88-89 Fiscal Year: 857 titles
2.314 pieces
2172. total

Titles transferred decreased 17.9 percent.
Pieces transferred increased 30.7 percent
Total transfers increased 19.8 percent



INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS

JULY 1. 1989-JUNE 30. 1990

PREPARED BY

JEANNE F. VOYLES



INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS 1.989/1990:

LENDING:

Number of requests received
(OCLC & U.S. Mail)

Number of requests filled

Number of requests unfilled
(3,797 requests cancelled by ILL)

USDA DOCUMENT DELIVERY SYSTEM:

Number of requests received

Number of requests filled

Number of requests referred

TOTAL NUMBER OP REOUESTS PROCESSED:

Loans filled
Photocopy filled
(Includes USDA)

Loans unfilled
Photocopy unfilled
(Includes USDA)

Loans received
Photocopy received
(Includes USDA) TOTAL NUMBER OF

TOTAL

TOTAL

REQUESTS

50,328

THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS RECEIVED THIS YEAR INCREASE BY 11%.

THE FILL RATE POR THIS FISCAL YEAR WAS 48%.

13,551
11.306
24,857

12,577
13,585
26,162

26, 128
24891
51,019

REASONS POR UNFILLED: LOAN PHOTOCOPY
Not owned 1,018 990
In Use 4,096 274
Not On Shelf 2,286 3,081
Non-Circulating 2,576 o
Too Fragile To Loan 253 o
No OCLC Reply 116 107
Will Not Pay Photo Fee o 1,098
Holdings Incomplete
(we own journal but not specific
year needed)

o 2,325

Not found as cited O 1,118
Miscellaneous 2,232 4,373

TOTAL 12,577 13,366

SUMMARY:

24,385

25,943

691

472

219



INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS 1989/1990:

BORROWING:

Total number of requests received
from UA patrons (9208 completed)

Total requests filled

Total requests unfilled

Total requests pending

REOUESTS FILLED:

Number of Loan requests filled:

Number of Photocopy requests filled:

REASONS FOR UNFILLED:
Cancelled by patron 288
Cancelled by ILL 402
Holding library will not lend 206
Insufficient citation 244
Patron cannot pay borrowing fee 322

TOTAL 1,462

TOTAL REOUESTS COMPLETED: 9,208

SUMMARY:

6% increase in the number of Loan requests received.
25% increase in the number of Photocopy requests received.

This dramatic increase in photocopy requests could be the result
of the serial's cutback that occurred over the last three years and
the increase in CD-ROM workstations in both the Main & Science-
Engineering Library.

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS RECEIVED INCREASED BY 15% THIS YEAR.

THE FILL RATE FOR THIS FISCAL YEAR WAS 84%.

9,698

7,746

1,462

490

3,886

3.860

TOTAL 7,746



SUMMARY

This has been a busy year at the Southwest Folklore Center. The Center
had to adjust to the absence of Dr. James S. Griffith who vas on a year-long
sabbatical. In addition to that, the Center was forced to relocate to
different office.

In spite of Dr. Griffith's absence, the office managed to maintain our
area of public education. The Center produced and cosponsored the 16th
edition of Tucson Meet Yourself, and sponsored the 7th annual All-O'odham
f iddle orchestra contest at San Xavier. With the Tucson Friends of
Traditional Music we cosponsored several concerts, one being a western music
featuring Glenn Orhlin, another featuring Celtic musician, Mick Molony.
Another concert is being planned for the month of June.

Although Dr. Griffith wasn't available for public lectures, the demand
was still guite high. Several talks were given, mostly in Tucson and the
immediate areas.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Although staffing vas down this year due to the absence of Dr.
Griffith, the tiny staff, which consisted of the Acting Director and two
student assistants, managed to maintain our public commitment to public
education and information.



MAJOR LIMITATION

Because the staff vas reduced, the staff wasn't able to maintain the
high degree of educational commitment. Additionally, "normal" duties vere
suspended or students had to take on additional responsibilities. We weren't
able to take on any new projects since the beginning of the fiscal year.

The report vili not mention the need for an archivist as this subject
has been discussed in previous report.

The limitation of space was solved when the Center moved into a new
building. The renovations as promised by the Space Planning has not been
completed.



FUTURE PLANS

Dr. Griffith will return from the sabbatical on July ist; he will
resume a majority of his duties. We intend to produce our two annual
programs: Tucson Meet Yourself and the O'odham Fiddle Contest.
Additionally, we are planning an exhibition on cascarones in October in
conjunction with the Tohono Chul park. We will seek other opportunities for
additional projects and service as they arise.

The Center has been the recipient of two new projects and these will be
continued. The first involves the Navajo Codetalkers Projects. The daughter
of one of the Codetalkers was one of the initial interviewers and she will
continue her interviews on as many of the original 29. The second project
involves processing the Yaqui stories and legends. The Center was considered
as a repository because of its history of sensitivities to different
cultures. We received some material on Yaqui Deer Songs and some initial
stories and will continue to receive more.



July 17, 1990

MEMORANDUM
TO: Dorman Smith

FROM: Grace M. Boyne

SUBJECT: Statistical Summary

The totals for the statistical summary 15:

General Inquiry - Reference 489

General Inquiry - Activity 532

General Inquiry - Archival 101

Total InquIry 1,122

Direction 21

2
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I. Summary.

After several years of staff turnover and reassignment of
responsibilities, Special Collections experienced several
movements towards stability during the 1989/90 FY. Theresa
Salazar joined the staff as Special Collections Librarian, Margie
Puerta was selected as Library Assistant III and Peter Steere
became Manuscripts/Congressional Librarian in a permanent state
line. An entirely new group of student assistants were hired
during the year and carried out major stack shifts under Margie
Puerta's supervision. Miriam Nickerson's year, as the Library's
Assistant Director of Development, was largely occupied with the
University's Festival in the Sun and other University Foundation
related activities. Carolyn Saulls and Bonnie Schlichting
provided consistently excellent directional and reference
assistance at the department's front desk. Roger Myers provided
outstanding leadership in departmental, library, state and
national professional contexts. Chris Leischow maintained our
serials collections and continued to developed "bridges of
access" between the state and local documents collections held In
Special Collections and Government Documents. Seasoned
professionals, Mary O'Neil and Alice Staples, filled various gaps
in staffing during the year.

A mid-year freeze on acquisitions slowed collection
development which was largely characterized by extensive
purchases of relatively inexpensive books, photographs and
ephemera. After over 15 years of consistent support and
¿cguistions, Special Collections has the outstanding collection
of printed materials on the Southwest in any library.

Significant progress was made in manuscripts and archives.
Approximately 115 linear feet of M. K. Udall Congressional papers
were processed and 95 feet weeded (Steere). Myers secured two
grants of $1000 each to support processing of the Ellinwood law
firm records and microfilming of the Ada McCormick papers. Myers
recorded 32 accessions (170 feet) and weeded 147 feet from nine
collections. He supervised the processing of six collections (30
feet), including the papers of Paul Ezell, ma Gittings, John
Clum and Bart Bok and compiled a preliminary inventory of the
Edward Abbey papers.

Steere chaired the Library's Exhibits Committee and mounted
8 exhibits in Main and Special Collections, 7 with exhibit
guides. Exhibit topics included: the French Revolution, L. Frank
Baum and the Wizard of Oz, Pop-Up Books, the Tucson Lead Crosses,
and A. E. Douglass. Steere also arranged for special lectures to
accompany several exhibits.

Notable individual accomplishments during the year include
Puerta's artwork for the Student Union's Mexican Cafe, Myers'
editing of Dinnerware: The First Decade of An Alternative Art
Space, 1979-1989 and Hieb's Tony Hillerman: From The Blessing Way
to Talking God--A Bibliography.



II. Major Strengths

Staff. An experienced, knowledgeable and dedicated staff
has provided excellence in collection development (Hieb, Myers,
Salazar, Steere, O'Neil), in maintaining our collections and
access tools (Puerta, Saulls, Schlichting), in providing
directional (Saulls and Schlichting) and reference (Salazar,
Myers, Steere, Leischow, Puerta) assistance, In mounting exhibits
(Steere, Salazar, O'Neil, Staples), in conserving books arid
photographs (Hieb, Puerta, Salazar). Puerta made effective use
of students in shifts, processing and special projects.

Collections. Although cut short by a budgetary freeze,
significant accomplishments were made in the conservation and
restoration of our book and photographic collections. Special
Collections has received a consistently high level of support forwell over a decade. In addition, The Friends of The University
of Arizona Library have provided support for the purchase of a
number of extraordinary works, including: Le Livre du Roy Modus
(facsimile of a 14th century French illustrated book) and
Dioskurides Codex Neapolitanus (facsimile of an early manuscript
of the most important early work in pharmacology). The Friends
have provided both monitary support and a sense of a broadbased
community appreciation of books and specialized research
materials. Overall, priority was given to the continued
development of the Arizona/Southwest collections.

Automation. The Manuscript Union List of the Southwest
(MULS) became a reality this year within the CARL on-line catalog
at ASU. Hieb arid Myers have contributed to the development of
this important cooperative research tool. Within the department,
two PCs are in constant use for various word processing and
indexing activities. Inventories, finding aids, exhibit guides,
reference tools, correspondence and administrative activities are
being carried out more effeciently. Salazar began providing LC
subject headings to our photographic collections, building a
basis for automated access to these important research materials.
Beyond this, it should be noted that much of the Special
Collections monographie holdings have been converted into machine
readable form and will be accessible through a future on-line
catalog. It is anticipated that this will increase use of
materials located in Special Collections by over 100%.

Outreach. Particular note should be made here of Steere's
efforts In developing and promoting a varied serles of exhibits.
On several occasions these exhibits have been accompanied by a
special lecture to which The Friends of the Library have been
invited. Local publicity of these events has done much to
increase public awareness of the riches located in Special
Collections. Hieb, Myers and Steere made over 30 field trips to
evaluate possible donations.



III. Weaknesses.

Staff. In the past five years, Special Collection staff
(not including the Assistant Director for Development) has
decreased from 7.5 to 6.875, professional staff has decreased
from 5 to 4 and the professional reference staff from 2 to 1. At
the same time, new materials to be processed has increased and
the number of patrons and pieces used has increased. The much
smaller unit at NAU will have a staff equivalent to UA in the
near future and ASt) (also considerably smaller In total holdings,
except In photographic collections) has over double the staff.
Not only are the staffs larger, entry level salaries are
significantly higher (up to 15%) for comparable positions.
Department Heads at ASt) and NAt) receive double and triple the
travel support, respectively. Beyond this, the support for
automation, especially at ASt), gives them a considerable
advantage in enhancing access to their collections and in
assuming a leadership role in accomplishing state-wide
cooperative projects involving information sharing.

Space. Nearly 1100 linear feet of manuscript materials were
shifted to the Center for Creative Photography (Myers, Steere)
this year arid a range of materials (over 400 linear feet) was
boxed down to accommodate continued acquisitions of manuscripts
and books (Puerta, students). While it appears that construction
of an addition in Cl will occur in the next 15 months, providing
5-lO years growth, the immediate future will be constrained by
shelving at 100% of capacity and storage needs overtaking
processing priorities and space.

Collections. The Collection Development Committee and The
Friends of the Library continue to support the Library's
comrnittment to the development of a comprehensive
Arizona/Southwest Collection. The availability of research
materials for the Arizona/Southwest Collection exceeds the monies
available. And, as noted previously, it has become Increasingly
necessary to divert general "research collections" funds to
support the regional collection. The several efforts over the
past five years to gain NEH grant support have been unsuccessful.

Automation. Special Collections needs Innovacg to provide
current information regarding serials and acquisitions. Special
Collections needs an on-line catalog to provide unified and
widely available knowledge of the research collections located in
this department. Special Collections needs additional PCs for
staff development of finding aids, exhibit guides, etc.



IV. Future Plans.

Space. The planned B2/Cl expansion will provide significant
additional storage space for Special Collections (Congressional
archives and related materials). Shifting of manuscript
materials into Cl will allow for expansion of monographic storage
in C2 as well as providing room for an improved arrangement of
photographic and ephemeral materials.

Automation. Special Collections anticipates the
availability of an Irinovacq terminal in the department during the
next year which will facilitate both serials and acquisitions
functions. Introduction of an on-line catalog will greatly
enhance public access to the wide variety of materials located in
this department. At the same time it should be noted that
enhanced access will probably more than double current use of
Specia Collections materials. This has many implications for
staffing, security and reader space.

Statewide cooperation. The Manuscript Union List of the
Southwest provides the first example of sharing access of limited
or unique resources through automation. Butler (NAU), Oetting
(ASU) and Hieb (UA) are seeking ways to extend cooperation in
other areas of resource sharing and coordinated collection
development. It is not too early to conceive of and work towards
a state university system of coordinated collection development,
communication and document delivery. Towards this end, a retreat
for Special Collections staff of the three universities is
planned for August of this year. Throughout the past several
years the Arizona's Historic Records Roundtable has served as a
focal point for these efforts at cooperation.

Staff. This annual report, more than any previous one,
makes clear the current and expanded future needs for additional
staff. It would not be unreasonable to expect our very near
future needs to include: an additional reference librarian (1FTE)
and classified staff (J. FTE) to assist with reference; a
photoarchivist/reference librarian (1FTE) to provide conservation
of and access to our 40,000+ images; classified staff (1. FTE) to
assist with manuscript processing; additional student assistants
(2 FTE or more) to assist with paging, photocopy and manuscript
processing. Our staff salaries are also lagging behind national
and even state averages. As noted above, entry level salaries at
the other Arizona universities are as much as 17.5% above what we
have offered during the current FY. It is very difficult to hire
and retain excellent staff in these circumstances.



Special Collections
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

1989/90 Annual Report

* Cúrrent UA Budget involves directional assistance but is self-
service. Statistics not included in other categories.
** Includes new titles and materials integrated into existing titles.

In addition, there were 390 R&Rs during the year.

Statistical Supplement

CIRCULATION STATISTICS 86/87 87/88 88/89 89/90

People, Total 9162 8003 8687 8683

Pieces, Total 18467 16275 18288 16813

Undergraduate 2289 2276 2410 2175

Graduate 2383 1664 1569 1883

Faculty/Staff 923 1059 1161 1029

Special Borrower 2721 3014 3547 3596

Arizona Collection 8771 7905 8173 8150

LC Collections 7492 6021 7028 5875

Theses/Dissertations 523 489 537 604

Manuscripts 835 938 1683 1654

Photo Files 842 922 867 530

Current UA Budget* --- 1191 1211

PROCESSING STATISTICS
Books LC 2357 1223 2172 2560***

AZ 166 67 64

Photographs 1359 1218 931 1578

Pamphlets 237 122 381 523**

Theses/Dissertations 75 40 30

Biographical Files --- 20 37

Manuscripts
Accessions, Titles --- 17

Linear Feet --- --- 170'

Preliminary Processing
Udall --- 210'

Other 6'

Titles, Added 49 5 1]. 6

Linear Feet, Added --- 29'

REFERENCE
Questions, Directional 5266 4811 4884 5320

Reference 3546 3939 3532 3986

"5" 498 644 650 612

SERVICES
Photocopies 351 286 83 99

On-Demand Photocopies 789 1189 1413 1683

Photographic Orders 59 43 123 60

REFERENCE LETTERS --- 147 196

DONOR RELATIONS
Field Trips 32

Contacts 94

GRANTS 2

Total Received $2000
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LIMITATIONS

Limitations remain the same as last year with severe problems in the number
of staff, lack of space, and lack of automation.

Staff

Again no new positions were received in the Division this year. The need
is great in all areas of the Library, but the front line service areas are
particularly hard hit. Increases in enrollment and general use of the
Library cause increased demands which make the lack of new staffing even
more difficult. Recruitment for open academic professional positions was
made more difficult by the low salaries.

Space

Filling up of the Library's space continues to be a major problem. Stacks
have been added to the Science-Engineering Library to accommodate nor-
mal annual growth but the stacks will remain 80% full in that building.
The Film Collection suffers from inadequately arranged and maintained space
while lack of new space will force the Government Documents Department
into a major weeding and storage project. Lack of adequately equipped
space for library instruction is also a pressing problem.

With the delay in starting the Science/Engineering Library addition until
1994, the Library will continue to have major problems with space, threaten-
ing the provision of quality service.

One bright spot has been the funding for the Udall Archives addition.
Although other services besides Special Collections will not gain space,
relocation of the Current Periodicals collection and Photocopy will lead to
improved service.

Automation

Without an integrated online library system, the University of Arizona
Library is failing in its service to faculty, staff, and students. As
demonstrated in the Master Plan, the Library is woefully behind its peers
in providing an online catalog.

Other areas of automation also are of major concern. GEAC which has been
a highly successful circulation system is demonstrating its age by an
increased number of system failures. There were major hardware failures
in November, December, and January causing delays in service and addition-
al follow-up problems with such areas as overdue notices. In addition, the
Library must have wider access to INNOVACQ which includes the serial
check-in records and order records for the system.



FUTURE PLANS

Plan and implement, with other appropriate staff, the C1/B2 renovation of
the Main Library for additional space for the Udall archives.

Integrate the Library Science collection and services into Main Library and
other departments as appropriate.

Integrate the use of EPIC which provides subject and other enhanced ac-
cess to the 21 million bibliographic records on OCLC into reference service
in all areas.

Complete the interface with the Student Information System in order to
provide a current student database and to allow for encumbrance of library
fines in SIS.

Complete the database for the filin booking system in the Filin Collections.
Test the system and be ready for full implementation in July 1991.

Institute charges for lending library material to other libraries.

Provide wider access to INNO VACQ.

Assist in implementing the Library's Automation Plan in a number of ways
including recommendation about converting bibliographic records for govern-
ment documents into electronic format.

Assist in whatever way possible in acquiring funding for the integrated
online system

Continue to apply the Library Affirmative Action guidelines and support
and explain the value of diversity in the workforce.
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SUMMARY

This has been a very active year for the staff of the Science-Engineering Library. Rfèrence,
online, and instructional programs and services are emphasized. Activities associated with
collection development are accented by critical deliberations on serial titles, including
traditional and online formats. All reference personnel and several classified staff
participate in the program of bibliographic instruction. Efforts with faculty liaison improve
communication with academic departments and facilitate collection development.

The importance of traditional reference services is stressed. Reference assistance provided
by several members of the Catalog Department and one bibliographer from the Acquisitions
Department is appreciated and needed. In addition, reference assistance provided by
personnel in the Catalog Maintenance Office and by a Graduate Library School student is
essential. With staff departures and constraints, overall quality has been affected.

Bibliographic services provided to faculty and students in the Current Periodicals and
Microforms Room (CPMR) are very good. The current periodical literature, so vital to the
scientific and technical disciplines, is organized effectively to promote access. Major
microfiche sets, including the industrial and military standards, are used extensively. In an
extensive examination of current periodical titles, cancelled and non-current titles were
removed for binding and all titles were reviewed to 'tweed out" dated issues. Assistance
from personnel in Bindery & Preservation and the Catalog Maintenance Office is essential
in efforts to provide reference services and to handle bindery activities. Efforts to
implement the automated bindery module will continue. In CPMR, a relatively small staff
provides a variety of public and technical services.

Catalogs are maintained effectively and bibliographic materials are moved "in and out" of
SEL by personnel in the Catalog Maintenance Office (CMO). With the online catalog,
cards are not filed into the Subject Card Catalog, effective January 1, 1990. Personnel in
CMO are "pulled" for a variety of activities and duties, including reference services in the
Reference Room and in CPMR as well as technical support in CPMR. Another name is
being considered for the Catalog Maintenance Office to reflect the nature of the activities
performed. For example, "Materials and Records Processing" is one viable possibility.

Numerous personnel changes occurred over this academic year. As a result, staff
responsibilities have changed continually and programs and services have been affected.
Melissa Scott served as a temporary reference librarian from January to August, 1989. Jill
Newby assumed a position at Yale University in August 1989. Barbara Delzell served as
a temporary reference librarian in the fall semester. Chestalene Pintozzi and Mary O'Neil
assumed temporary reference positions in September 1989. Janet Fore moved from
reference/catalog librarian to full-time reference librarian in February 1990. Doug Jones
assumed sabbatical responsibilities in March 1990. Jeanne Pfander moved in and out of
maternity leave, including one semester at 1/2-time. David Flaxbart served as a "reference
student assistant" from the Graduate Library School from January 1989 to date.
Additionally, Tim McKimmie served as an intern from January to May, 1990.

We are beginning to focus on expectations associated with reference services. Questions
and issues related to goals and objectives of reference services and general expectations for
reference personnel are being deliberated at reference staff meetings.



Three CD-ROM stations were installed. Currently, AGRICOLA, MEDLINE, NTIS,
MathSci, and Selected Water Resources Abstracts are accessible via the CD-ROM format.

The prototype online catalog in SEL is a fine reference tool. Numerous comments and
suggestions from faculty and students focus on the need for similar online access in the
Main Library.

Reference personnel participated in a major deselection project for the Reference
Collection. Performed over the intersession, approximately 90 shelves of reference materials
were deselected.

In the physical facility, the main entrance has been renovated to improve security. All
windows have been examined and secured. The space in Room 438 has been regained.
All emergency doors will be upgraded to electronic status.

Overall, this year is characterized by intense activity and considerable personnel transition.
More students are asking more reference questions and seeking additional bibliographic
assistance. A fine sense of teamwork, effective collaboration, and needed support from
other departments and the Administrative Group have been critical elements in efforts to
provide appropriate bibliographic assistance.

Mary Reichel and all members of SEL and the library system continue to provide valuable
assistance and support. As Secretary, Marie's assistance provides a measure of continuity
for activities in and out of the Administrative Office.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The expertise, experience, and dedication of all staff in the Science-Engineering Library
constitute the major strength of the Library. Reference librarians, with various subject
specialties, are committed to provide effective reference, online, and instructional services
for faculty and students. The librarians are familiar with the literature of the scientific and
technical disciplines and demonstrate extensive proficiency with the methodologies
associated with traditional reference services and with contemporary online programs and
services. Classified staff are active participants in public and technical services and provide
essential support. They are responsible for numerous activities and services that facilitate
use of the collections. Overall, a commitment to quality and a willingness to work as a
team characterize the staff of SEL

Immediate access to a variety of essential online databases expedites the instructional and
research process for faculty and students. Extensive use of QuickSearch, CAS Online, and
the CD-ROM databases underscores the importance of end-user access. In addition,a good
number of mediated searches are still being performed by reference librarians.



The collections of the Science-Engineering Library constitute an essential strength. With
more than 500,000 volumes, including 10,000 serial publications, faculty and students are
able to locate and use a considerable number of needed bibliographic sources. Additionally,
several notable microfiche sets, including NilS, NASA, DOE, AEC, GPO, and the industrial
and military standards and specifications, are valuable collections of scientific and technical
information.

Positive relationships with other units in the library system improve the quality of public
and technical services. We appreciate the fine reference assistance provided by several
members of the Catalog Department and the Bibliographer for Science and Technology
from the Acquisitions Department. Quality in collection development is promoted by the
efforts of the Bibliographer for Science and Technology. The valuable assistance of all
library departments is appreciated and needed.

MAJOR LIMiTATIONS

Staff constraints constitute a significant problem. With extensive schedules of reference,
online, and instructional activities, as well as collection development, faculty liaison, and
coordinative responsibilities, reference librarians struggle more and more in efforts to cope
with these schedules and to provide quality bibliographic assistance for faculty and students.
Classified staff are pulled continually in different directions to provide needed reference
and instructional support, in addition to their regular activities and duties. While
implementation of the automated bindery module is desirable and will be executed, staff
constraints will generate problems in the implementation process.

Space available for personnel and, in particular, for collections is very limited. Shelves on
the first, third, and fourth floors are 90-95% filled. It's very difficult to place volumes on
any shelves on the third floor. More space is available in the Reference Collection as a
result of a major deselection project. Still, this collection is 85% full. Additional space is
a critical need in SEL.

We need to continue efforts to improve education and training for reference personnel.
Due to the sheer intensity of activity and staff constraints, a significant measure of the
procedures related to education and training tends to be on-the-job in substance and style.
While progress toward a formal training methodology is evident, additional efforts are
necessary.

FUTURE PLANS

We will continue to participate in the National Agricultural Text Digitizing Project
(NAIDP). We'll be able to provide access to several extensive agricultural databases. The
"acid rain" database will be evaluated over the months ahead. Locally, faculty, students, and
librarians participate in this important national project.



We will continue to work with the prototype online catalog in collaborative efforts to
improve this online system and evaluate effectiveness. Also, we'll promote the utility of the
online catalog in academic departments and in the general university environment to
contribute to the success of a decision package for an integrated library system.

We will deliberate possibilities associated with the potential expansion of the Science-
Engineering Library. Efforts to progress toward this expansion will continue. As noted
previously, space is a critical need in SEL.

We will work with personnel from the Serials Department and Bindery & Preservation in
the implementation of the automated bindery module. While staff constraints in the
Current Periodicals and Microforms Room stifi exist, I feel optimistic over the opportunity
to implement the automated bindery module in the year ahead. I'll work with staff in SEL
and other departments in this implementation. This will be a collaborative effort.

We will continue efforts to improve procedures and methodologies related to education and
training. In addition to training for reference, online, and instructional services, we need
to focus on the role of the selector in the procedures associated with collection
development.

We will continue efforts to examine staff expectations associated with reference services.
Goals and objectives of reference services and other relevant issues will be deliberated at
reference staff meetings.

We appreciate the fine reference assistance provided by a student from the Graduate
Library School. This is a good opportunity for the graduate student to become familiar with
reference services and other bibliographic activities. As this reference assistance is needed
in SEL we'll hire and train other qualified students.

As additional CD-ROM databases are added and this format is reviewed and refined, we
will examine duplicate paper copies to determine potential cancellations. Evaluative criteria
need to be generated.



13 Bracketed niers are not caLcuLated in totaLs.
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1989-1990
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

COLLECTION STATISTICS

Page 1

COLLECTION SIZE
TOTAL

88-89 89-90
ADDED
89-90

% OF
CHANGE

MONOGRAPHS / SERIALS
Bound Volumes
[Titles]

481,339
[196,092)

501,955
[204,538)

20,616
[8,446]

4
[4]

MICROPORMS
Microfiche (CPMR)
cataloged 139,214 164,837 25,623 18
DOE 661,496 675,692 14,196 2
NTIS 375,871 400,343 24,472 7
NACA 14,500 14,500 0 0
NASA 116,061 119,940 3,879 3

GPO (CPNR) 20,718 21,006 288 1
GPO (Sci-Ref) 10.217 11.949 1.732 17

Microfiche Subtotal 1,338,077 1,408,267 70,190 5

Microcards 86,000 86,000 0 0
Microfilm 7.222 7,727 505, 7

MICROPORZ4S SUBTOTAL 1,431,299 1,501,994 70,695 5

DOCUMENTS (paper) 27,271 27,728 457 2

PAMPHLET FILE 3,210 3,349 3.39 4

GRAND TOTAL 1,943,119 2,035,026 91.907 5

PERIODICAL TITLES IN CPMR
added=209; dropped=359 4,164 4,014 -150 -4



1989-1990
SCIENCE-ENGXNEERING LIBRARY

COLLECTION STATISTICS (cont'd.)

Page 2

MICROPORMS ADDED

Microcards o o o
Microfilm 262 505 93

MICROPORMS SUBTOTAL 68,297 70,695 6

DOCUMENTS ADDED 470 457 -3

PAMPHLET PILE 181 139 -23

NET GROWTH 91,751 91,907 2

t J Bracketed ni.ers are not calcuLated in totaLs.

7/10/90

Microfiche (CPMR)
cataloged 12,963 25,623 98
DOE 24,857 14,196 -43
NTIS 24,666 24,472 -1
NACA O O O

NASA 3,493 3,879 11
GPO (CPMR) 68]. 288 -58
GPO (Sci Ref) 1,375 1,732 26

Microfiche (CPMR) Subtotal 68,035 70,190 3

MONOGRAPHS / SERIALS ADDED
Volumes 23,128 20,809 -10
[Titles Added] [7,451] [8,500] [14]

Volumes Transferred/Withdrawn 325 193 -41
[Titles Transferred/Withdrawn] [285] 154] [-81]

MONOGRAPHS / SERIALS SUBTOTAL 22,803 20,616 -10

TOTAL % OP
COLLECTION GROWTH 88-89 89-90 CRANGE
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1989-1990
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

SERVICE STATISTICS

Page 3

REFERENCE SERVICE
TOTAL

88-89 89-90
% OF
CHANGE

REFERENCE TRANSACTIONS
Reference Room
Library Skills
CPMR
REFERENCE TRANSACTIONS TOTAL

35,285
1,909
8.654

39,067
1,890

lp.791

11
-1
25
1045,848 51,748

DIRECTIONAL TRANSACTIONS
Reference Room 11,101 15,603 4].

Library Skills 1,004 1,105 10
CPNR 2,387 3.531 48
DIRECTIONAL TRANSACTIONS TOTAL 14,492 20,239 40

REFERENCE ROOM SUBTOTAL 49,299 57,665 17

CPMR TRANSACTIONS SUBTOTAL 11.041 14.322 30

GRAND TOTAL 60,340 71,987 19

COMPUTER-ASSISTED
REFERENCE SERVICE
Mediated Searches
by Librarians 295 238 -19

Ready Reference Searches 605 429 -29
CAS Online Searches

(Library and Remote Sites)1 1,310 691 -47
Quicksearch 1,149 1,085 -6
CD-ROM Searches 1.882 3,497 86

COMPUTER-ASSISTED
REFERENCE SERVICE TOTAL 5,241 5,940 13



1989-1990
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY
SERVICE STATISTICS (cont'd.)
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REFERENCE SERVICE 88-89
TOTAL

89-90
% OF

CHANGE

COURSE-RELATED INSTRUCTION
Courses 18 15 -17
Sessions 52 33 -37
Student Attendance 608 687 13

OTHER UNIVERSITY-RELATED
LIBRARY INSTRUCTION
(includes presentations to faculty)
Sessions 41 48 17
Attendance 441 697 58

OFF CAMPUS/COMMUNITY INSTRUCTION
Sessions 7 11 57
Attendance 136 203 49

INTERLIBRARY LOAN REQUESTS
PROCESSED
Sent to ILL 1,856 1,734 -7



1989-1990
SCIENCE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY
COLLECTION USE STATISTICS

1CPI Reshetving is based on spte day czits.

2Reference Reshetving is based on sLe day comts.

3Goverraent Docients Reshetving is based on a weekLy cout.

Page 5
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IN-ROOM USE AND CIRCULATION 88-89
TOTAL

89-90
9' OF
CHANGE

MICROFORMS (CPI4R)
MICROFICHE
AEC/ERDA/DOE 736 584 -21
NASA 481 664 38
NTIS 744 977 3].

Other (Cataloged and GPO) 1.157 1.186 3
MICROFICHE SUBTOTAL 3,118 3,411 9

MICROFILM 3,038 3,874 28
MICROCARDS 5 6 20

GRAND TOTAL 6,161 7,291 18

REFERENCE SOURCES
Reshelving2 51,958 53,687 3

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
Reshelving3 465 546 17

CURRENT PERIODICALS (CPMR)
Circulation 1,350 589 -56
Reshelving (In-Room Use)1 94,510 80,088 -15

GRAND TOTAL 95.860 80,677 -16
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The Center organized and held a nunber of important exhibitions this year.
The four-year national tow of our own exhibition "Supreme Instants: The
Photography of Edward Weston," funded by BankAmerica Foundation, ended with a
very successful showing at the Center. "Arizona Photographers: The Snell &
Wilmer Collection," an exhibition organized by the Center fran the collection of
a major 1a4 firm, prcwided a stimulating and very well received overview of
contemporary Arizona photography. Our own exhibition "Native Land and Natural
Scene: Paul Strand and Arisel Adn&' began its national tour with a showing here
this spring. In addition to allowing the Center greater flexibility in
organizing its own exhibitions, the new building has allowed us to exhibit sane
of the major towing shows of the year, including "Garry Winogrand" Iran the
Museun of Modern Art (New York), "Lee Friedlander" fran the Seattle Art Museun,
and "Barbara Morgan" fran Marquette University.

Works fran our collection were loaned to significant exhibitions organized by
the National Gallery of Art (Washington, D.C.), the Whitney Museun of Art (New
York), the Baiììaus Archive (Berlin), the Institute of Contemporary Art (Boston),
the Museun of Fine Arts (Houston), and nunerous other museuns.

MAJOR STREM3ThS

The strength of any Institution like the Center is judged by its collections,
its staff, its facilities, and its prograns. In the Center's case, the major
strengths continue to be the quality of its collections and its staff, and na.' we
may also add the new building as an important and positive factor. The Center is
increasingly looked upon internationally as a model institution in a nunber of
areas where we have been innovative. Museun officials and consultants fran
Germany, Argentina, Japan, Canada, and the United States have visited and
inspected ow new building as they plan their own. And we are fruently visited
by specialists interested in such areas as cataloging methodology and archive
storage where the Center is traditionally a recognized leader.

The depth, renown, and uniqueness of the library, photograph collections, and
archives at the Center continue to attract new collections, scholars, students,
and visitors to the Center and the University. The stature of the Center's
photograph collection Is reflected In the ccnznlsslons we received and accepted
this year fran the Museo Fortuny (Venice, Italy) and the Fundaclon Caja de
Pensiones (Barcelona and Madrid, Spain) to create special exhibitions fran our
collection for their museuns in the comIng year. And the stature of the Center's
holdings of archives Is reflected in the long list of important scholars who have
used the archives this year during the few months that they were accessible
before and after their move.

With knowledge, commitznent, and energy, the Center's staff provides
professional service of the highest degree to the University and local
communities and to the art, museun, and photography communities worldwide. The
addition of a Librarian position and the upgrading of the Curatorial Specialist
position to a Curator of Education will assist greatly in the Center's
professional service to students, faculty, and visitors.

The Center's Board ofFellows, which provides advice and fundraising
assistance, is probably the Center' s most utheralded strength. These men and
women contribute their personal time and quite often their personal and/or
corporate resources to help the Center achieve its goals. For example, through
the initiative of the Board Chalman, 150,000 membership brochures were printed
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free of charge and 55,000 were Imediately distributed in a mailing by the canera
company, Victor Hasseiblad, Inc.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS.

A rea]. danger to the Center Is that our intermtional leadership position is
increasingly based upon the renn of our collections and decreasingly on ow
quality prograns. The chronically inadeqite levels of staffing and funding at
the 'Center have brought the processing of new collections to a orad and has
begun to prohibit us fran maintaining strong progranining at the national and
international levels. Unless corrected soon, this could easily undercut the
Center's reputation and our ability to attract significant collections and major
funding.

For the past five years or so, sane of the important rograns that have built
up the Center's broader reputation -- primarily publications and traveling
exhibitions -- have been seriously eroded by the inability to increase either
staffing or funding levels. The $50 ,000 that the bio Goldanith Foundation grants
have provided will provide a temporary boost to our traveling exhibitions
program, but any longterm advantage is lost without a staff position to
achninlster traveling exhibitions on a continuing basis. (With only minimal
support, the traveling exhibitions progran could easily becme a good revenue-
producing progran for the Center.) The Center also had been a significant
publisher of books, catalogs, bibliógraÎiies, and guides relating to its
collections, but this will not be an achievable goal again until both staffing
and funding levels are raised.

We can no longer respond promptly to the acquisition of a naw archive or
collection with timely exhibitions, publications, and the provision of scholarly
access. The lag time between acquisitions and these important scholarly and
publicity opportunities is nc measured in years rather than in months. The
research center, for example, is operated by one staff person who must divide her
time between providing service and processing materials. Given the grcMth in
service demands over recent years, our only option has been to both reduce
service hours and allcn the backlog of unprocessed materials to grai to more than
15% of the Center's holdings of archives and photographs. Until these materials
are processed, cataloged and properly stored, they will be inaccessible to
students and scholars.

F1JI1JRE PLANS

It is the continuing goal of the Center for Q-eative Photography to maintain
its world-class status as a unique, dynamic institution. To accomplish this, we
must continue to attract significant collections and process them in a timely
manner upon acquisition; we must increase the levels of our staffing and funding;
and we must expand on our programs and services.

In the coming year we will continue working taiard oir goal to create
effective prograns that will alla, the university and local camnunities to become
more aware of and involved in the Center. This will include more noontime talks
and evening lecttres, the use of speakers from a variety of departments and
disciplines, and special events related to many of our exhibitions.



Our exhibition plans include originating six to eight snail exhibitions,
including "India: Photographs fran the Collection," "Irving Penn: Platinui
Collages," "1ria Martinez-Canas," and two large camiissioned exhibitions for
Europe: "Edward Weston" for the Museo Fortuny and "American Photography Since
1920" fcr the Fundacion Caja de Pensiones. Among the several traveling
exhibitions that we will be taking, we are particularly pleased to be part of the
national tour of the important exhibition "Black Photographers Bear Witness: 100
Years of Social Protest," organized by the Willians College Museun of Art.-

Our publication plans focus include .iitching our research journal The Archive
fran an irregular basis to a regular, semiannual appearance as one of the
principal benefits of membership in the Center. In addition, we will be
canpleting guides to the Edward Weston Archive and the Willard Van Dyke Archive.

Our fundraising plans include increasing paid memberships at all levels and
seeking underwriting for more of our exhibitions. We '4111 also be attempting to
increase our grant support substantially.

The move into our new building means that the Center for Creative Photography
has shed any substantial resemblance to a snail institution, and is in transition
ta.iard its new status as a medium-sized institution. At this stage in the
Center's evolution we must begin to lock forward with new eyes by reaffirming our
mission and by planning for a new kind of future for this institution. During
the coming year we will take the first steps tcward eventual accreditation by the
American Association of Museums by preparing a Mission Statement and basic
policies for acquisitions and deacoessions. We are also beginning to orchestrate
a multi-year plan that will cover such areas as collection and staff growth,
exhibition needs, expansion of the Center's funding base, new educational
prograns, .and other longterm goals. The hiring of a new Curator and Assistant
Director will greatly aid our progress in these structural goals.



CENTER FOR CREATIVE
PHOTOGRAPHY
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA TUCSON, AZRSflI

STATISTICS FOR THE ENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
FOR F1 89/90

Gallery Visitors 31,413
Noon time gallery talks attendance 550
Evening lectures and symposia attendance 690
Print viewing appointments 360
Number of people in print viewing appointments 1,813
Number of tours and orientations 24
Number òf tours and orientations attendees 393
Number of exhibitions mounted 12

602-621 -796R. FA X 602-621-9444



CCP LIBRARY STA1ISTICS - July 1, 1989 - June 30, 1990

35058 - Number of users
5,839 - Total circulation
1,976 - Reference questions
8,279 - Volumes reshelved

Tim Troy, Librarian
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1. SUMMARY

This has been a transitional year with Dorman Smith assigned to
new duties in Library administration and with Charles King
appointed Acting Head Music Librarian for the year. The most
immediate effect of this change is the loss of one professional
staff member for the entire year. It needs to be said, however,
that despite a heavy workload, especially during the fall
semester, Dorman was still accessible for counsel and advice when
needed.

Despite, or because of the "comedy of errors" which best
describes the Fine Arts building-expansion program, the project
continues to be plagued with delays and uncertainties with many
questions about equipment and furnishings still left unanswered.
Perhaps we have lived with this problem for so long that there is
nothing left to say.

Despite these long term problems of space and funding ve can
report some modest successes for the year. Foremost wasan
enormously successful national conference of the Music Library
Association in February, for which ve vere hosts. This
Conference broke all previous records for attendance despite the
fact that membership In the organization is concentrated in the
eastern states.

The selection of Tucson as the conference site reflects an
increasing awareness on the national level of Dorman Smith's
organizational and leadership skills. (Our superb February
weather may also have played a small role in selecting this
site). The entire Music Collection staff participated in various
ways, both In the preparation for and during the conference.

During the summer of 1989 a fifth edition of the National Flute
Association Music Library Cataloq was issued. This publication,
now containing 142 pages, reflects the continuing growth of this
Collection and a continuing refinement In the production of the
catalog. It is a collaborative effort of Dorman Smith, Serena
Baker, and Spencer Hunter. The new Cataloq, not surprisingly,
resulted in a significant increase in the volume of loan
transactions, which required the N.F.A. to employ an additional
part-time student to keep up with the demand.

Some desirable gains have been achieved within the Collection of
a housekeeping nature.

During the year a sensitizer-desensitizer machine was
purchased from capital funds and Serena Baker is proceeding
with tattletaping of scores at the rate of 1000 per month.

After some ten years of heavy use, the Grant Hill Index of
popular sheet music has been revised, corrected and put into
proper filing order. This project was largely undertaken



and brought to completion by Lenora Jans, our Library School
student employee.

Completed during the year vas the barcoding of recital
cassette tapes which has made our charging procedures more
uniform and eliminated delays and errors caused by manual
charging on paper slips.

Staff members have continued to increase their personal
skills in using Word Perfect 5.

II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The collection of musical scores and recordings acquired over the
years in the Music Collection and the continued funding of
material for this branch constitutes a major strength.

The stability of our staff with infrequent changes in personnel
over the years has proved to be invaluable. It is especially so
during the current year.

In a period when the Music School has been experiencing an
increase in enrollment and greater pressures to provide more
space due to the delays in construction, it is gratifying to
report that we continue to maintain a good rapport with the
School of Music, as well as with individual faculty members.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Space - As it falls to my lot to prepare the annual report once
each decade it seems appropriate to refer to the 1979-80 Report:

.the need to continue to seek an adequate facility to permit
normal growth and efficient service remains a first priority."
And "The Music Collection is approaching maximum capacity at an
accelerated rate." This has become our theme song throughout the
decade.

A growing concern that relates to continued delay in the building
project Is the maintenance of the audio equipment in the Music
Collection. The attitude that a new building will bring with it
new audio facilities has led us to not pursue a systematic
replacement program for equipment that grows older and less
reliable and for which, In some cases, there Is no support by the
manufacturer to maintain parts and manuals for older models.
There Is a concern that in a given semester several units could
become Inoperable and unrepairable with nothing on hand to
replace them.

FUTURE PLANS

Plans for the immediate future call for some major stack shifts
to take place during the summer in both the open and closed stack
areas. This move is intended as a means to utilize the remaining



space available to us and to alleviate problems in specific areas
where there Is no remaining space for additions

There are plans to do whatever possible to prepare the Collection
for conversion to lnnovacq records as the next area of the
Library to be added to the system.

FINAL COMMENT

The Music Collection is indeed surviving and even growing but it
is neither a comfortable nor attractive area for users to pursue
their studies Statistics for the current year indicate a
decline in several areas that seem to suggest that students and
other users are spending as little time as possible here due to a
lack of comfortable working space We believe that, just as when
the new Main Library was first occupied, a new facility --
attractive, comfortable, and with sufficient space to work --
will cause our user statistics to soar, and provide an enormous
morale boost for all concerned.



*Revised count
**Not included in count

MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT

(Includes requests for direct loan from members of National Flute Association)

REFERENCE SERVICE

Directional 4,646 3,764

Assistance 11,064 7,714

TOTAL 15,710 11,478

STOCK STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn Total Holdings

Scores & Books 1,056 280 48,107*

Sheet Music 324 93 14,782*

Teaching Collection 1 0 1,357*

Videos 10 0 34*

CD's 96 0 198*

Records (ref., erec., &
crec) 49 24 16,566*

Classroom Collection 5 0 727*

Microcard/fiche O 0 1,310

Tapes (reel & cass.) 185 120 2,836*

Grant Hill Collection (203) (284) (39,296)**

TOTAL 1,726 517 85,917

July 1, 1988

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

Building Use

- June 30, 1990

1988-1989 1989-1990 Increase

Records/Tapes 17,560 12,013

Scores/Reserves/Reference 9,033 8,495

*(pop Music) ( 1,837) ( 1,498)

Equipment 9,154 8,683

Home Use

Records/Tapes 2,159 1,234

Scores/Methods / Sheet Music 26,199 21,072

TOTAL CIRCULATION 64,105 51,497 -20%

INTERLIBRARY LOAN R = Requests R F R F ILL-F

F = Filled 2,324 1,674 2,000 1,744 345
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I. SUMMARY

The fiscal year of 1989/1990 has been one of steady growth and
marked by considerable productivity for OSC. In spite of the cut
(again!) on the Chinese material budget, the Chinese collection
still managed to grow, though at a slower pace. The Japanese
collection also growed as before.

Since Gene's return to work in July 1989 from his sabbatical
leave, the OSC has had a full staff again, in spite of the fact
that another 1/4 of Lucia's time was assigned to the Media
Center. Staff became more fimiliar with the OCLC/CJK online
cataloging system and enjoyed working on it. Productivity had
increased as a result, in spite of the fact that Lucia worked
shorter hours (only half time in the OSC) and was advised to slow
down for the sake of her health.

The collection of the OSC has been more utilized by patrons this
year. The Reference statistics was up, in spite of the fact that
the Reference Desk Hour was reduced from 8 am-S pm to 9 am-4 pm.
The re-shelving statistics was also up, the real volumes of which
make re-shelving a very challenging job for the student
assistant.

The Acquisitions Dept. assisted the OSC to establish an approval
plan with the Joint (Hong Kong) Publishing Co. for PRC materials.
Although some small things still have to be ironed out, the plan
goes well in general.

The Acquisitions Dept. also help training OSC staff and student
assistants to input book orders in INNOVACQ. By so doing, it
saves the typing time and energy of the staff in the Acquisition
Dept. They are very happy; and the OSC staff also enjoying the
participation and cooperation.

The OSC reorganized its office space at the beginning of the year
in order to accommodate Gene's need. Gene needed a quiet place
to do the cataloging and wanted to move out of the OCLC/CJK room.

An intern, Ms. Ti Yu, from GLS worked at OSC in the spring
semester. She worked in the areas of collection development,
management, OCLC/CJK online cataloging, and public services for
the Chinese section. This was a "first" at the OSC. Although
OSC staff had to spend some time on Ms. Yu, they enjoied working
with her. She was also very helpful to OSC.

The input of Japanese backlog (formerly locked in a storage room)
in the GEAC system and the shelving of them on the open stacks
has almost completed.

The OSC volunteered to join the Resources for Women's Studies
Project of the Library. Although the Project is still in the
planning stage, OSC is looking forward to its anticipated action.



The Japanese stacks have been shifted around to make space for
newly cataloged books. The process goes very slowly becaus.e of
the lack of funding.

An OCLC/CJK Word Processing Package was acquired near the end of
the year. This vas the only one of its kind. The OSC staff,
especially Shizuko, were very excited about it. It will make the
processing of paper vork easier and their appearance much more
attractive and elegant.

Prof. Kuwabara (husband) of the Tsukuba University and Prof. Eiko
Kuwabara (wife) of the Tokyo Seitoku College, Japan, stayed on UA
as visiting scholars for one year. The husband was a specialist
in Japanese linguistics, and the wife, pre-modern Japanese
literature. Both had used OSC's Japanese collection quite
extensively.

The reorganization of the Department of Oriental Studies was
finally geared to its full speed and came close to its
conclusion. In addition to the Head of the Department of East
Asian Studies, three faculty members, one in Chinese and two in
Japanese fields, were hired. The Head, Prof. Brian McKnight, is
a Chinese legal historian, who will shape the direction of his
department and, to a large extent, that of the OSC. We all look
forward to this change.

OSC began to receive strong support from both the university and
the library administrations. Dean Kolodny of the Faculty of
Humanities showed her great support for the programs of East
Asian Studies and OSC at the beginning of the year. Provost Cole
also expressed his strong interests in the development of the
programs of East Asian Studies and the OSC when he met the top
library administrator near the end of the year. The strong
support from the library administration should also be close at
hand.

II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The quality of the staff is one of the major strengths. Most of
them are dedicated and serious workers. One of them, Lucia, even
brought work home to finish them on her computer at her leisure
time.

The quality of the student assistants is another major strength.
They do need training and guidance at their very beginning of
employment. But they do not need close supervision as far as
routine work goes. They are all working very hard.

Liaison with faculty members and graduate students is also a
strangth of the OSC. Shizuko constantly consulted with faculty
members in regard to acquisitions and new arrivals. Ju-yen makes
sure to meet each Chinese faculty member and graduate student at
least once per semester, in addition to the routine consultation
and information sharing.



OSC staff began very active in their profession on the state,
regional, and national levels. Shizuko serves on the ASLA Homer
Japanese Exchange Fellowship Committee for the second consecutive
year. Ju-yen takes up the 4-year tenure Chairship of the Task
Force for Annual Review and Survey of Library Resources,
Committee on East Asian Libraries, Association for Asian Studies.
Both Gene and Lucia had presented papers on regional professional
conference, and Ju-yen, presented on and later published by state
professional conference.

The OCLC/CJK online cataloging system is another strength. It
not only automated the cataloging process, a "first" in the UA
library, but provided the OSC with the OCLC/CJK network which
facilitated the ILL. With the arrival of EPIC, subject search
will become a reality and a great "plus" service to patrons.

The collection, though neither huge nor comprehensive, is also a
strength. The OSC has experienced receiving ILL requests as far
away as France, and frequently from mid-West and South of the
U.S. Perhaps the free ILL service of the UA library may have
something to do with this type of ILL requests. But the fact
that the OSC has these materials in possession does tell
something about the strength of its collections.

The OSC was able to subscribe 63 new Chinese and 6 new Japanese
serials, though some of them have yet to reach us.

The acquisition of the OCLC/CJK word processer will not only
facilitate the processing of paper work in OSC but make the job
of doing bibliographies much easier.

The OSC made a xerox copy of "Ming ju Wang Hsin-chai hsien sheng
ti tzu shih ch'eng piao" from Dr. Sheng-kuang Li, which is the
only one available in the U.S.

III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Material budget constraint is the major limitation, especially
for the Chinese material. In view of the mission of the library,
the China programs, the number of the China faculty members and
graduate students, the needs of the users, the volume and variety
of the production of Chinese materials in PRC and Taiwan, and the
material budgets of OSC's peers In the U.S., OSC's material
budget is far from adequate.

Shortage of personnel is another major limitation. The size of
OSC needs at least 4 full-time staff. No staff is now in charge
of Chinese serials, exchange and gifts, and supervision of
student assistants. Lucia has been a temporary librarian for 4
years, and her future at OSC is still uncertain.

Shortage of office space is also a major limitation. Student
assistants now occupied 5 cubicles, which should be assigned to
patrons for their use. It also made the supervision of and
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I. BUMMARY

cquisitions Section

Travis Leach and Gerry Pionessa concentrated heavily this year on
cancellation activities surrounding the completion of Year Three
of the Serials Review Project. For the past three years Library
staff and teaching faculty have been involved in a review of
currently received serial titles, initiated due to domestic and
foreign economic factors and publishing practices which
contributed to the continuing escalation of serial subscription
prices. Titles cancelled for Year Three totaled 594, which
realized a cost recovery of $60,000 this fiscal year.

The Section monitored the initial receipt and resolved problems
associated with the 560 new serial titles ordered last year which
began to arrive this year. The Section placed orders for 273 new
serial titles requests, reviewed and recommended by the New
Serial Order Review Committee, at a cost of $34,000.

Leach monitored pricing trends for domestic and foreign
subscriptions. He applied this information to our specific mix
of titles and calculated the overall percentage increase required
to maintain our current subscriptions to be 7%. His projection
was correct and helped determine accurate budget requirements and
allocations for the year. He monitored invoices and payments and
maintained a balanced budget of over 2.1 million dollars.

The Section added a much-needed, and now, much-used, PC/AT, with
printer and IDX access. The Section acquired BITNET access which
brought them into closer and more immediate contact with peers on
a national level. New acoustical panels and shelving were
installed to provide a quieter and more private work environment
within crowded conditions.

bibliographic Edit Section

The Bibliographic Edit Section kept current with priority areas
of processing Staff kept backlogs and in-process materials
organized to facilitate quick retrieval for patrons and staff,
and efficiently removed and replaced all in-process material
during the painting of the walls iç Technical Services.

Kay Dodder began updating and creating records on INNOVAcQ. She
handled departmental supply orders and monitored the budget down
to the penny Lena Grijalva completed a cross-training program
Ro Pujals processed a large accumulation of bindery adds. Liz
Bezanson provided a list of section activities for department
members to do when the INNOVACQ system is down. Staff volunteered
and participated in several library committees and programs.

The Section maintained a large cadre of student assistants and
continued to rely heavily on their help to process a variety of
clerical responsibilities.



Cataloging Section

INNOPAC procedures were successfully integrated into the
Cataloging Section. Several policy statements vere finalized as
part of the project to complete a section manual. Section
members, Delores Brownlee, DeAnna Evans, Suad Muhammad, Roger
Scanland, and Sharon Scott cataloged and kept current with the
mf lux of new serial titles and cataloged title changes as time
allowed At one period of time, all catalogers worked on copy
cataloging in an attempt to move a large quantity of titles out
of the section. Scott rewrote and standardized the job
descriptions and evaluation criteria for copy cata].ogers.

The Section continued to recatalog government documents being
transferred from the Special Collections Department to the
Government Documents Department following guidelines and
procedures established by the Task Force. This was a difficult
assignment as titles and material that were not properly or
carefully searched and retrieved prior to their delivery for
recataloging meant that each title had to be researched before
recataloging could begin. Also, requests for changes and
alterations to established guidelines vere confusing and, in many
instances, in direct opposition to the guidelines which had been
carefully developed, discussed, and accepted by staff members
throughout the Library, prior to the project's initiation.

The Section underwent two major physical disruptions during the
year. When Technical Services was repainted, the Cataloging
Section had the greatest amount of material to move. Staff
members present at that time, Brownlee, Scanland, and Scott moved
everything. Another move occurred vhen the OCLC and PAC
terminals, printers, furniture, and two offices were moved.

The Section made one Affirmative Action hire. Evans vas hired as
a temporary original cataloger. Brownlee was hired as a copy
cataloger.

Receivin. Section

The Receiving Section completed, and celebrated, the final'
conversion of manual records into INNOVACQ. Staff members
completed modification of records with bindery information for
CPNM, and began generating pull-slips and checking units out-to-
bind and back from the bindery on INNOVAcO. A procedure to use
the INNOVACQ pull-slip for replacement requests vas developed and
Implemented in conjuction with staff In CPNM and Serials
Acquisitions. Sharon Herrick and Peter Cata]anotte worked on
Improving claiming procedures and discontinued the FAXON checker.
Sharon Herrick worked on new ways to clean up the INNOVACQ
database, including regular deletion of check-in records and
coding of check-in records for review for future deletion.

Lynne Carmody processed for cataloging, the barrage of new titles
that arrived and the title changes that occurred throughout the



I. Summary of Activity

This has been a very productive year for all sections of the Catalog
Department. By the end of the year, we will have cataloged well over
50,000 titles. This makes an increase of over 5,000 titles from last
year. Breaking the 50,000 mark is a great accomplishment, especially
considering all the additional responsibilities we have undertaken in the
last several years.

Innopac has been up and running for this entire year. We have been adding
all currently cataloged titles for Science and CCP directly to Innopac via
a link with OCLC. In the first 10 months of this year, we have added
10,000 cataloging records and 3,000 authority records to Innopac. We have
implemented a review procedure for all those records to make sure they are
correctly added to Innopac and that their corresponding Innovacq records
are overlayed. Procedures for insuring that all needed authority records
are added to Innopac have also been devised. We have incorporated
procedures for merging Innovacq records with Innopac records for added
volumes and copies and for deleting Innopac records for withdrawals.
During the past year, the last tape load of OCLC records was added to the
database and release 5 of Innopac software was installed. All major
database cleanup projects have been identified and put into priority
order. One very satisfying achievement was working with Jerry Kline on a
solution to the problem of poor access to series titles on Innopac.

Retrospective conversion for monographs continues. We have finished the
conversion of science monographs. In addition, we have completed the
first sweep through the LC sheiflist and the map sheiflist and have begun
conversion of the Dewey sheiflist. By the end of this year, we hope to
have converted 250,000 monographic records. This is another great
accomplishment, particularly when the size of the staff and the relatively
small amount of money spent on this project are taken into account.

We have successfully streamlined and simplified our work procedures in
several important areas. We have simplified series authority work by
reducing the number of references we make and by ref iling the series
authority file. We have saved a great deal of time by having series
authority cards and references produced by computer rather than typed by
people. We have tried to cut corners in the amount of work we do in
correcting the card catalogs to give us more time for work on the online
catalog. We have begun tracking the backlog on Innovacq rather than GEAC,
which means using an existing online record rather than having to create
records for each title in GEAC. All these changes have helped us be more
efficient and productive in our work.

As of June 4, 1990, we have all the professional positions itt the
department filled, something we have not experienced since 1987. We have
also been fortunate this year to have a half-time catalog librarian for
Hebrew materials. Four new librarians and five new classified staff
members joined the department. Regretfully, several long-time members of
the department have left this year and one of them, Gene Spesard, who was
reassigned full-time to Computer Operations, took his position line with
him! Six library clerk II positions were reclassed to library clerk III
and three librarians were granted continuing-status and promoted to the
rank of associate.



II. Major strengths

"Year after year the number one strength and major asset of this
department remains the staff, the entire staff including our student
assistants. It has been particularly evident ... that the staff is
incredibly hardworking, creative and resilient. I am constantly amazed
by, and always proud of, the dedication of this staff, who continue to
work for salaries that are much lower than they should be."

The above is a quote from last year's annual report, and it's as true this
year as it was last. This is a staff that works well as a team. They
pull together through good times and bad. This is a staff that has
excelled at getting the work of the department done this year. And they

have also done the "extras." They have pitched in to refile the series
authority file, they have helped other sections when work backlogs, they
have taken on extra filing and revising when the need arises, they make
new employees feel welcome and they put in the work it takes to throw
wonderful parties to honor departing colleagues and our student
assistants. They are a great staff.



III. Major limitations:

It is my firm belief that no one in this department is paid adequately for
the complex and difficult work that we all do. Our beginning salaries are
too low and, due to meager salary increases eacb year, the salaries of our
experienced staff are too close to our beginning salaries. It becomes a
morale problem when year after year we ask the staff to do more, take on
new projects, learn different systems, and then cannot reward this hard
work with real salary increases. This past year's raise of 1.5% was an
insult, for many employees it didn't even cover the increased costs of
health benefits and parking!

The fact that we are not fully automated and that we must deal with
several distinct and non-communicating systems continues to be a burden
for the department. We must continue to do all the activities that are
associated with card catalogs, while repeating many of the same tasks in
the online catalog and the online circulation system. This repetition of
tasks saps our time and energy. While we try to streamline, we find few
tasks that we can stop completely.

Another problem related to multiple systems is the increased chances of
system malfunctions or down time. We cannot catalog if either OCLC or
GEAC are not working properly, and, in this past year, CEAC has caused us
hundreds of hours of extra work due to systems malfunctions. We cannot
catalog titles for the Science/Engineering Library or the Center for
Creative Photography if the Innopac link is not functioning correctly.
For us to be our most productive, we must have all the systems that we use
up and running at the same time. We have been frustrated because this has
not been the case too many times this year.

We do not have the right kind of space for staff and for the computer
workstations needed to do our work. We need space that will allow us to
move workstations and computer equipment around with relative ease to meet
our changing work and workf low needs. As it is now, we are tied to power
poles and fixed-length cables and even the simplest of moves becomes a
major production, one that is often delayed due to lack of funds. We also
simply do not have enough space. Over the last several years computers
and their peripherals along with ever growing manual files have usurped
more and more people space, pushing staff closer together. Because of the
inflexibility of our space, we cannot easily take advantage of some extra
space in one section that is desperately needed in another. We need
private office space in the department and we need more sound and visual
barriers between sections and along heavily used aisles. We are too many
people and machines trying to live and work in the same open space.

We need one or two more OCLC terminals (although we have no place to put
them) and we need more of our existing OCLC terminals linked to Innopac
and/or hooked up to printers. We have the present terminals scheduled so
tightly and there is such demand for terminals linked to Innopac or
printers that there is little flexibility. Currently staff must use
terminals not when it fits into their workflow best, but when they have
been assigned. We have also had to schedule terminals over traditional
break and lunch times and then figure out an equitable way of deciding who
must work at these less desirable times.



V. Future plans:

We face many changes and challenges with OCLC this year. Sometime in the
very ñear future we will be trading in our old OCLC 100 and 105 terminals
for new OCLC terminals. Our new OCLC terminals will be PC clones using
OCLC software. While we have assurances that these terminals will work as
well as real OCLC terminals, bringing these terminals up is something few
other libraries in the country have attempted and it will be a challenge.
In July, we will be a test site for OCLC's new cataloging system, PRISM.
We will access the new online system through two of our OCLC terminals
during the test period (3-6 months), while we continue to use the old
online system on the rest of the OCLC terminals in the library. Finally,
sometime during the year, OCLC's new telecommunication system will become
operational and, then, depending on the success of the PRISM test, we may
bring up PRISM on all our OCLC terminals. It will be a busy and exciting
year for all of us who work with OCLC.

There are many database cleanup projects on Innopac that have been
identified and prioritized. Each project will differ in procedures, time
and staffing needed to get the job done. The Catalog Management Librarian
will direct these projects with staff from throughout the Catalog
Department being involved. It is also our hope that staff from other
departments will be able to assist.

We hope to be able to quit producing catalog cards for the Science-
Engineering and Center for Creative Photography catalogs early in the
coming year. This step would save the library the cost of producing
catalog cards for those catalogs, 6 per card, and the time it takes to
file those cards initially and to correct them, if problems occur. We
would also save on time and supplies for creating reference cards for
those catalogs. While the Catalog Department will not be the major
beneficiary of these savings, having two fewer branches to contend with
for card activities will simplify our work.

The library science collection will moved this summer. While the majority
of the collection will go to the Main Library stacks with little extra
processing or record alternation needed, all materials going to locations
other than main stacks will need to be recataloged and have the GEAC and
Innopac records corrected. We hope to be able to handle this extra
workload in a timely and efficient manner.
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year. Section staff, including Catalanotte, David Franklin, Carol
Kochan, Stephanie Stewart, Flo Therriault and Mary Thompson
maintained excellent check-in turnaround time (one day or less)
for all material processed this year, making information on the
tatus of received items immediately available to public service
areas with access to the INNOVACQ database. The "snake" method
for handling incoming periodicals put an end to manually shifting
materials on the shelf prior to check-in.

Herrick updated and improved all job descriptions and evaluation
criteria for section staff. These vere used by other supervisors
in the Library as guidelines for updating criteria. An !NNOVACQ
"walk-up" (non-scheduled) terminal and furniture vere added.

Two positions were reclassified. One Affirmative Action
candidate was hired; another promoted. Kochan and Dawn Porfirlo
left the Section; Stewart and Thompson joined the Section.

Serial List Section

Ann Johnson worked with staff from CCIT to accomplish the switch
from the Cyber to the IBM computer for the U of A Serial List of
57,000 titles. Section staff processed 12,000 updates to the
List, 3,600 updates to SOLAR, and 600 updates to INNOPAC.
Cancellations for Year Three of the Serials Review Project vere
updated in the List and on SOLAR. Testing began on INNOPAC for
adding holdings information to the MARC records for SEL and CCP.

The List was produced on microfiche and distributed to 27 Library
and campus locations. Specialized reports, statistics, and
lists, as reguested by Library departments such as Library
Science, Oriental Studies Collection, and the Center for Creative
Photography were generated.

II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of the Serials Department is the resilient,
flexible, adaptable, knowledgeable, capable, innovative, bright,
industrious, self-motivated, dedicated staff.

Travis Leach, Gerry Pionessa, Roger Scanland, Sharon Scott, and
Karen Taliman all gave papers, presented poster sessions,
published articles or had articles accepted for publication
during the year. Scott co-chaired the Arizona State Library
Association Conference Planning Committee. Leach administered
the department for the month of July ìnd completed the annual
statistics vhile Tailman attended the Bryn Mawr Institute for
Women in Higher Education Administration. Leach served as a
member of the Central Study Team of the Preservation Planning
Program Project and assisted in the preparation of a
comprehensive background report. He and other staff members,
including Liz Bezanson, Peter Catalanotte, Ann Johnson, Pionessa,
Stephanie Stewart, Scott, and Tailman participated in various
task forces on preservation.



Sharon Herrick remained the authority on INNOVACQ and
participated in forums to address database standards and record
integrity. Taliman chaired a program at the Arizona State
Library Association Conference and chaired programs at two
American Library Associatioñ Conferences. She directed the
activities of a 45-hour practicum with a Library Science minority
student and staff members in Bib Edit and Receiving assisted.
Taliman chaired the Library Affirmative Action Committee and
promoted Affirmative Action hiring guidelines and diversity
training.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Delayed implementation of the Arthur Young study for classified
staff reclassifications and salary adjustments have affected
morale. Lack of dignified salary increases for UA librarians
(now ranked 89th out of 106 ARL libraries) have affected morale
and our ability to recruit outstanding candidates nationally for
vacant positions. This year the search for an original cataloger
was, again, unsuccessful. The Cataloging Section vas fully
staffed with original catalogers for only 6 months this year,
only 6 months last year, and only 2 months the year before that.

Response-time for authority work to be completed by staff outside
the Serials Department decreased significantly due to INNOPAC
implementation and staffing factors, which, in turn, negatively
affected the timeliness of work leaving the Cataloging Section.
Authority work turnaround time vent from twice a week to as much
as 4-6 weeks. That meant the cataloging workflow stopped for a
month or more at a time waiting for the authority work to be
returned. This, and the backlog of items to be processed in Bib
Edit affected the timeliness of updates to the Serials List.

Delayed implementation of the INNOVACQ bindery module affected
staff morale. Resistance from areas outside the department left
this issue dangling longer than anyone could imagine. In the
meantime, the database continued to grow and the system was not
used to its full potential.

FUTURE PLANS

The Serials Acquisitions Section may have to plan for another
round of serial cancellations due to escalating prices In
connection with the Library 5-year Automation Plan the Cataloging
Section will design and implement appropriate procedures for the
retrospective conversion of serial records not in machine-
readable form, beginning with SEL records. If approved, we will
hire and train a temporary librarian to implement the
retrospective conversion project. We will work with staff outside
the department to implement the bindery module for CPMR, and
continue to work with staff in CPNM in working out the current
bindery procedures. We will continue the project to transfer and
recatalog state documents. We will update records in coniuction
with the transfer of the Library Science collection.



Serials Deoartient Statistics

Fiscal Year 1999-90

Cataloging Section

Title Chanoes

Solar Records Created 102 92 52 113 359

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Title chances cataloced 163 281 138 295 877

Breakdown by record type

Original 3 14 3 24 44

Contributed 160 267 135 271 833

Breakdown by serial tyne

Analyzed 1 2 0 3 6

Nesspaner 1 2 0 10 13

Periodical 63 160 56 161 440

Serial 98 117 82 121 418

Other Foriats

Microfiche I 1 0 10 12

Nicrofila 6 5 0 30 41

CD-ROM O O O O O

Other O O O O O



Serials Deoart.ent Statistics

Fiscal Year 1989-90

Cataloging Section

R&R

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

R & R titles catalooed 97 238 216 253 804

Breakdown by record type

Original i 2 0 10 13

Contributed 96 236 216 243 791

Breakdown by serial tyoe

Analyzed 4 1 1 4 14

Newspaoer i 1 0 2 4

Periodical 37 131 102 97 367

Serial 55 105 113 149 422

Other Formats

icrofiche 1 2 0 4 7

licrofili 7 9 6 19 41

CD-RON O O O O O

Other: O O O O

SOLAR Records Created 18 29 20 25 92



SERIALS DEPARTMENT STATISTICS

Fiscal Year 1989-90

NEW SERIAL TITLES (BY IC CLASSIFICATION)

LC class Titles IC class Titles

A 45 PN 48

B 41 P91-3999 7

C 5 P94000-5999 1

D 57 P06000-8999 1

E 30 P09000-9999 0

F 50 PR 10

6 PS 11

exceot GB-iC 82

PT I

GB-6C 141

PlI-90 0

H-HJ 415

P22001 2

HM-Hl 66

9-QE 239

J 49

9H-OR 109

K 52

R 48

L 99

S 130

M O

T

ML-NT 35 exceot TR 327

W 69 TR 75

P-PA 20 U-Y 11

PB-PH 5 lI-1199 64

P6 1 ¡1200- 49

PJ-PM 8 Arizona 20

6ov Docs 26

TOTAL 2449



SERIALS REVIEW PROJECT & NEW SERIAL ORDERS

The following tables represent the cumulative statistics for the
three-year Serials Review Project (serial cancellations) and the
new serial titles ordered (essential and important) since
1987/88:

SERIAL TITLES CANCELLED (SERIALS REVIEW PROJECT)

SERIAL TITLES ORDERED (RANKED ESSENTIAL AND IMPORTANT)

No new serial titles were ordered during 1986/87 and 1987/88.

19 87/88 Year 1 1,000 ($100,000)
19 88/89 Year 2 960 ($100,000)
19 89/90 Year 3 594 (S 60,000)

Total 2,554 ($260,000)

1988/89 spring 293 ($31,466)
1988/89 fall 267 ($24,112)

1988/89 (subtotal) 560 ($55,578)

1989/90 spring 273 ($34,221)

Total 833 ($89,799)



Serials Deoart.ent Statistics

Fiscal Year 1989-90

SUMMARY SHEET

SERIALS CATALOSING

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-Date

Total Titles Catalooed 499 628 528 847 2.502

Nei. Titles 239 10? 174 299 821

Title Changes 163 281 138 295 877

R&R 97 238 216 253 804

RECEIVIN6/8I8LIORAPHIC EDIT

Total Pieces Checked In 34,543 32.918 31,264 47.919 146.644

Other Pieces Processed 4.969 4,325 5,142 5,231 19,667

Hardcopy vols. added 4,554 4,966 6,323 7,405 23,248

Nitrai oras Added 4.501 4,613 2,092 3,195 14,401

Analytics Processed (Vols.) 272 272 329 304 1,177

Claus (Titles) 1,329 1,260 1,577 1,616 5,782

Withdrawals

Titles 0 12 40 20 72

Yoluwes 298 94 118 142 652

SERIALS ACQUISITIONS

Total Orders Placed 312 305 0 273 890

Subscriptions/standing ord 0 0 0 273 273

Backiiles O O O O O

Replaceaents 312 305 0 0 617

Titles cancelled 0 0 594 0 594

buts Processed (Issues) 7,451 20,879 9,451 29,542 67,323

First Class Nail Processed 24,764 30,541 24,846 30,651 110,802

(Pieces)

UNION LIST OF SERIALS

Nusber ol Records 54,356

Analysed Serials 1,901

Continuations (C.I.) 3,070

Newspapers 504

Periodicals 23,249

Serials 25,626

Currently Received Titles 20,236

Current Subscriptions 21,260

(Includes aultiple coQies)

SOLAR (Cat & Union List)

Records Created 1,438

Records Updated 3,038



Serials Deeartient Statistics

Fiscal Year 1989-90

Acouisitions

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total Orders Placed 312 305 0 273 890

Periodicals 0 0 0 268 268

Serials O 0 0 5 5

Continuations (C.!.) O O O O O

Backiiles O O O O O

Reolacesents 312 305 0 0 611

Titles Cancelled 0 0 594 0 594

Vendor Subscriotion Transfers O O O O O

First Class Mail Processed 24764 30541 24846 30651 110802



Serials Deoartsent Statistics

Fiscal Year 1989-90

Receiving/Bibliograahic Edit

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

Total Pieces Checked In 44,598 30,954 49,196 49,464 174.212

Bound/Unbound Issues 22.394 20,201 21,327 23.606 81.528

Newspaoer Microf il. 225 246 230 228 929

Microfiche 11,924 12,471 9.707 24,085 58,187

Other Pieces Processed 4,969 4,325 5,142 5,231 19,667

(Dups/Di scards/Seps/Snags/Send-to)

Claies (Ist + 2nd-3rd follow-up) 1,329 1,260 1,577 1,616 5.782

New Titles (vols, processed)

Hardcopy 363 314 544 445 1.666

Microfil. 1 0 8 8 17

Microfiche 0 0 15 17 32

Other Foraats 8 0 0 0 8

Added Voluies

Hardcooy 4,191 4,652 5,719 6,960 21,582

Microfilm 108 127 160 177 572

Microfiche 4,384 4,486 1,909 2,993 13,772

Other Formats 0 0 0 4 4

Analyzed Serials Added 272 272 329 304 1,177

Withdrawal s

Vol uses

Hardcopy 28 94 118 142 652

Microfilm O O O O O

Microfiche O O 0 1 1

Titles

Hardcopy 0 12 40 20 72

Microfilm O O O O O

Microfiche O O O O O



Serials flenartient Statistics

Fiscal Year 1989-90

Cataloging Section

New Titles

SOLAR Records Created 226 88 156 265 ' 735

ist Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter Year-to-date

New titles cataloged 239 109 174 29? 821

Breakdown by record type

Original 37 16 16 25 94

Contributed 202 93 158 274 727

Breakdown by serial tyoe

Analyzed 2 0 0 0 2

Newspaoer 4 0 0 1 5

Periodical 141 42 75 150 408

Serial 92 67 99 148 406

Other Forsats

Nicrofiche 0 2 0 7 9

Nicrofil. 1 2 3 7 13

CD-RON O O O O O

Other: O O O O O



AC:OUISITIONS/REC:EIVING
1989-90 STATISTICS
VENDOR RELAT IONS

IST 2ND 3RD 4TH
QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER TOTALS

VENDOR RELATIONS (1)

(1) lncludes totals for both monographs and standing orders

Reports
Claims
Cancels

085
371
239

716
666

.327

815
281

1,171

869
242
146

:

3,285
1,560
1,883
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SUMMARY

The following are the principle achievements for the 1989/90 year
that are making the Bindery and Preservation Department stronger
and more productive: the first significant progress took place
when the last two library clerk two positions were upgraded to
library clerk three's, effective 1-22--90. This upgrading was
vital in that it will help to retain our trained and competent
staff. This is particularly significant progess because it was
listed as a major limitation last year. The second achievement
was to give staff training in other areas including: word
processing; Diane Lewis, Alma Gaona and Emily Rakieten attended
sessions on Word Perfect 5.0; the skills identification workshop
was attended by Roberto Garcia and Emily Rakieten; Shelly Hooper
attended the workshop on supervising student assistants. The
staff from Bindery and Preservation continued conducting training
on the care and handling of library materials for faculty, staff
and patrons. Also, we trained staff from the Music Collecton and
Library Science Collection on inserting security devices for the
protection of their collections.

During the year there were several staff changes. We continued
to hire qualified diversity candidates. The new staff members
are Emily Rakieten and Roberto Garcia. The rest of the staff:
Anita Godfrey, Alma Gaona, Diane Lewis, Aida Short and Susan
Beardsley remained in their current positions. The above staff
members participated on various library committees. Some of the
work will have a major impact on future changes in the Library
and in the Bindery and Preservation Department. The members and
committees include: Anita Godfrey on the Innovac/Innobind
Committee; Susan Beardsley on the Circulation Committee and the
Preservation Planning Committee; Alma Gaona on the Library Staff
Association Food Bank Committee; Aida Short on the Library Staff
Association Social Committee and Shelley Hooper represenative for
the United Way Campaign.

Staff from the Bindery and Preservation Department have been
involved with and working on the Office of Mangagement Services
Preservation Self Study. The project was delayed several months
and finally started in December 1989 when the preservation
consultant arrived. The study is now in the second phase with
the various task forces gathering information on specifics for
this library. The recommendations from this study when completed
will be added to the library's strategic goals and to the Master
Plan with high expectations for approved funding to support
preservation projects.

The staff increased their technical skills in these and other
areas in order to ensure a better grade of service and more
efficient handling of library materials. The statistics section
of this report reflects an increase in the overall production of
materials processed for the various departments in the library.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of the department continues to be the
dedicated staff. They continue to be motivated, enthusiatic and
ambitious.

Once again I list our bindery (Roswe].l Bookbinding Company) as a
strength. Without theirhelp and committment tothe new binding
standards and procedures we could not meet and or maintain the
high quality of binding.

A small but significant change that helped improve the
environment in the Technical Service area of the Main Library was
having the area painted with a color (strawberry flip) that has
less glare and at least makes the area seem larger.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Again, this year, the staff awaits the recommendations and
changes from the Arthur Young Study.

The failure to hire any additional staff to implement the Rowsell
Binding system and to eliminte the manual files is a major
limitation.

Frustration level is high when the GEAC system is down. The GEAC
system was down several times this fiscal year for periods of two
days or more. This creates backlogs and then several days to get
the work processed. The heavy demands on the system once it is
back up creates more frustration with the extremely slow response
time from the system.



FUTURE PLANS

Our plans for the coming year encompass the library's strategic
goal: conserve and preserve the collection to the best of our
abilities with our available resources.

Complete OMS Preservation Planning Project
Participate in State and Regional Preservation Planning
Continue to process the new materials @ 85,000 items per
year in an efficient and accurate manner

Monitor our current bindery Budget of $280,000.00
Continue to participate with Innovacq Bindery procedures
changes

Continue to educate staff, patrons and faculty in the care
and handling of library materials



*Statistics ib not include standard labeling, pocketing or tattle taping of new
or reclassified books; or the lettering of microfiche.

**Total budget spent on binding for 1989-90 was $294,333.18. This includes monies
for restorations of material for Special collections, non-state funds and the
regular bindery account.

BINDERY/PRESERVATION STATISTICS*

Type of Percent of

Activity 1988-89 1989-90 Difference

Repairs
Phase boxes 525 589 +12%

Minor 1,146 3,129 +173%

Intermediate 1,257 3,681 +193%

Miscellaneous
Pam-binders 2,890 2,477 -15%

Signs 36 40 +11%

Cut Pages 169 144 -15%

New Books Needing
Special Processing
Music Collection

Folders 189 180 -5%

Pam-binders 605 752 +24%

As-Is 141 166 +18%

Envelopes 31 2 -94%

Records, Tapes,
Cassettes & Videos 596 472 -17%

Special Collections &

Ctr for Creative Photog.
Paper Jackets 824 836 +2%

Mylar Jackets 712 726 +2%

Flags 486 998 +105%

Pam-binders 261 422 +62%

Special lettering 358 345 -4%

Microfilm Processed 2,620 2,464 -6%

Total number of items
receiving additional
Processing 12,846 17,422 +36%

GEAC Statistics
Adds 4,655 5,199 +12%

Updates 18,664 17,398 -7%

Update series 1,353 1,296 -4%

Serial updates 2,078 1,550 -25%
MeNaughton Books 661 182 -72%



BINDERY STATISTICS----1 989-90

TOTAL
RUSH JOURNALS 913 862

TYPE OF
BINDING 1988-89 1989-90

PERCENT OF
DIFFERENCE

Standard Journals

CPMR-Science 5,509 7,617 +38.26
CPNM-Main 3,275 3,159 -3.5L.
Documents 689 806 «+16.98
Serials 508 k37 -13.98
USC, Japanese 309 259 -16.18
OSC, Chinese 316 21i.8 21.52
CCP 111 235 +111.71
Central Ref. 203 209 +2.96
Library Science 169 172 +1.78
Spec. Coli. 32 10k +225.00
OSC, Arabic 131 85
Stacks/Repair 2k 32 +33.33
Map Coli. 63 30 -52.38
Herbarium 9 10 +11.11
OSC, Persian Li. 1 -75.00

TOTAL
STANDARD JOURNALS 11,352 13,11.0k +18.08

Rush Journals

Science Ref. k33 14.79 +10.62
Central Ref. 28k 150 -1.7.18
Documents 1k14. 132 -8.33
CPMR-Science 36 39 +8.33
Cat. Dept. 0 27
Serials 0 9
Map Coil. 1 3 +200.00
USC, Chinese 0 3
OSC, Arabic 0 3
Spec. Coil. 3 +50.00
Stacks/Repair 7 3 -57.lk
Library Science 0 2
Library Skills 0 2
Music 2 2
USC, Ref. (no language) 0 2
CCP i

Media Ctr,
OSC, Persian Ref.

0
0

1

1

Library Office i O
Science-RBR 1



BINDERY STATISTICS----1 989-90

TYPE OF PERCENT OF
BINDING 1988-89 1989-90 DIFFERENCE

Standard Books

Main/Sci./OSG/CCP 15,051 11,301 -24.92
Library Science 118 106 -10,17
Documents 11 11

Spec. Coli. 2 9 #350,00

TOTAL
STANDARD BOOKS 15,127 11 , ¿f27 -24.46

Rush Books

Main/Sci,/OSC/CCP 2914. ¿4.53 +49.50
Central Ref. 116 131 +12.93
Science Ref. 25 ¿.9 +96,00
Library Science 12 16 +33.33
RBP 12 13 +8.33
Media Ctr,
Map Coli.

¿f

O
6
i

+50.00

Documents 1 0
Music O

TOTAL
RUSH BOOKS 476 669 +40.55

Foreign-Bound Books

Ran-Wen 212 60 -71.70
Lì nkin g _Q

TOTAL
FOREIGN-BOUND BOOKS 220 60 -72,73



INDERY STATISTICS----1 989-90,

TYPE OF
BINDING 1988-89 1989-90

PERCENT OF
DIFFERENCE

Standard Mylars

Nain/Sci./OSC/
CCP/Library Science 3,758 3,019 -19.67

TOTAL
STANDARD MYLARS 3,758 3,019 -19.67

Rush Mylars

Main/Sci.OSC/CCP i5 36 -20.00
Central Ref. 3 6 +100.00
Media Ctr. 0 2
Library Science O i

RBP k O
Science Ref.

TOTAL
RUSH MYLARS 51f k5 -16.67



INDERY STATISTICS----1 99-90

TYPE OF PERCENT OF
BINDING 1988-89 1989-90 DIFFERENCE

Special Binding

MusIc 39k 272 30.96

Theses 32 112 +250.00

Newspapers 30 60 +100.00

Atlases 95 5k -k3.16

Clamshells 6 2k +300.00

Slipcases 10 k 60.00

Dictionaries 52 3 91i..23

Portfolios -5o.00

TOTAL
SPECIAL BINDING 625 532 -lk.88



BINDERY STÄTISTICS--.--1 9-9O

TYPE OF PERCENT OF
BINDING 1988-89 1989-90 DIFFERENCE

TOTAL
STANDARD UNITS 31,082 28,1i42 -8.1+9

TOTAL
PUSH UNITS 1,1+1+3 1,576 +9.22

TOTAL CUMULATIVE
STANDARD/PUSH UNITS 32,525 30,018 -7.71
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TABLE 1.

Catalog Department Production: Summary

*VQlume count is of books; non-book materials are not included in the count.

**Volume count lower than title count due to number of microform titles
included, the piece count for microforms is in Table 2.

***Begafl using OCLC CJK

Type of 1986-1987 1987-1988 1988-1989 1989-1990
Cataloging Titles/Volumes* Titles/Volumes* Titles/Voluznes* Titles/Volujnes*

OCLC Copy 49,362/51,369
Cataloging

(Records enhanced/upgraded)

OCLC Original 3,790/3,421**
Cataloging

42,671/44,340

4,306/3,860**

43,095/44,348

(572/605)

2,911/2,805**

51,428/53,531

(612/634)

2,960/2,572**

TOTAL OCLC 53,152/54,790
CATALOGING

46,977/48,200 46,006/47,153 54,388/56,103

TOTAL ORIENTAL
STUDIES CATALOGING 741/1,034
(CHINESE/JAPANESE)

1,579/1,989 2,495/3,697*** 2,094/2,890

ADDED COPIES /4,210
AND VOLUMES

/3,881 /4,850 /6,121

TOTAL 53,879/60,034
CATALOG ING
(INCLUDING OSC)

48,556/54,070 48,501/55,700 56,482/65,114



TABLE 2.
Catalog Department Production: New Cataloging by Type of Material

Microfiche total 699/2,572
(U of A theses) (599/1,172)

668/3,555
(646/1,291)

321/1,182
(300/629)

519/8,258
(482/976)

Serial 871/ 941 1,028/1,075 750/771 1,340/3,457
Analytics

MUSIC COLLECTION
Phonodiscs 89/204 94/ 179 82/191 29/171

Compact discs 20/30 26/35 43 / 55 96/132

Audio-cassettes 1/1 5/6 1/2 1/5

Reels 7/8 1/1

Videorecordings 3/4 10/11 9/9 10 / 11

TOTAL MATERIALS 113/239 142/ 23 9 136/ 258 136/319
POR MUSIC COLL

MEDIA CENTER
Videorecordings 44/92 55/89 163/221 195/2 85

Filmstrips 52 / 55 26/26 12/12 1/1.

Kits 5/5 2/2 2/2 4/4

Slides 19/19 5/7 17/50 4/4

Phonodiscs 61/69 12/14 4/5 1/i.

Audio-cassettes 124/157 24/49 88/191 8/15

Computer discs 10/45

Miscellaneous 9/9 16/3.7 20/22 3/3

TOTAL MATERIALS 309/406 140/204 306/503 226/358
FOR MEDIA CENTER

TOTAL NEW 53,879 48,556 48,501 56,482
TITLES PROCESSED,
BOOK AND NON-BOOK

Type of 1986-1987 1987-1988 1988-1989 1989-1990
Material Titles/Pieces Titles/Pieces Titles/Pieces Titles/Pieces

Books 51,815/55,824 46,575/52,995 46,978/54,929 54,253/63,657

Microfilms 162/578 3/4 10/37 8/25



TABLE 3.

Catalog Department Production:
Titles Processed for Branch Collections

*Tjtle count includes reclassificationa

**}Jindi/Urdu no longer located in Oriental Studies

Branch 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90
Collection Titles Titles Titles Titles

Center for Creative 662 751 792 974
Photography

Library Science 682 415 482 362

Media Center 418 175 344 232

Juvenile Collection 2,513 1,660 2,876 2,993

Music Collection 1,087 1,107 943 938

Special Collections 2,824 1,928 2,369 2,439

Maps (Books) 469 370 240 308

State Documents 46 188 112

Oriental Studies
Collection
(By language)
Arabic 843 553 1,461 3,994
Chinese 464 1,203 2,164 1,520
Japanese 275 376 331 574
Persian 114 41 26 37
Turkish 32 2 -
Bindi/Urdu,etc 979 ** ** **

Total 2,707 2,175 3,982 6,125

TOTAL TITLES* 11,362 8,627 12,216 14,483
PROCESSED FOR
BRANCH COLLECTIONS



TABLE 4.

Catalog Department Production: Titles Added by LC Classification*

Classification 1986-87
Titles

1987-88
Titles

1988-89
Titles

1989-90
Titles

A General Works 156 177 288 198
B Philosophy, Psychology & Religion 3,241 2,683 3,564 4,082
C Auxiliary Sciences 373 275 326 366
D History of Europe, Asia, 5,685 3,968 3,913 4,002

Africa, Oceania
E America, History of the U.S. 972 1,089 985 988
F History of U.S. (local) & 1,924 1,844 1,478 2,058

Latin America
G(except GB-GC) Geography, 1,606 1,211 1,108 1,158

Folklore, etc.
GB-GC Physical Geography, Oceanography 187 219 162 159
E-EJ Economics 4,587 4,110 3,987 4,274
HM-EX Sociology 2,112 1,828 2,033 2,319
J Political Science 1,119 1,042 1,164 1,277
K Law 677 795 576 627
L Education 998 899 952 939
M Music Scores 929 918 785 792
ML-MT Music Theory 773 710 671 564
N Art 2,765 2,223 2,106 2,065
P-PA Philology 819 657 673 630
PB-PH Modern West European Languages 491 530 508 569
PG Slavic Languages 1,202 948 650 608
PJ-PM Asian, African, American 1,742 1,829 2,643 3,508

Indian Languages
PN Literary History 1,157 1,012 1,196 1,238
PQ1-3999 French Literature 847 948 740 1,193
PQ4000-5999 Italian Literature 257 304 157 225
PQ6000-8999 Spanish Literature 1,707 1,411 1,401 1,447
PQ9000-9999 Portuguese Literature 398 368 335 257
PR English Literature 2,374 1,991 2,006 1,969
PS American Literature 2,214 2,182 2,316 2,776
PT German, Dutch, Scandinavian 1,015 877 766 895

Literature
PZ1-90 Juvenile Literature 1,212 646 1,175 2,589
Q-QE Pure Sciences 3,176 3,307 3,008 3,673
QN-QR Natural Sciences 1,733 1,635 1,884 1,725
R Medicine 1,014 912 845 1,004
S Agriculture 954 849 733 747
T(except TR) Technology 3,302 3,022 2,919 3,107
TR Photography 480 494 526 604
U-V Military and Naval Sciences 396 318 364 373
Z1-1199 Library Sciences 704 477 649 621
Z1200- Bibliography 104 94 110 85

PZ2001 Science Fiction 10 1 0 0

Arizona Classification 368 225 86 145

*Includes reclassifications



TABLE 5.

Càtalog Department Production: Other Activities

Type of 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90
Activity

Withdrawa is
(Volume Count Only)

Recataloging and
ReclassificatiOns
(Titles/Volumes)

/2,166

4,780/5,897

/3,604

3,598/4,815

/1,003

4,806/5,959

/2,735

3,856/4,610

Authority
Records hade

Names 8,612 7,607 7,449 6,203
Series 4 390 4,103 3,783 3,102
Total 1,002 11,710 11,232 9,305

Authority
Records Updated

Names 2,093 1,211 1,004 662
Series 458 221 168 138
Total 2,551 1,432 1,172 800

Cards Filed in 604, 690 528,553 530,767 581,527
Main Library
Catalogs

OCLC Cards 753,689 645,174 651,259 747,711
Received

In-house 74,107 59,065 75,324 66,598
Cards Made



*IncludeS original records for maps

TABLE 5. (cont.)

Catalog Department Production: Other Activities

Type of 1986-87 1987-88
Activity

Original 2,378 3,262
records input by
Bib. Support Section

Contributed 30,160 34,111
copy records input
by Bib. Support Section

40,677

14,698

55,381

3,599
Searching and Cataloging

RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION
(Project begun 2/86)

Records converted
on Microcon 20,732 65,666

Records converted
directly on OCLC
copy 7,022 3,984
original 597 901

Total records converted
current year 28,351 70,551

TOTAL RECORDS
CONVERTED TO DATE 67,697 138,248

1988-89 1989-90

2,706 3,007*

28,596 30,915

49,784 55,095

6,321 11,263

56,105 66,358

3,685 4,270

62,184 43,389

1,462 654
726 178

64,372 44,221

202,620 246,841

OCLC searches

ist search 42,067

2nd search 18,136

TOTAL OCLC SEARCHES 60,203

Items given Priority 3,947
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COMPUTER OPERATIONS ARNUAL REPORT
1989/90

SUMMARY

Despite lack of funding to implement any major automation plans
the Computer Operations unit forged ahead with enhancements and
expansions. Highlights are provided below.

Personnel changes included the resignation of David Buxton,
Assistant University Librarian for Systems and Planning,
effective July 1, 1989. Cheech Calenti and Gene Spesard did an
outstanding job keeping all systems maintained throughout the
year and responding to the never-ending barrage of problem calls.
An unsuccessful search for a Systems Librarian to replace David
prompted an upgrade of the position to an AUL for Systems and the
job was re-advertised. Merri Hartse joined the staff as Acting
Systems Librarian in November. Gene Spesard moved to full-time in
Computer Operations in April. Perhaps most importantly for the
staff office space was found on the third floor of the Main
Library when the Journal the, Southwest vacated offices. David
Laird deserves credit for insisting the space revert to library
use. For the first time Computer Operations has office space in
which work can be accompliShed away from the unbearable noise and
crowded conditions of the computer room.

The INNOPAC processor was connected to the campus ethernet and
two ports were made available. The Center for Creative
Photography brought up INNOPAC as its online catalog. Other
enhancements included space for an additional 25,000 records and
eight additional megabytes of memory.

Five terminals were added to INNOVACQ along with space for 22,000
records.

GEAC survived another bumpy year. Unacceptable periods of
downtime plagued GEAC in November, December and January. GEAC
replaced the processor, but the problems continued. A hardware
specialist was flown in and eventually determined that the reset
wire on the processor was broken and the largest disk drive
needed major repair. Eight GEAC terminals were replaced with Wyse
85 terminals and new barcode readers. These terminals can be used
with any future system. Cheech oversaw major programming changes
which will allow GEAC to interface with the Student Information
System. Fines information and student data will be exchanged via
tape load between the two systems.

In other business an automation consultant, Helen Henry, met with
library staff in February and made recommendations regarding
short-term automation plans. Based on Helen's recommendations the
Computer Operations staff drafted a list of priority responses to
system problems. Library staff provided input and a final list
was issued in May. Gene assisted the Serials Department in moving
its bank of terminals and printers to a new location. Cheech and
Gene installed nine new microcomputers, CD-ROM equipment, and
microcomputer hardware enhancements for library departments.



COMPUTER OPERATIONS MNUAL REPORT
1989/90

$AJOR S7RENGTH8

Cheech Calenti and Gene Spesard represent the major strengths of
Computer Operations. Given the scope of operations at the Library
and the multiplicity of automated systems a two-person support
staff face an overwhelming task just maintaining the status quo
Moving Gene to full-time in Computer Operations certainly
provided some relief for the unit.

In addition to keeping GEAC, INNOPAC, INNOVACQ, OCLC, System 36,
close to loo microcomputers and several CD-ROM players running
Cheech and Gene play an important public service role in
responding to campus and community users who need assistance
accessing GEAC and INNOPAC remotely. Cheech and Gene also provide
custom programming for various library applications when time is
available.

Cheech and Gene are to be commended for persevering during
emergency downtime of major library systems. They were frequently
called upon to work through the night or beyond their normal work
schedule this past year. Their diligence in resolving problems
impacts every worker in the library system and our patrons who
rely on automated systems to access the library's resources.



COMPUTER OPERATIONS J1NUAL REPORT
2989/90

)(MOR LIMITATIONS

Lack of funding poses the most serious limitation to any work the
Computer Operations unit can undertake, and, on a larger scale,
to the future of library operations which is dependent on
automation.

A program change request for an integrated library system
("Enhanced Access to Electronic Information - Phase I") was ninth
on the Regent's Budget Request list for 1990-91. This represents
the first time a library funding package has made the top ten.
However, its lack of funding poses a major obstacle to the
Library's ability to provide the type of service its peers are
providing today. Aging systems such as GEAC desperately need to
be upgraded or replaced and merged with functions such as an
online catalog for the entire library system Important
telecommunication linkages with other campus and state libraries
could be made if the funds were available. The success of
scholarly research and support of academic programs is tied to
the provision of automated access to information.

Lack of funding prevents the Library from adding the type of ,

support staff needed for automation efforts. Computer Operations
is woefully understaffed with its present configuration of two
support staff. A permanent AUL for Systems will provide direction
and leadership for the unit, but at least five additional support
positions are needed to keep pace with the automation needs of an
academic research library.



COMPUTER OPERATIONS REPORT
i.989/90

FUTURE PLANS

The next fiscal year will provide permanent leadership for the
unit in the forni of an Assistant University Librarian for
Systems. This position will be dedicated to systems, rather than
to systems and planning, and will help steer Computer Operations
into the exciting years ahead for library automation.

Immediate plans call for the replacement of the GEAC high-speed
printers. The printers, which are used for daily printing of
library notices, will not last another year and must be replaced
in 90-91. Funding for replacement of additional GEAC terminals
with Wyse 85's will also be requested.

Additional terminals and ports for INNOPAC and INNOVACQ will be
requested. Major changes in OCLC telecommunications will require
hardware changes that Computer Operations will oversee.

Computer Operations will submit a proposal to replace the IBM
dumb terminals in the Administrative Office with microcomputers.

The Center for Creative Photography is planning to purchase a
local area network which Computer Operations staff will be
involved in implementing.
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University of Arizona Library
Aequ1it1ori Ahnuil Ropot1 B ut i.990

SUMMARY

This past year had the potential to be a transitional year
for the Acquisitions department and acquisitions and the
Library's collections. A stagnant budget whose growth has not
keep up with inflation over the past five years or more finally
caught up with purchasing power. Firm order funds--those
responsive to the research needs of the University--were reduced
from the previous year and only special endowment funds from the
"Parents" enabled Acquisitions to meet its commitments.
Retrospective purchases were all but eliminated. The 18%
discount from our major book vendor could no longer stretch
current purchasing power so that in the final month of FY 89-90
acquired material from the vendor will probably go on next year's
budget. The introduction of uncertainty in the position of Head
Acquisitions Librarian may potentially stretch the human
resources of the department, and in the transition, collection
development may suffer more than this year.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

Again this year, one of the major strengths of Acquisitions
is the staff characterized by well-educated, highly motivated
career staff with no turnover in the past year. There were three
additions to the staff, two in the receiving section, Connie
Costello arid Julie Rupp, and one in Accounting, Virginia
Valenzuela.

The Innovacq system, its fund structure design, and the
subsequent potential for management reports must be considered
the other strength in the department.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Among the major limitations to the department, again the
lack of raises in salaries to offset inflation must be listed.
The ever increasing demand on supervisory, career staff to
participate in lower level management committees and task forces
and set aside their primary duties and responsibilities, without
remuneration, further taxes the situation.

Space on Innovacq will soon become a major limitation. More
and more acquisitions staff time is being spent daily and weekly
in finding methods and groups of records that can be purged in
order to acquire available space on Innovacq for current
processing. If enough space were available, easy, systematic
purging of past years could be carried out and still preserve the
integrity of retrospective management, statistical, and financial
reports.



The inadequacy of the budget in response to inflation was
for the first time a major limitation. As unit prices for both
serials and monographs rose, volume declined. If this trend
continues, and access needs are not met either, the Library must
face a change in its mission from a top research library to a
good academic library.

FUTURE PLANS

Future plans for Acquisitions are uncertain. Business will
go on as usual, but innovations in collection management from the
automated system are in limbo due to financial considerations and
perhaps to staff limitations. Growth of the materials budget is
uncertain due to the non-committal attitude of the State
legislature and the University administration. It is a hand-to-
mouth atmosphere in which we function. Professional staff who
have seen erosion in salaries, purchasing power, and scope of
activities may eventually seek employ elsewhere The vacant
position of University Librarian contributes to the uncertainty.
What will be the role of collection development in the future at
Library? Will a new director be able to address and redress the
concerns of budget, automation, preservation, understaffing, and
attitude toward collection development at the Library? Will the
library remain a top research library or will it find its place
among the good academic libraries? It is all uncertain.



MEMORANDUM

To: Terry
From: Robert
Subject: Gifts and Exchanges Statistics 1989/90
July 11, 1990

Gifts and Exchanges Statistics 1989/90

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

First Second Third Fourth
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter

GIFTS RECEIVED:

First Second Third Fourth
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter Totals

Monographs 5160 4799 3162 4994 18,115

Serials 1617 1967 2582 1528 7,694

Other* 950 654 804 901 3,309

Total items received 29,118

*Other includes records, cassettes, compact discs, sheet music,
maps, videocassettes, posters and other non-book and non-serial
materials

MONOGRAPHS ADDED TO THE COLLECTION:

BOOKSALE:

Gross sales 7087.11

Surplus Property Fees 1169.17

Net Proceeds $5917.94

New accessions 949 616 1143 1756

Added copies 391 259 415 338

Total items added to he collection

Totals

4464

1403

5867



ACQU I ST I ONS ¡RECE IVI NG

1989-9c:, STATISTICS
ANNUAL REPORT

1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH
QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER QUARTER TOTALS t

ON-LINE STATISTICS (1:)

Approval 5,370 6,769 6,413 6,911 25,463
Firm Order 3,075 4,306 3,269 1,949 12,599
Firm Order OP 205 302 105 87 699
Form Select 2,465 1,829 1,317 334 5,944
Replacement Monogr. 262 150 120 61 593
Serial C.I.'s (keyed) 729 1,015 1,270 961 I 3,975
All Pubs 94 165 184 74 517
Serial Separates 29 56 95 69 1 249
OP List 29 13 20 1 63
OP Vend Src 2 3 1 9 14

NYP List O O o o o

OP Cancel 1 1 2 2 6

MANUAL STATISTICS (2)

Standina Orders 211 343 295 232
Looseleaf s 217 249 284 262
Maps 129 265 357 450
Media 21 476 348 111

M icr o film O IO O O

Microfiche (3) 3,249 2,498 2,265 2,614
PL 480 (Western) 346 43 150 146
PL 480 (Non-Western) 133 271- 450 251 t

Pieces per Title 738 974 909 679 1

Sheet Music 35 34 54 30
OSC (not keyed) 3 t: o o I

17,343 19,777 17,908 15,232 1

Counts generated by Innovacq Statistics
Counts represent individual items per title not counted by Innc'vacq
Not Including UA Dissertations

1,087 1

4 . ,..s I

1 , 201

956
10

10,626
695

1, 105
3,300

153
3

70,260



ACQUISITIONS/RECEIVING
1989-90 STATISTICS
COMPARAI IVE TOTALS

Counts generated by Innovacq
Counts represent individual items per title not counted by Innovacq

(*) Information not traced or unavailable

1987-98 1989-89 1989-90

ON-LINE STATISTICS (1)

Approval 18,002 19,546 25,463
Firm Order 12,446 i1,354 12,599
Firm Order OP 1,039 1,874 699
Form Select 5,492 8,152 5,944
Replacement Monograph 13 712 593
Serial C.I.'s (keyed) 5,482 4,225 3,975
All Pubs 382 459 517
Serial Separates 459 293 249
OPList * 172 63
OP Vend Src * 10 14
NVP List * 2 0
OP Cancel * 4 6

MANUAL STATISTICS (2)

Standing Orders 831 848 1,087
Lctc.seleafs 576 893 1,012
Maps 1,347 1,414 1,201
Media * 150 956
Microfilm 54 61 10
Microfiche (3) 13,223 12,585
PL 480 (Western) 373 193 695
PL 480 (Non-Western) 1,913 1,368 1,105
Pieces per Title 3,043 1,931 3,3(10
Sheet Music * 77 153
OSC (not keyed) * 446 3

GRAND TOTALS 64,665 66,769 70,260



I a

a I

Unavailable

AC:QUISI lIONS/RECEIVING
1989-90 STATISTIc:S

MANUAL ENTRY APPROVAL BREAKDOWNS

APPROVALS/MANUAL ENTRIES

iST
QUARTER

2ND
QUARTER

3F:D
QUARTER

4TH
QUARTER 2 TOTALS

g
a

I
a

AFRICAN I

African Imprints 64 18 28 31 141
CANADIAN I

Coutts 0 132 96 42 2 270 2

FRENCH
Aux Amateurs * * 67 233 300

GERMAN 2 2

Harrassc'witz 689 681 910 656 2 2,936 2

HEBREW 1 2

Robinson 38 120 50 116 1 324 1

MUSIC 2

Euram. Music 44 25 64 51 1 184 1

Harrassc'witz 75 87 77 95 2 334 1

ART 1 1

Worldwide Art 17 45 23 34 1 119 j
RUSSIAN

Pamkin. Russian 319 355 291 293 2 1,258 1

Pussica. Russian 0 37 23 15 2 75 2

JUVENILE
Yankee Juvenile 83 445 132 367 I 1,027 1

LATIN 2 1

Bach. Brazil 111 204 214 193 2 722 2

Berenguer. Chile 32 83 64 35 1 214 1

Books from Mexico 149 134 236 256 775 2

Cumuneros. Paraguay 32 32 26 33 1 123 1

Cambeirci.. Argentina 200 398. 183 217 2 998 1

Inca. Bolivia/Ecuador 85 130 122 161 2 498 1

Iturriaga. Peru 51 49 185 81 1 366 1

Herrera. Colombia 107 79 0 74 1 260 1

Kubon. Russia 6 0 6 11 2 23 1

Libr.Ecuatcar. Ecuador 0 0 28 C) 1 28 1

Linardi y Risso. Urugua 123 89 182 59 2 453 2

Pçarrua. Mexico O 0 0 0 1 0 1

Scaberbia Venezuela O O 0 0 1 0 1

Tropa. Cent. Amer. 133 107 84 117 1 441 1

Latin (only) subtotals 1,029 1,305 1,330 1,237 1 4,901 1

2 I

TOTALS 2,358 3,250 3,091 3,170 $ 11,869 2



ACQUISITIONS/RECEIVING
1989-90 STATISTICS
RECE IPT BY FORMAT*

*See also Manual Counts, for individual Pieces/Title, not reflected here
(1) Not including UA Dissertations

APF.:IL MAY JUNE 4TH !

88-89
4TH QTP

FORMAT QUARTER I

I
TOTALS I

tI I

Atlas 52 4 1 57 I 46
Book 3,265 3,335 2,554 9,154 11,636
Broadside O ' , O I

Cassette C) 0 1 1 21
Compact Disc 11 3 7 21 16
Exhibition Catalog 21 28 22 71 ' 61 I

Film 1 2 2 ,_J
I
I 1 .I i

Kit O .0 0 o 1

Looseleaf C) 3 C) .'
' O

Manu sc r i pt s C) () ()- I I () I I

Micrc'forms (1:) 1 0 0 i ' 7't

Misc. Ephemeral 1 0 0 1 'I I

Pamphlet
Phono. Record

1

C)

6
0

C)

3
7
-I
.

'
t.

13 1

9
Photocopy
Photograph

O
C)

O
4

C)

1

o
_J

i
I
I

3C)
t

Rare 8r.rs C) C) Q O ' I ti I

Score 78 29 174 281 '

Sheet Map 6 7 2 1 .-, 'I
Slide C) C) I 11 4
So f t war e O C) O O I

Unsúre Mix
Video Ç:assptte
Video Disc

C)

2
0

1

2
16

11
1C)

C)

1.,

14
16

I

,

I'33
32

I



ACQUISITIONS/RECEIVING
1989-90 STATISTICS

ADDITIONAL WORK REQUIRED FOR PROCESSIÑG

Counts generated by Innovacq Statistics
Counts represent items not tracked c'n Innovacq
H':uids, Notifies, Reserve rocims, Hold/recalls, Missing/holds, Rushes
Extra steps for Standing Orders may include searching GEAC, and/or
shelf list; creating new bib and order record, check-in record,
and/or enter volumes on check-in card.

iST
QUARTER

2ND
QUARTER

3RD
QUARTER

4TH
QUARTER

t
TOTALS

ON-LINE STATISTICS (i)

Add copy 377 236 216 148 1 977
Add voL 41 119 115 97 372
Uncat office use 26 57 35 27 1 145
Unc at pub i Ic use C) O O O O
Replacement 182 24 12 10 1 228
Add/replacement 10 4 2 17 33
Missing/replacement 232 137 124 24 517
Special Collections 298 461 298 297 1,354

MANUAL STATISTICS (2)

Special Processing (3) 254 356 238 108 956
Standing Orders (4) 198 172 243 142 755
Lceoseleafs 277 249 284 262 1,072
Maps 12'3 265 357 45':) 1,201
Media 21 476 348 111 1 956
OSC (nat k eyed:) 3 C) O 0 3
Scores (not keyed) 35 34 54 30 153

TOTALS 2,083 2,590 .-, ,,.-. 4LpF4.. 8,722



Prepared by:

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY
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June 7, 1990



SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES IN THE MAP COLLECTION 1989-1990

The Map Collection turned 35 this year and commemorated the event with a reception and a dedication.
The reception was a special event which acknowledged the history of the collection and its staff, and
concluded with optimism for continued progress. Over 100 University personnel, librarians, and friends
attended. At the ceremony, the Map Collection dedicated a special purchase, a 17th Century Coronelli
globe gore, in memory of the collection's first librarian, Mary Blakeley.

The anniversary coincided with the Spring Meeting of the Western Association of Map Libraries (WAML)
held in Tucson. Map Collection personnel were active in the Conference, chairing the planning committee,
presenting papers, moderating sessions, and coordinating vendor exhibits. This WAML meeting was
acknowledged by attendees as one of the best.

in other areas as well, the Map Collection has had a singular year.

Staffing. For the firsttime since 1987, the Map Collection became permanently staffed, as the Map Catalog
Librarian and the Head Map Librarian were appointed and trained, and Reference Librarian Jack Mount
received continuing status and promotion to Associate Librarian. Three of four student assistants were
new this year, but all have made substantial contributIons to the work of the department.

Technical Services. Map Cataloger Chris Kollen completed the rigorous training program in the Catalog
Department and assumed full responsibility for the original and copy cataloging of the collection's sheet
maps. The Acquisitions Unit and the Cataloging Unit continued to examine ways to streamline operations.
As a first step, the "retroconversion" of the shetf list moved the department closer to a machine-readable
database. The Map Collection prepared a Title lIC grant proposal, "Application to Strengthen Research
Library Resources: Latin American and Hispanic Cartographic Materials In the University of Arizona
Library."

Preservation and Conservation. The Map Collection completed the preservation of the Papago and San
Carlos Indian Reservation stereoscopic photograph and negative collection -- a two-year project -- and
continuedwork in other areas. Staff are active in the Library's Preservation Planning Program Study Team,
contributing information and serving on the inter-Institutional Cooperation Task Force. The Map Collection
was fortunate to recruit a community volunteer to assist with the Inventory and assessment of preservation
needs of the pre-1930 locked case maps. Christine Ziegler is Secretary/Treasurer of the Arizona Paper and
Photographic Conservation Group.

Reference Service. The Map Collection's newsletter, The Map News Monthly, changed its format and its
name this year, to Pimeria Bulletin of the Map Collection University of Arizona Ubrary Staff were involved
in instruction sessions for many departments including Geography, Social and Behavioral Sciences (Black
Studies), Library Science, Teaching and Teacher Education, American History, Astronomy, and the
Graduate Library School. Map Reference Librarian Jack Mount trained staff and students, and continued
his project to update and revise all portions of the reference training manual and outline.

Computer Access to Information. The addition of a full-service computer workstation In the Map
Reference Room this year contributed to more comprehensive reference service. To date, the workstation
includes a software atlas, a CD-ROM bibliographic database, and online access t0ASU's Map Catalog and
a major national database of cataloged materials (OCLC/EPIC). in addition, thePimera Is being produced
with the utilIzation of more sophisticated printer and type font capabilities.

Collection Development. This was the year for connectivity and networking as it relates to collection
development. The Map Collection has become part of a Bitnet network to Identify and exchange duplicate
maps, is participating in a nationwide strengths inventory, and led the way for a regional conference
utilizing the University of Arizona's CoSy system, Significant acquisitions thisyear includedthe globegore,
a color microfiche set of Chilean topographic maps, and several new serial titles.



MAJOR STRENGTHS OF THE MAP COLLECTION

Staff. Quality and dedication of Map Collection staff are Its greatest assets. Map Collection staff this year
have not only dealt with increasing use of the department, but have also participated in library committee
work and professional association activities. The addition of advanced computer and cartographic
software has resulted in the need for all staff to Integrate computer assisted reference service and
sophisticated word processing into their jobs. Map collection staff are dedicated to service.

Collection. The Map Collection continues to grow and diversify, nearing 300,000 items this fiscal year.
The addition of cartographic software, more maps in microform, and Increasing numbers of aerial
photographs provides increased access to Information. The Map Collection remains one of the finest In
the Southwest.

Preservation. Map Collection staff stresses preservation practices in every activity. Students and Staff are
trained in preservation policies and procedures; user education is an integral part of the reference/loan
interaction. Map Collection staff are participating in the Preservation Planning Study.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS IN THE MAP COLLECTION

The current fiscal situation in the Library restricts the goals and future plans of the Map Collection in all
areas of operation: staffing, collection development, and space.

Staffing. The Map Collection felt the loss of temporary librarian funding and the assignment of the Head
Map Librarian to parttime responsibilities in the Current Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microforms Room.
In addition assistance from staff in the Acquisitions and Cataloging Departments was curtailed this past
year, affecting the workflow of the department. A community volunteer (6 hours per week) and a Graduate
Library School internship this summer may help to compensate, but the Map Collection Is beginning to
realize that it has to make some realistic assessments about productivity and special projects In the
coming year.

Collection Development. An early freeze on Map Collection firm ordering was detrimental to the ongoing
collection development strategies of the couection. lt is the nature of cartographic materials, especially
limited edition international publications, that they go out of print early, or are published only on
'subscription" orders. A lack of flexibility will hamper the Collection's ability to maintain Its superiority In
certain collection development areas.

Space. Despite a conscientious effort to deselect and to remove to storage large less-used books and
atlases, the Reference Room of the Map Collection Is full. Provision for the storage of sheet maps, on the
other hand, Is proceeding on target with the annual addition of pianflles; however, In the coming year the
staff must add space in the Reference Room. This will involve time for space planning as well as increased
funding for additional shelving.

These limitations will certainly be manIfested in lower cataloging productivity, fewer Important International
acquisitions, and more delays in special projects such as preservation and space planning. This results
in less overall service, which distresses this service-oriented department.

GOALS AND FUTURE PLANS, MAP COLLECTION, 1989-1990

Continue to develop the policy and procedure manual for technical processing stressing the need to
investigate strategies for a redesigned workflow of the technical processing of sheet maps.

Formulate additional methods of protection for locked case and fragile materials used when provIding
reference service to patrons.

Create additional pathfinders for the department, In order to Integrate special materials and formats.



Update and revise the Reference Training Manual and Outline to Include sections on training for interns
and volunteers.

Continue last year's goal to examine use of space within the department, how it relates to projected
growth , and begin planning for more effective utilization of available space.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES IN CPNMI 1989-1990

Administration and Personnel. Staffing changes became the most significant activity In the Current
Periodicals, Newspapers, and Microfilms Room this past year. There were three heads of the unit, a new
temporary librarian, and several new students. Aurelia Vega completed her first full year in the unit. Two
staff received reclassificatlons. Total FÍE fell from 5.0 to 4.25 while CPNM was experiencing its busiest
year ever. CPNM began several administrative endeavors this past year. A procedure manual was
Inaugurated, as were the Student Assistant Checklist and training manual, and a comprehensive statistics
form. Monthly statistics were kept, with reference statistics added in March. More lines of communication
were established between the unit's employees and the library through regular staff meetings and
individual meetings.

Current Periodicals. A second lnnovacq terminal was installed In CPNM, making bindery activity more
efficient. Staff received training on how to interpret lnnovacq records; the bindery module of innovacq
became functional, and is being utilized as the primary source of information about binding units.

Newspapers. A comprehensive guide to the newspaper collection will be completed this year, thanks to
temporary librarian Nancy Hutson. This guide will provide enhanced service and use of the collection.

Microforms. Microform reader-printers were added this year, doubling the number of these important
machines. The Photocopy Center provided help on their use and maintenance, and this help will be
increased next fiscal year.

C1-B2 Renovation. Funding was secured for the Special Collections addition to house the Udail family
archives, and planning began on the C1-B2 renovation. This renovation will Impact CPNM, as it is
projected that the unit will be divided, half remaining in Cl, half relocating to B2. This entire program,
projected over two years, will create opportunities to look at new service patterns in the library, but will
have an adverse impact on stability and service in CPNM.

exhibit. Possibly the most important activity in the unit this year was the creation of an exhibit, entitled,
'CPNM, the Library's Hidden Resource' installed in the Main Lobby Showcases. This exhibit begins a
needed project to develop more awareness on the part of library staff and library users about the rich
resources housed in the unit.

MAJOR STRENGTHS OF CPNM

Collections. CPNM is a huge, vital, invaluable collection in the library, providing access to over 5,000
current periodicals, 150 current newspapers titles, and several million items in microform. This collection
ranges from unique film of 19th Century manuscript collections, to the latest business Information on U.S.
companies.

Staff. The experienced staff in CPNM continue to provide service, orientation, and technical processing
of the materials. This year the staff completed several special projects, such as the student assistant
training manual, the new statistic reporting form, and the showcase display, and have learned more about
the duties of each position through regular communication as a unit.

Automated Reference Resources. infotrac and Newsbank, two computerized Indexes to materials housed
in CPNM, enhance the reference capabilities of the unit. Patrons find that they can move easily between



the computer and the needed information, available in paper copy or microform. Staff assist patrons when
needed, but the two systems are user-friendly, and contribute to the ongoing effectiveness of the unit.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS IN CPNM

Staff. Too few staff in CPNM has been the most critical limitation this year, as staffing was reduced from
5.0 FIE to 4.25. PrelimInary statistics show escalating use of the unit: a monthly average of 22,280 users
in the unit (based on gate count); 6800 reference and directional questions answered monthly, and 24,453
Items reshelved per month. Student assistants account for 300 hours per pay period (15 students), yet
this is not enough to support the fulitime employees. Training of temporary students is time-consuming;
students must be trained on all aspects of the operations, as there are certain times when they are the
only employees present in the unit. Maintenance and instruction on the use of the photocopying machines
(paper, microfiche, and microfilm) is also a time-consumingand specialized part of thework In CPNM. The
Photocopy Center has provided valuable assistance, and will increase that support next fIscal year.

Reference Capabilities in CPNM. Inconsistent policies on the presence of indexes, finding aids, and other
reference tools in the unit Impacts the use of the collection.

Security. The lack otan effective security system to protect the materials in the unit results in much staff
time devoted to this problem, and misunderstandings on the part of the patrons. A consistent policy, being
developed, will help to mitigate opposition to the manual checking of backpacks and briefcases until a
more reliable and impersonal security system can be devised.

GOALS AND FUTURE PLANS, CPNM, 1990-1991

Work to effect a smooth transition of duties and responsibilities during the Cl -B2 renovation.

Continue to develop the policy and procedure manual in CPNM to include aspects of all activities of the
unit.

Increase library-wide knowledge about the unit, especially with respect to the microform holdings.

Train and provide orientation to the new Unit Head, new students as necessary, volunteers, and
temporary librarians.



UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY
MAP COLLECTION

ANNUAL STATISTICS: 1989/90 FY

Computed by dividing resheMng figures by 5 items/patron.
2 Computed by dividing items circulated by 4 items/patron.

PATRON USAGE

1988/89 1989/90 % CHANGE

In-house users of collection1 7101 7216
Borrowers2 2059 2244
Instructional Sessions
Total attending [163409 [223768
[Number of sessions in brackets]

TOTAL 9569 10228 + 6.89

REFERENCE TRANSACTIONS

Brief reference questions 6050 5285
Extended reference questions 676 690
Directional questions 2157 2306

TOTAL 8883 8281 -7.27

ITEMS CIRCULATED

Geac 7805 7529
Manual Charge 405 1417
Interlibrary Loan 9 18

TOTAL 8219 8964 + 9.06

MATERIALS FILED/RESHELVED

Books and Atlases 3511 4500
Sheet Maps 31974 31562

TOTAL 35485 36062 + 1.63



MAP COLLECTION ANNUAL STATISTICS 1989/90 FY - PAGE 2

1988/89 1989/ 90 % CHANGE

MATE RIAI,.S CATALOGED
IN MAP COLLECTION

Sheet Maps (Titles) 567 457
Books 35 o

TOTAL 602 457 -24.08e

CATALOG CARDS FILED

TOTAL 18283 12123 -50.81

COLLECTION SIZE

In-Process File Cataloged Collection Holdings4

1990 %CHANGE

Books &
Bound Serials

Sheet Maps5

Microforms

Globes

Wall Maps

Relief Maps

Disks/CD-ROMs

Serials
(current titles)

4086

241367

21150

15

57

6?

62

47

TOTAL HOLDINGS 266851 + 4.45

Contributing factors: temporary librarian 1988/89; training of permanent cataloger, 1989/90;
more original cataloging 1989/90.

In-Process File + Cataloged Collection = Holdings.
Sheet maps include air photos; individual items counted

1989 1990 1989

3334 3922 3788

209982 215773 235199

0 0 16187

14 14 15

39 39 57

67 67 67

0 0 33

44 47 44

255390

1989 1990

454 164

25217 25594

16187 21150

1 1

18 18

0 0

33 62



UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY
CURRENT PERIODICALS, NEWSPAPERS & MICROFORMS ROOM

ANNUAL STATISTICS: 1989/90 FY

Statistics for March 1-June 30, 1990.

Patron Count

1988/89

232,596

1989/90

249,245

NEWSPAPERS

Newspapers Added 30,842 26,914
Newspapers Reshelved 137,656 78,285

TOTAL 168,498 105,199

PERIODICALS

Periodscals Added 29,768 24,039
Periodicals Reshelved 171,231 90,635

TOTAL 200,999 114,674

MICROFORMS

Microfilm Added/Reshetved 73,369 59,511
Microfiche Added/Reshelved 212,852 186,091

TOTAL 286,221 245,602

REFERENCE TRANSACTIONS1 Avg/Month

Reference Questions 15,283 3,821
Directional Questions 2,587 647

TOTAL 17,870 4,468

ITEMS CIRCULATED1

Geac Loan Statistics 12,836 3,209
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SUMMARY

The department's foremost goal for the year was to improve
access to its collections via machine readable records. Towards
this end, an automated booking system was secured for the Film
Collection. Although the complete database is not yet fully
developed, progress was made which will allow the department to
implement the system by June, 1991. Hardware for a dedicated
workstation foi booking was secured, and the smaller files which
include borrowers, equipment, vendors, and room locations have
been completed. The main file of bibliographic records for films
in the collection has been started and detailed plans have been
made for completing the project. The Juvenile Collection
reclassification project proceeded as expected so that by June,
1991, this project will also be very close to completion. This
collection of some 24,000 items accounts for more than 20,000
loan transactions each year. When the reclass project is done,
complete holdings will be accessible through the main card
catalog for the first time, and since all records are in AACRII
form, they can be included in the library's future on-line
catalog. GEAC records became available in the Film Collection
via a PC-dedicated dial access line. Other PC workstation
applications utilizing automated records, such as Innovacq
ordering and CD-ROM searching were used more than ever before by
Media staff and users. Increases in statistics for loan and
reserve services, reference, collection development activities,
and audio-visual playback services may relate to the diverse
access points that automated records now allow in the department.

A significant amount of effort was placed In developing
procedures for the first year of participation in the cooperative
interlibrary loan of films and videotapes between the three state
universities. While this is just underway and transaction
numbers are small, the ideal of sharing resources has future
significance in terms of both cost. savings and shared collection
development for Arizona's universities.

Staff contributed to record levels of loan, reference, and
playback services. This is especially commendable when there
were one month or longer vacancies in four different positions
during the year.

Perhaps the most visible accomplishment for the department
was the Film Collection's success in sponsoring the 14th Annual
Classic Film Series. Attendance increased nearly forty percent,
and stronger liaison relationships developed between the staff
and those academic departments that support film exhibition. In
addition forty-eight new titles were added to the Film Collection
and a state-of-the-art film inspection unit was received.

Overall, the department realized significant achievements in
services and improved electronic access to non-print media
resources.



STRENGTHS
After rioting that many of the department's activities will

realize higher utilization than ever before, one of the major
strengths of the department is the ability to provide significant
levels of service to its clientele. Last year, Media Center and
Film Collection staff members handled 14,300 reference queries.
This year 15,400 queries have been answered in the Media Center
along with 3,000 more than last year in the Film Collection.
What is also important is that sixty-eight percent of Film
Collection queries and fifty-seven percent of Media queries were
non-directional in nature. Basic Loan service increased
dramatically in the Media Center this year, also. Media
circulation this year stands at 30,300 thus far as compared to
25,300 for all of 1988-89. Film bookings for the first ten
months are equal to 1988-89 levels. For the first time ever, the
combined total room reservations and set-ups will top 5,000, with
service to more than fifty academic campus departments and more
than 200 library instruction groups. Despite several weeks of
hardware failure, classroom demos and scheduled uses of the
department's CD-ROM database doubled from last year's totals.

Besides the benefits of using electronic data for accessing
non-print materials, service growth may also be a result of
relevant collection growth. Budget appropriations covering non-
print firm orders and the Juvenile approval plan have allowed the
department to respond successfully to many user demands. Film
Collection staff analyzed campus rental activity and purchased
several films that were frequently rented by campus departments
for classroom instruction. Media staff selected material which
has been requested by users for several areas of history and
culture. Of the department's new materials expenditures, forty-
four percent of the titles were individual faculty requests and
flfty-six percent were departmental selections.

The success of the department is undoùbtedly related to the
accomplishments of its dedicated and skilled staff members. The
eleven persons listed on the department roster take pride in the
accomplishments of each other. Besides doing their jobs well,
Media staff contributed to a wide variety of community and/or
professional service activities: Margie Blame received a
volunteer-in-the-workplace recognition from the Tucson Volunteer
Center; Mary Musgrave shared her photographic talents with the
March of Dimes and attended the Association for Educational
Communications & Technology annual conference; Carol Friesen was
a member of the University Food Drive Committee; Lucia Hu
delivered a paper at the Western Conference of the Association
for Asian Studies; Carrie Russell served as Conference Co-Chair
for the 1989 Arizona State Library Association Conference and as
a jury chair for the American Film and Video Association; and
Bonnie Travers edited the Arizona Educational Media Association's
newsletter. Others were active in the Library Staff Association,
and seven individuals enrolled in at least one University course
during the year. The department is fortunate in having such a
wonderfully diverse and talented staff.



LIMITATIONS

The department's keenest felt needs relate to space, staff,
and equipment.

Space or facility needs include the ultimate means for
combining the Film Collection and the Media Center in a single
location. The library's strategic planning group supports this
concept in the ten-year master plan drafted this year. It is
possible that in the mid 1990's the Library may be able to
construct an addition to the Science and Engineering Library that
will permit relocation of various Library Departments including
the Media Center units. In its present location the Film
Collection needs both major rennovation for security and minor
improvements such as the removal of static carpeting in the
inspection area. The Media Center stack area is fast approaching
capacity and workstation flexibility seems to be non-existent for
circulation staff. Need for wet stations for audio-visual
playback has been more apparent as video use increases.

The increase in the minimum wage has had and will have an
impact on the number of student assistants the library budget can
support. Both the Media Center and Film Collection can ill
afford cuts in student assistant hours and in fact need
additional hours in both its Technical Services and Film
Collection units. The department has utilized temporary
professional hours for more than three years. This has proved to
be workable but also demonstrates the very real need for a
professional line in the department that is non-managerial.

While the department has good quality playback equipment, it
lacks units that can provide access to the newest resources such
as interactive video o desktop publishing software. The lack of
a Macintosh workstation and level III videodisc player keep the
department from being at the forefront in acquiring the newer
audiovisual interactive resources now being offered by major
audiovisual producers. The department found that allowing its
CD-ROM workstation to be used for instructional sessions by other
library departments has meant turning away clients that want to
use the AV-Online database for personal research or information.
A separate CD-ROM station for instructional sessions needs to be
provided at this point.



FUTURE PLANS

One of the accomplishments envisioned for the coming year is
the completion of the AV Handler database that will computerize
film booking procedures. Several steps were taken this year to
establish the parameters of the database, secure the dedicated
workstation needed for it, and begin data entry. Plans are to
beta test the booking system later this year by using it
simultaneously with the present manual system before switching
all bookings to the automated system.

Plans also include completing the Juvenile Literature
reclassification project. Approximately 2,000 titles per year
are converted and one more year should bring this project to a
close. The impact of this has been felt by the department's
technical services staff as ninety-two percent of the cards filed
in the department's juvenile catalog this year were a result of
the reclassification project.

We are excited about promoting and offering the 1990-91
Classic Film Sezies. In addition, the Film Collection staff will
assist, as it has in the past, with supporting a summer film
exhibition. It will also secure films for a foreign film series
next year.

The Media Center and Film Collection plan to continue to
respond to the special non-print resource needs of academic
departments. This is especially true for the Media Arts
Department's need for film and video support. Present indications
are that active acquisition will need to be made this next year
in the fields of Mexican Cinema and television documentaries.

Since campus plans include having a microwave broadcast
communications system operational by Fall 1990, the Media Center
staff will support the proposal to include the Main Library as a
receiving site for the educational programming that will be
offered over the system. The department is especially interested
in having the Library in a position to receive teleconferences
relevant to librarians and information science professionals.

The Department has also received an EPIC service
authorization number and staff can begin to use their PC
workstations to search the OCLC database on a very selective
basis in the coming year. Media Center personnel have not had
access to the largest bibligraphic database from the department
but have had to search the database at other library locations.
This opportunity should provide the means for Media staff to
enhance their ability to use electronic means to accessing
information about non-print resources at the time the information
is requested.
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C. Media TITLES Cataloged
1987 Holdings 1988 Adds

10,770 172

D. Media PIECES Cataloged
1987 Holdings 1988 Adds

96,313 3,043

1989
Films Shown: 28
Syreênings: 82
Attendance: 4,996

*Total Geac Records
**Includes Juvenile Approval Plan titles

1988 Withdrawals 1988 Holdings
12 10,930

1988 Withdrawals 1988 Holdings
33 99,383

1990
Films Shown: 28
Screenings: 84
Attendance: 5,512

SECTION I

Department Acquisitions and Holdings

A. Holding Summaries 1987-1990
1988 1989 1990

Nón-print Media 10,930 11,374 11,598
16mm Films NA 5, 838 5,905
*K-12 Textbooks 12,226 12,338 10,915
*Juvenjle Books 22,782 23, 134 24, 178

B. Order Requests placed by Media Center
1988 1989 1990

Media Titles BO 425 228

16mm Films 76 67

Book Titles 528 891 2,947**

1988 Holdings 1989 Adds 1989 Withdrawals 1989 Holdings
10.930 445 1 11,374

1989 Holdinqs 1990 Adds 1990 Withdrawals 1990 Holdings
11,395 228 4 11,598

1988 Holdings 1989 Adds 1989 Withdrawals 1989 Holdings
99,383 5,452 1 104,834

1989 Holdinqs 1990 Adds 1990 Withdrawals 1990 Holdinqs
104,834 1,278 7 106,105

SECTION II
Classic Film Series



SECTION III
Comparative Summary of Services 1987-1990

Information/Reference

* CD-ROM workstation not operational 2 months

Media Film Media Film Media Film
Equipment Use NA -- 7,144 NA 8,163 514
Room Requests 3,538 NA 4,370 NA 3,523 547
Room Hours 4,622 NA 5,988 NA 5,126 849

VCR Hours 4,238 NA 4,343 NA 4,626 105
16mm Hours NA NA NA NA NA 442

C. Instructional Sessions
1987-88 1988-89 1989-90

Sessions 20 28 22

Attendees 482 791 479
Hours 21.25 25.5 22.75

Circulation
198 7-8 8 1988-89 1989-90

Media Center 29,735 25,342 32,837
Film Bookings 2,634 1,244 1,342
Film Rentals 325 337 372

E. Reserve Service
1987-88 198 8-89 19 89-90

Items Placed 566 584 616
Total Circulation 4,397 4,058 6,592

F. Departments Requesting Above Services
1987-88 1988-89 1989-90

UA Colleges/Depts 60 70 71

Others 12 19 28

1987-88
Media Film

1988-89
Media Film

1989-90
Media Film

Reference 5,369 NA 5,721 260 6,501 1,213
Directional 6,492 NA 7,017 NA 7,458 1,137
5-min 1,004 NA 1,118 NA 3,738 1,348
Scheduled CD-ROM 211 333* --

TOTALS 12,865 14,327 21,728

B. Equipment and Room Use

1987-88 1988-89 1989-90
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SUMf1fRY

FerEcnnei: Thankfully 1969190 was not as tumultuous as previous years in
terms of sta?f turnover. Philip Reynolds rasiqned from his Library Clerk III
position at the end of last summer to pursue his secondary teaching
certificate, and Joseph Brewer was hired to replace him Jay Talley

continued working as a part-time temporary librarian throughout the year,
although his time spent in Government Documents was reduced to ten hours per
week ir January of this year. Budget permitting, Jay will stay on in his
temporary capacity for at least part of the next fiscal year.

Service: As has been the pattern for the past several years, demand for
dcunwrts reference service increased again, though by a somewhat smaller
perentg th&n last year's 1O jump. Although it is our distinct impression
that dccumsntE cìrculatjon is also on th rise, the fact that Loan Dept.
staff began rcutineiy checking cut barccded documents during all open hours
will make it appear as though our circulation is declining. This year
several new online services were made available in the department. We began
offering tree access tc the Legi-Siate database last September and to LOLA
(the Arizona legislative database) in January. The substantial costs of
sbscribing to Leqi-Slate are shared with the University's Office of Federal
Reiaticrs an arrangement we hope to continue next year. Last summer we also
bsc;n routinely downloading CPI and Trade Opportunities Program information
fcs thE Department cf Commerc&s Ec,omic Bulletin Board. The current CPI

iate is kept at the desk for ready reference and obviates the need for
refer fine patrons to the Wall Street Journal or BLS hotline. In addition to
these services, we now have access to ASU's online catalog, which includes e.
large tile ot Arizona state documents and statistical data, and to OCLC's new
EïC service. We have requested access to the FAPRS database (an online
version ct the Cataloq of Federal Domestic Assistance), but have not yet
begun using it. Our compact disk-based services expanded this year with the
acpuis!tior cf County and City Data Book and conversion of our second Monthly
Cataìcq CD subscription from Silver Platter to Marcive. Before the year is
out we expect to receive EPA's Toxics Release Inventory and possibly one or
two ne Census Bureau CD's as well. Last but certainly not least, we
reLeìtIy completed a total reorganization of our reference and microfiche

:etirns, aiming at greater openness and user-friendliness and a more
viable traffic pattern. Although signage and relabeling are needed, we have
begun using the new arrangement and determining what final adjustments should
be made.

Processinq: GPO's microfiche distribution fiasco was partially rectified
with resumption of shipments last year; however, it has become painfully
obvious that enormous gaps in important holdings still exist and, in all
likelihood, will never be filled. Consequently, we are having to spend a
considerable amount rif staff time and energy as well as materials funds
acquiring documents we should be receivinq qratis from GPO (the FBIS Daily
Rspertz series are a prime example of this situation). To partially offset
t:is ne. demand for staff time, we have reduced our depository selectivity by
and acitíonal 2 1/27. this year, and are selecting, on the average, only bUi
cit new items offered on deposit. To gain experience in dealing with the
Catalog Dept. and to initiate a file i:tf machine-readable records for
important fugitive federal documents, we began having selected items
catalcoed last spring. Records for these documents are available in the



Library's unicri card catalog--as well as in the archival DOLO tapes--with
their SuDocs classes appearing in the cali number field.

Collections: Dur collections of Arizona state and local documents continued
their rapid expansion this year, arid included several important new
directories and other reference s:urces. We also acquired complete backfiles

Water Bulletin and Western Water Bulletin of the International Boundary
arid Water Commission, U.S. and lexico, as well as minutes of all of the
Commission's open meetings from the 1940's to the present (these will be
housed in Special Collections). We were the first library in the U.S. to
order a new reprint edition of the first ten federal population censuses on
acid-free paper, and have also acquired two major CIS indexes: Presidential
Executive Orders and Proclamations1 1789-1983; and U.S. Senate Executive
D:cucrentc and Reports1 1818-1969. The latter accompanies a microfiche
:ollecton which we als:' purchased. Both indexes will enhance access t':' a
wide spectrur oÍ Federal historical records, including many relevant to trie
s-dy cf L..E. toreign relations and Federal-Indian relations.

A Tflfl rtrri.j-"tRzL

Thu psrtrenYs major strengths continue to reside ïn the cc'iiectiie
C;. erer: a ad expertise of its sta-ff and in the depth ':'f its collections.
Our convenient., highly visible location and reorganized reference and
micr:tichs collections are additional strengths. Continued expansion of
automated access services presents an opportunity tc' develc'p even greater
den t h.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

St firc: The lack of adequate reference staffing is a major limitation.
Ejer t.e number of hours per week we offer service and the number of
refeysnce questions we are called upon to answer, the department needs at
le- t another half-time professional librarian on a permanent basis. We are

busy enough in the evenings that double staffing is now a necessity rather
thar a luxury; and increased reference activity on weekends--partìcularly on
Surda afternoons--may require double staffing then as well. Jay Talley's
temporary assistance, even after being reduced to t:iniy ten hours per week,
has continued to be a godsend. To ease the burden of increased service
demands, we have transferred responsibility for some routine circulation
transactions to the Loan Dept., and are seriously investigating the the
ramifications of transferring virtually all documents loan functions (except
searcNin.) downstairs next year. Another way of diluting the reference
burcen would be to reclassify our Library Clerk III to a position which wuid
include reference duties.

Lack of adequate expansion space becomes increasingly problematic
with each passing year. Although our recent re':rganization added room for
the reference and microform collections to grow, our stacks have now exceeded
E:O density. Our only viable options at this point seem to be to shelve
little-used materiali. ir Cl after it is renl:Lvated and/or to undertake a

mar:e weedins camaimn. Either of these tactics will offer only short-term

reef however. For a more permanent solution, we must lock ahead to the
when the Library undertaken its $24 ifiji lion renovation/expansion.



FUTURE PLANS

:tiv !JS :L new electronic reference sources---includin9several
tB(n we pact to rece..ve soon--will continue to be a pron.ty

for :cmi yeer This will require extensive software mairttenaflce on
b .v reacy-efe erice terminal and CD-ROM workstations, as well as
cc-tr ed 4-rainiia for all documents reference staff We also need to

4.ncreae :'tr facilt at handling questio'is relating to Arizona state and
d. :umerits, b:th throuqt additional training and througI development of

a tE/vJL access tool or state/local agencies and their corresponding KWOC

cf.ctions As the Library inches ever closer to an integrated online
uni:n catalog, we will need to begin studying options for including records
T:r u'ca4aloged federal arid international documents, on both a retrospective

end ccnting basis Finally, we must continue to identify depository items
T:1 de.e:+: and beg.n serio's consideraion cf a major weeding program in:r wi sa

(I

C'ithia E. Bower
Govrnmert Documents Department
3LrE 7, 1990



APPENDIX

STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HEAD DOCUMENTS LIBRARIAN

FOR THE 19 89-90 YEAR

Documents routed (print format)

PUBLIC SERVICES 988/89 ,989/9O

Documents reference questions 21,137 22,878
Library Skills Program reference questions 1,351 563
Total reference questions 22,488 23,441

Documents directional questions 8,926 9,516
Library Skiis Program directional questions 934 781
Total directional questions 9,860 10,297

Total questions 32,348 33,738

Items circulated* 6,352 6,290

Library use of printed items NA NA

Library use of microforms 24,611 24,466

Online reference searches 126 225

TECHNICAL SERVI CES

Documents received (print format)

Federal
Depository 18,038 18,287
Non-depository 4,765 4,881

International
Cataloged 55 61
Uncataloged 1,235 1,537

Arizona 2,989 2,794

Documents withdrawn (print format)

Federal 10,528 6,744
International O O

ArIzona 21 64

Federal 3,556 3,823
International 21 O

Arizona 112 220



*This figure does not reflect documents checked out at either the Main
Library or SEL loan desks. DurIng 1989/90 the number of documents circulated
from Main Loan Increased significantly due to adoption of a policy change
encouraging circulation of barcoded documents from the Main Library loan desk
in the spring of 1990.

TECHNICAL SERVICES (cont.) 988/89 1989/90

Total printed documents added to collection 12,844 16,709

Total estimated printed documents 918,284 934,993

Microforms received

Depository microfiche 9,005 14,031

Non-depository microfiche 41,671 37,810

Microfilm reels 42 15

Microfiche withdrawn 1,669 13,275

Microfiche routed 1,086 621

Total microfiche added to collection 47,921 37,945

Total estimated microforms

Microfiche 1,087,752 1,125,697

Microfilm reels 6,817 6,832

Volumes bound 894 872

Document records added to Geac 5,314 5,948

Document records deleted from Geac 895 190

Total documents records in Geac 45,334 51,092
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SUMMARY

Department Head Louise Greenfleld was on sabbatical this year and Karen Williams served
as Acting Head of Library Instruction.

The Library Skills Program completed three major projects. With Jennifer Flint stifi in the
position of Library Skills Librarian, we developed and implemented a new active learning
presentation for LSP students. The new presentation encourages students to participate in
the session and to think critically about their own information needs and ways to meet
them. In working toward our goal of reducing the amount of library staff time spent on the
LSP, we experimented successfully with training Graduate Library School Desk Assistants
to give the new presentations. Library staff, GLS students, and freshmen all benefit from
the introduction of this sophisticated new presentation. The last project undertaken was
the production of a videotape designed to help fulfill the affective goals of the ISP. This
project was funded through a Provost's Teaching Improvement Award.

The type of instruction provided to English 102 classes was changed from a staff guided
tour to a detailed pathfinder designed for individual use. The number of requests from
English 102 instructors and the size of these classes combined to make the guided tours less
than effective. Individual instructors were given the option of bringing their classes over
themselves or simply handing out pathfinders. Feedback from both instructors and
librarians has been positive, and the instruction load has been reduced by 88 presentations
per year.

Training for online searching was a focal point for the department this year. Karen
Williams chaired the committee responsible for the migration of the Quicksearch program
from BRS to Dialog. A revised presentation and handouts, an attendance record keeping
system, and update workshops were the products of this committee's work. The Library
Instruction Department also coordinated fourteen workshops given by six different vendors
providing free training to 33 library staff members. In addition, we hosted three EPIC
demonstrations attended by approximately 120 people, most of whom were UA Library
staff.

The Department sponsored an update workshop on critical thinking/active learning in
December 1989. An overview of the LOEX conference was followed by five librarians who
have experimented with these techniques sharing their experiences.

Jennifer Flint chaired the Library Instruction Advisory Committee this year. Projects
completed by this group include the graduate and transfer student workshops, a faculty
seminar on personal bibliographic software which attracted 50 participants, and an update
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of the audiotape tour. The Committee is currently working on developing a training session
for New Start counselors, a summer bridge program for incoming freshmen.

The Department also worked with two Graduate Library School interns this year. During
the fall semester, Jean Caspers assisted with the development, implementation, and
evaluation of the active learning presentations. She wrote the case study used in the initial
experiment, and with all English 101 classes during the spring semester. Debbie Hoffis, our
spring semester intern, had a hand in several projects. She participated as a presenter and
desk assistant in the Library Skills Program, assisted with the updating of the audiotape
tour, helped revise the library information guides and booklet, and served on the Videotape
Advisory Committee.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of this department is the creativity, dedication, and hard work
contributed by departmental staff, student assistants, and volunteers from other areas,
including the members of LIAC and the Videotape Production Committee. We
implemented several new program changes this year which may not have been successful
without the support of the risk-takers who participated and provided invaluable feedback.

Both instruction librarians have been very active in state and national organizations, holding
committee appointments in ALA's Bibliographic Instruction Section, Reference and Adult
Services Division, and Library Instruction Round Table. Contributions to scholarship
include presentations to ALA's Women's Studies Section, and ASLA's College and
University Division and Arizona Library Instruction Round Table. These opportunities for
continuing education and national networking strengthen our own programs and provide us
with renewed enthusiasm.

MAJOR LIMiTATIONS

The major limitation facing the Library Instruction Department is the lack ofan adequately
equipped classroom. Much more effective use could be made of A3 15 if it included at least
one personal computer with a modem, color card and monitor, a compact disc drive, and
a liquid crystal display panel. Instructional efforts could be further supported by a
classroom set of some of the most heavily used materials. A full size pull-down screen
would also be welcome. The lack of this equipment in A315 is placing an increasing burden
on the Media Center facilities and equipment as well as wear and tear on librarians who
must truck needed materials to a different location for each presentation.

FUTURE PLANS

Louise Greenfield will return from her sabbatical in August, 1990, and Jennifer Flint will
be leaving to take a position in the Central Reference Department at the same time. A
temporary LSP librarian will be hired on a 10-12 month contract. Louise will formulate
departmental goals upon her return.



The ISP will continue to use the new active learning presentation and the desk assistants
will undergo a substantial training program in order to serve as both presenters and LSP
desk assistants. The videotape will be completed by the beginning of September and will
await decisions as to how best to implement it.



LIBRARY INSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS

*Combined graduate/undergraduate sessions were assigned to either
the graduate or undergraduate categories prior to 1987-88.

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90

COURSE-RELATED
BIBLIOGRAPHIC
INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS:

Graduate:
Number of sessions 65 72 58 56
Number of students 1,364 1,451 1,283 1,209

Undergraduate:
Number of sessions 211 400 317 244
Number of students 6,126 12,990 8,977 6,029

Library Skills Program:
Number of sessions 116 138 149 164
Number of students 3,806 4,670 5,081 5,089

*Graduate/Undergraduate
Number of sessions 14 20 7

Number of students 301 503 89

NON-COURSE-RELATED
INSTRUCTIONAL
SESSIONS:

Number of sessions 145 139 187 95
Number of people 1,644 1,549 2,763 1,239

COMMUNITY
INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS

Number of sessions 18 30 34 55
Number of people 377 574 575 1,010

TOTAL

Number of sessions 556 793 765 619
Number of people 13,909 21,535 19,182 14,664



STATISTICS
1989-1990

COURSE-RELATED BIBUOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS

GRADUATE:
Number of Sessions: 56
Number of Students 1,209

UNDERGRADUATE:
Number of Sessions: 244
Number of Students: 6,029

UNDERGRADUATE/GRADUATE:
Number of Sessions: 7
Number of Students: 89

SUBTOTAL:
Number of Sessions: 307
Number of Students: 7,327

NON-COURSE RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS
(Students, Faculty, and Staff)

SUBTOTAL
Number of Sessions: 93
Number of People: 1,239

COMMUNITY INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS

SUBTOTAL:
Number of Sessions: 55
Number of People: 1,010

UBRARY SKILLS PROGRAM

SUBTOTAL
Number of LSP Sessions: 164
Number of Students: 5,098

GRAND TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS: 619
GRAND TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE: 14,674



LIBRARY SKIlLS PROGRAM DESK STATISTICS

Total number of questions asked at LSP Desk: 17,336

DOCS directional: 781
assistance: 563

Total directional: 5,190
Total assistance: 12,146

CRJ) directional: 3,323
assistance: 9,769

SEL directional: 1,086
assistance: 1,814



communication with them very difficult. Nor is there office
space for a prospect library trainee from PRC next academic year.

The OSC also needs a second OCLC/CJK workstation to accommodate
the growing needs of searching, cataloging, ordering,, writing,
electronic communication, etc. The schedules for the present one
is already over-crowed. In view of the arrival of EPIC, another
OCLC/CJK workstation is urgently needed for better public
services.

The security of Chinese CPNM is a challenge to OSC's public
services. The present Chinese CPNM room has walls on three sides
only, so the users can take the displayed serials to anywhere
they pleased. Many have been lost as a result.

IV. FUTURE PLAN

Increase of material budget, especially for Chinese materials.
In view of the increase of the users' needs and the wishes of
Dean Kolodny and Provost Cole, this item should be assigned the
first priority.

Recovery of Lucia's full-time status at OSC, temporarily if not
permanently. In view of OSC's needs and Lucia's specialty and
working history, this plan should be justifiable and feasible.

Acquisition of another OCLC/CJK workstation to meet OSC's and
users' needs (ASU has 2 RLIN workstations).

Acquisition of a PC to meet the staff's needs.

Renovation of the central lounge area on the 5th floor of the
Science/Engineering Library to make the space a computer and
student assistants working room.

Resolution of the security problem of the Chinese CPNM by either
moving them to CPMR of the Science Library or remodeling a room
on the 5th floor of the Science Library to be an OSC CPNM room.

Subscription to more scholarly Chinese serials from Hong Kong,
PRC, and Taiwan. For the number of Chinese serials subscribed by
OSC is far too small in comparison to users' needs, the numbers
possessed in peers' libraries, and the volume of publications in
the area. Also closely following up the results of claims made
by the Serials Dept. for the missing issues.

Strengthening the suject areas of Chinese and Japanese languages
and linguistics, Chinese legal history, Chinese thought, Chinese
and Japanese women's studies, modern Chinese history, and modern
Chinese literature.

With the assistance of the Acquisitions Dept., setting up an
approval plan for Japanese materials.



OSC HOLDINGS STATISTICS (1988-89)

CHINESE JAPANESE TOTAL

19 87-88
Volumes 101,269 32,462 133,731

19 88-89
Added Titles 2,164 331 2,495

Added Volumes 3,282 415 3,697

Bound Serials 316 (y.) 309 Cv.) 625 Cv.)

Total Vols. 104,867 33,186 138,053*

Added Backlog 2,000 750 2,750

Total backlog 3,500 1,500 5,000
(est.)

*Revised figure

OSC HOLDINGS STATISTICS (1989-90)

CHINESE JAPANESE TOTAL

1988-89
Volumes 104,867 33,186 138,053

19 89-90
Added Titles 1,643 274 1,917

Added Volumes 1,793 339 2,132

Bound Serials 263 (V.) 231 (y.) 494 (V.)

Total Vols. 107,923 33,756 141,679

Added Backlog -397 -371 -768

Total Backlog 3,100 1,130 4,230
(est.)



TALLY SHEET (July 1988-June 1989)--OSC REFERENCE STATITICS

TALLY SHEET (July 1989-June 1990)--OSC REFERENCE STATISTICS

Year Month

1988 July
August
September
October
November
December

1989 January
February
March
April
May
June

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

Reference Directional

11]. 20
123 25
165 23
198 14
153 10
138 21
205 19
229 11
281 10
247 7

202 11
245 22

2,297 193
2,490 + 321 = 2,811

Total

131
148
188
212
163
159
224
240
291
254
213
267

2,490

4 Min Ref

28
23
31
32
21
26
21
26
38
25
22
28

321

Year Month Reference Directional Total 5+ Min Ref.

1989 July 219 19 238 38
August 240 13 253 18
September 248 23 271 39
October 241 8 249 35
November 184 12 196 22
December 139 13 152 14

1990 January 223 1 224 18
February 172 2 174 15
March 232 10 242 13
April 219 9 228 9

May 226 10 236 12
June 268 21 289 25

TOTAL 2,611 141 2,752 258
GRAND TOTAL 2,752 + 258 = 3,010



OSC CATALOGING STATISTICS (1988-89)

TOTAL (Chinese & Japanese)

TItles/Volumes 2,495/3,697*

*From Catalog Department's Record

OSC CATALOGING STATISTICS (1989-90)

Language Copy (T/V) Original (T/V)

Chinese 1,097/1,500 507/690
Japanese 423/576 67/124

Total 1,520/2,076 574/814

GRAND TOTAL 1,520/2,076 + 574/814 = 2,094/2,890



*Includes books returned from the Loan and used in OSC and SEL

OSC RESHELVIN3 STATISTICS (1988_89)*

Year Month Chinese Japanese Total

1988 July 2,502 511 3,013
August 1,989 532 2,521
September 2,049 774 2,823
October 1,995 495 2,490
November 2,103 545 2,648
December 2,174 555 2,792

1989 January 2,505 484 2,989
February 1,962 444 2,406
March 1,804 511 2,315
April 2,096 541 2,637
May 2,768 626 3,394
June 2,414 470 2,884

TOTAL 26,361 6,488 32,849

OSC RESHELVING STATISTICS (1989_90)*

Year Month Chinese Japanese Total

1989 July 2,651 495 3,146
August 2,160 643 2,803
September 2,289 623 2,912
October 2,391 660 3,051
November 2,440 716 3,156
December 2,549 701 3,250

1990 January 2,521 680 3,201
February 1,906 424 2,330
March 1,830 744 2,574
April 1,747 796 2,543
May 2,158 969 3,127
June 2,906 736 3,642

TOTAL 27,548 8,187 35,735
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I. SUMMARY

This year in the Library the themes of diversity, automation,
collections and planning were dominate . Against this background the
University Librarian for eighteen years , W . David Laird , announced
his retirement . Several other long-thne staff members , Cecil
Weilborn , Virginia Rice and Bernard Fontana , also announced their
intention of retiring. The loss of these individuals' expertise will
be profoundly felt . Their commitment to the Library and its mission
to serve the campus community has been a very real factor in the life
of this Library.

The strong stance on affirmative action taken by the Library
Administration more than two years ago has brought about changes in
the composition of the staff, particularly at the classified level.
Any change of this kind is also accompanied by dislocation and
discomfort . The Administration has sought ways to deal with these
feelings and reaffirm our commitment to affirmative action and to the
larger value of diversity. To that end a Diversity Week was
scheduled late in May with consultant Carmen Tafolla.

With 23 CD-Rom services in place in reference areas, an online
catalog in the Science Engineering Library and the Center for
Creative Photography Library, a new version of the end user
searching service, Quick Search, and a growing data base of records
ready for the full online catalog, the Library is malcing giant
strides into the electronic age. Unfortunately, the materials
budget, now called the information access budget, has not been able
to keep pace with the plethora of new services available while
providing the books and journals needed by students and faculty.
Paper format is still with us, and its unrelenting price spiral is a
very real concern for the Library and the entire academic
community. This year we stopped buying books in March. Next
year if there is not a substantial increase in funds, we will not buy
books at all except for course reserves and a reduced U. S. approval
plan. The review and cancellation of journal titles will have to
begin again.

In an effort to bring more clarity and shape to the future direction
and needs of the Library, the Library Administration worked with a
national consultant to produce a Ten Year Master Plan which
focuses on facilities, automation, collections and staffing. The
results show the Library to be a highly service oriented organization
hampered by the lack of an online catalog and regular state funded
increases In the materials budget. Space for collections, users and
staff is also a very real concern, and staffing for a library of this
size and caliber is inadequate.

Finally, the Library was awarded a preservation planning grant by
the Association of Research Libraries. Staff from many areas of the
Library worked with a nationally recognized consultant on the main
task force and in study groups to gather data which will assist the
Library in formulating an appropriate preservation plan.



II. STRENGTHS

The central strength the Library continues to be its staff. Their
dedicated hard work is evident everywhere- -reference areas, loan
desks, stacks and technical processing areas. In spite of the
limitations of space, equipment and, in many areas, sufficient staff
and student workers, the users of this Library receive high quality
services from the prompt acquisition and cataloging of appropriate
new materials to the latest online search services at the reference
desks.

The collections throughout the Library remain strong although the
funds available for acquisitions were stretched very thin. New
journal titles in a variety of subject areas were added to the
collections. The CD-Rom services acquired over the last twenty
months were integrated into the various reference areas. These
services are now available in Central Reference, Government
Documents, Maps, Media and Science Engineering. Another service,
the Legi-Slate database, is available in Government Documents
thanks to a split funding agreement between the Library and the
Office of Federal Relations. The popular Quick Search service was
changed to another vendor offering increased service for humanities
and social sciences.

The popularity of the online catalog is enormous. The data base has
had more than 10,000 new records added to it in the first ten months
of the year. The Center for Creative Photography Library is
planning to close their card catalog in the new year and rely
entirely on the online catalog. Science no longer maintains their
subject catalog and staff savings have contributed to better
management of the Current Periodicals area. This Library now has
more than 1.5 million records ready to mount into a full service
online catalog. We have staff experienced in the processing and
mounting of bibliographic data bases and in linking them to the
necessary telecommunications systems on campus. We are prepared to
do the detailed planning necessary to produce an RFP, plan for
installation and conversion on a new system and bring up the full
online catalog circulation system which this campus needs to catch up
with its peers.

Although development efforts have been modest this year, we are
proud of the support received from the Friends of the Library which
has enabled us to continue to acquire very special materials for the
Library. The Parents Association have been real Library friends as
well with their donations for books for undergraduate education. A
bequest from a Canadian man who had used the Library extensively
while working on a masters degree here helped to finance the
connection of the online catalog to the campus ethernet.

Finally, we have been most proud of the Center for Creative
Photography's first full year of operation. In spite of limited
staffing and several key positions being vacant, the Center through
its programs and exhibits has provided instruction and pleasure to
students and faculty as well as to people ail over the United States.



III. LIMITATIONS

There has been much made of the Library's slide from 23 to 29 in the
Association of Research Libraries Index. On one level this is not a
serious short term concern since we are still providing a much needed
service to students, faculty and citizens of the state. But, In the
long term the index which considers five factors--total operating
budget, number of professional and nonprofessional staff, number of
volumes held, number of volumes added and number of current serials
received- -may seen be an indication of problems which have continued
to thnit the Libraryt s ability to keep up with its peers.

The inadequate salary increases for all staff are reflected directly
in the total operating budget which is the most heavily weighted
factor in the index. This problem is clearly evident in the ARL
rankings of our beginning and average librarians ' salaries, 92 and 95
in a group of 106. Comparison with other Research I university
libraries' salaries is even more discouraging. Information recently
released around the state points to the same abysmal situation for
the classified staff.

Automation is now a significant new element in most research
librarie& budgets, but not here at the University of Arizona. We
have continued to nurse a ten-year-old circulation system, paid for
our own acquisitions and serials control system, paid for conversion
for more than 300,000 records, paid for processing ali of the records
for the online catalog, paid for systems maintenance--all this with
no additions to our budget and no additions to our staff.

Our materials (information access) budget has not kept pace with
those of our peers. Three years of no increases in the base followed
by a 4% increase this year have been only partially off-set by
generous support from the University Administration. We need
regular increases in the base budget in order to cope with inflation
rates in books and serials which have out-paced normal inflation for
most of the last decade. We are trying to support new electronic
services and they have been overwhelmingly popular, but with our
large student body, and particularly with our commitment to
undergraduates, we have had to maintain most of the print
subscriptions as well in order to provide enough access. The three
index measures of collection size have been adversely affected
because we have cancelled nearly 3,000 journals over three years,
adding back only 500 new titles, and because we are purchasing 24%
fewer monographs than in 1986.

We do not have a preservation program of any size. We have a
young collection, but we could spend more on a local repair program,
conservátion treatment and binding, and the staff necessary to do
these things. We could begin to contribute to the master
microfliming project. All of these activities are common among our
peers.

We need staff, the second most heavily weighted factor in the index.
We need staff to teach, serve at the reference desks, catalog in
unusual languages, process archives, select library materials,
catalog science materials and maintain our ever increasing array of
automated equipment and systems.



1V. FUTURE PLANS

The Library Planning Council ïs reviewing and revising the Libraryts
strategic goals, adding new objectives and action plans. It Is clear
that preparation for total automation is a high priority for the
coming year. Efforts to continue monographie record conversion,
serials record conversion and map record conversion are planned. A
new Assistant University Librarian for Systems and Automation will be
hired and trained. Staffing in the Systems area will be improved.

The well being of the staff is also of paramount importance.
Improving staff salaries as well as the more intangible benefits of
training and development will be emphasized. Affirmative action
plans will continue to be reviewed and implemented. The Diversity
Week will be followed by a variety of activities suggested by the
consultant and the staff. The Library Administration will identify a
staff member to serve as a special assistant to them with an emphasis
on personnel issues.

Realizing a commitment to work toward a diverse and qualified pool of
library science graduates, the Library Administration will continue
to seek ways to fund a minority student intern program for
undergraduates who may be interested in careers in library and
information science.

The information access budget will continue to be a focus of
attention. If the needed increases are not received, the Library
staff will enter another round of serials cancellation. All of the
Library's gathering plans will need careful review and reduction in
light of the budget. The Library Administration will be involved in
explaining the larger problems of scholarly communication in the
1990's to the University community while the staff explore ways in
which we can still deliver needed information and remain within our
budget. There is no doubt that the continued reduction in access to
information in the familiar formats of books and journals will
necessitate more staff to intervene and teach patrons about the new
sources and explain possible delays.

Cataloging of Chinese, Japanese and Hebrew materials will be
supported through additional temporary librarians. This activity
also increases the amount of machine readable catalog records.

Other issues raised In the Master Plan, staffing and facilities, will
receive attention. The renovation of the area below Special
Collections will improve our abifity to store archives, but ways must
be found to accommodate the overcrowded stacks in Science
Engineering and in Main.

The development efforts begun two years ago will be intensified. We
will build upon our good relations with the Friends of the Library
and the Parents Association while seeking new "friends" for Library
projects and goals. At the same time, the Library administrators
will continue to build upon our good relationships with University
community in order to explain the Library's complex future needs.



Center for Creative Photography
Central Reference
CPNM
Documents
Library Science.
Library Skills Desks
Maps
Media
Music
Oriental Studies
Science-Engineering

CPMR
Southwest Folklore Center
Special Collections

ITEMS CIRCULATED

Center for Creative Photography
Documents
Films (6 months)
Library Science
Main & SEL
Maps
Media
Music (in and out)
Special Collections

ITEMS RESHELVED

Center for Creative Photography
Central Reference
CPNM Newspapers
CPNN Current Periodicals
CPNM Microforius

Documents
Microforms

Maps
Sheet maps
Books/atlas

Oriental Studies
SEL
CPMR Microforms
CPMR Current Periodicals
(circ/ in-house)

Reference
Docs

SEL/Main

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY
PUBLIC SERVICE STATISTICS

THREE-YEAR COMPARATIVE SUMMARY

1987/88
EFERENCE/ INFORMATION TRANSACTIONS

3,044 1,3681 1,976
110,985 119,721 125,95
83,650 97,458 53,61
29,208. 32,348 33,738
2,683 3,329 n/a

21,163 21,298 17,336
6,625 81883.3 8,281

12,865 14,327 21,728
12,296 15,710 11,478
3,062 2,811 3,01.0

44,187 49,299 . 57,665
12,400 11,041 14,322
1,002 1,224 1,143
9,394 9,213 9,918

5,154
5,305
2,959

20,759
628,826

7,795
34,132
67,575
16,275

788,780

n/a

130,452
167,115
200,033

22,450

29,603
4,977

7,096
87,120

75,814
702

1,459,036

2,184,398

1988/89 1989/90

3,872
6,352
1,581

21, 669
663,901

8,219
29,400
64,105
18, 288.

817,387

n/a

137,656
171,231
286,221

24,611

31,974
3,511

14,576

6,156
95,860

51,958
465

1,521,218

2,345,437

5,839
6,290
1,714

698,527
8,964

32,837
51,497
16,813

822,481

8,279

78,285
90,635

245,602

24.466

31,562
4,500

35,735

7,291
80,677

53,687
546

1,638,716

2,299,981

352,564 388,030 360,164



LIBRARY INSTRUCTION PRESENTATIONS4

ONLINE SEARCHES

Mediated Searches

Ready Reference Searches

Uaer-Conducted Searches

CD ROM Searches

INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS

Lending

Total Requests Received
Total Requests Filled

Music

Course-related (Grad)
Library Skills (Undergrad)
Course-related (tindergrad)
Course-related (Grad/rJndergrad)
Non-Course-Related
Community

Total Requests Received
Total Requests Filled

Borrowing

Ttal Regnests Received
Total Requests Filled

72
138
400
14

139
30

1987/88

(1,451)
(4, 670)
12,990)

(301)
(1,549)

(574)

973

2,223

4,015

58
149
317
20

187
34

1988/89 1989/90

(1,283)
(5,081)
(8,977)

(503)
(2,763)

(575)

528

2,000

3,544

56
164
244

7

95
55

(1,209)
(5,089)
(6,029;

(89)
(1,239)
(1,010)

365

1.652

2,774

793 (21,535) 765 (19,182) 621 (14,665)

Central Reference 546 233 127
Science-Engineering 427 295 238

Central Reference i , 463 1, 269 998
Science-Engineering 739 605 429
Documents 21 126 225

(Quicksearch and CAS online)
Central Reference i , 289 1,085 998
Science-Engineering 2,726 2,459 1, 776

Central Reference 7,655 13,286
Science-Engineering 1,882 3,497

9,537 16, 783

Total Online Searches 7,211 15, 609 21, 574

42,486 4 866 50,328
21,650 2 797 24, 385

2,695 2.324 2,000-
2,048 1,674 1,744

7,918 8,457 9,698
6, 938 7,324 7,74



1 Statistics kept for February 10-June 30, 1989 only.

2 Statistics kept March 1-June 30, 1990. Annual count based on monthly
average of that period.

Beginning in 1988/f989 Media reference statistics include Film
Collection.

Students reached in parentheses.

CD1OM statistics reflect only those sources for which we request
patrons make appointments. INFOTRAC and CPNM sources are excluded.



COLLECTION RESOURCE STATISTICS
FY 89-90

Totals
from

FY 89-90

BOUND VOLUMES

Number of
Pieces/Vois.
ADDED in FY

Number of
Pieces/Vols.
W/DRAWN in FY

TOTALS
for

FY 89-90

Monographs 76,029 2,735
Serials 44,830 652

TOTAL BOUND VOLUMES 2,123,959 120,859 3,387

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
Depository 19,824
Non-Depository 4,881

TOTAL 00V DOCS 919,258 24,705 10,567

MICROFORMS
Microfilm 22,284 0
Microfiche 119,452 13,897

TOTAL MICROFORMS 3,447,731 141,736 13,897

MAPS 203,484 6,197 N/A 209,681

MEDIA
Commerèial Sound Recordings
(Music and SWFC) 330 N/A
Other
(Media Coil. & Music) 1,288 7

Film Collection 7,644 15 N/A

TOTAL MEDIA 139,733 1,633 7 14 1x359

MUSIC
Sheet Music 26,936 324 373 26,887

COMPUTER FILES 46 4 N/A 50

TOTAL HOLDINGS 6L861I47 295458 28x231
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ANNUAL REPORT

s u mry

From July-December 1989, Library Development: made progress made
in the following areas:

The Advisory Committee began prospect Identification and
ratIri and was planning a cultivation event aimed at the
Powe) i Endowment.

A grant request was submitted to the Department of Education
($97,øø for Map acquisitions) and a preproposal drafted for
the Gannett Foundation.

The Library's second year-end appeal,over Larry Clark Powell's
signature, raised almost double the amount of the previous
year, and afforded a valuable opportunity for list develop-
ment. All lists are now ori computer.

Sup2ort materials were prepared, or were in progress, for
projects ranging from automation, the handicapped services
room, and minority Internships to media acquisitions.

Cont:acts were identified in the local business community to
participate in a focus group to determine how the Library
might market itself to that segment.

Library fund raising came to a dead halt during the period of

late Dcemher to March due to the Development Officer's
reasslqnment of responsibilities. The four month hiatus proved
damaqinq in several ways.

The Library Advisory Committee arid the Friends of the Library
responded negatively to the withdrawal of the Development
Officer, Interpreting this action as a political gesture by the
Administration toward the Library. Considerable br tdqerbuildlng
will he required with the Friends and the Committee may remain
disbanded

Although the Development Officer was reinstated, the
University Librarian, a key player in fund raising efforts,
retired, thus

- The Library now faces a transition in leadership for
some months, and

- An opportunity for a major fundraislnq event around
this retirement may have been lost.

i The cultivation event was dropped.

Prospects were lost to other campus development efforts.



Momentum on several other 'proJects was lost, lriciudlnq the
Gannett proposal and the proposed media archive.

Since Development staff has been in place aqain,

- An in.stitutionai request for a $1M NEU Challenge Grant was
submitted NEU with the Faculty of Humanities.

A request was prepared for the Parents Association and
a menu of proects suggested for their support.

- Prospect Identification has begun again.

- A strategy meeting was held with CCP staff.

- Corporate fundralsing was explored with Foundation staff.

Because of new information recently received, the Library may
consider redirecting some of its development efforts. This Is
fully discussed below.

S t r e n g t h s

Full-Time Status: Full-time status is badly needed for this
office to establish the comprehensive fund raising program
required to address the LIbrary's needs as described below.

Scope and Urgency of Need: A major strenqth for the Library is
the scope and urgency of its need. If not met, this need can
directly, and seriously, affect the University's standing as a
research institution. The following information clearly
demonstrates this need.

- The Library's standing has fallen from 23rd to 29th in one
year. It will soon be in the bottom third if Institutional
funding trends continue.

- The Library now ranks in the bottom ten research librar tes In
automated services. Offering appropriate automation 15 vital
for the University to effectively compete in the national
research community.

Periodicals expect a price increase of at least 10% In U.S.
Journals and as high as 23% In European journals -- a
situation that can particularly effect the University's
research stregnth. The Library faces the clear d.anger of a
massive serials cut.

- An increase of as high as 24% In book costs w!]] virtually
cripple any attempts to be market responsive to rare or
special offerings. Book buying will remain at a nominai base.



Long Ranqe Plan: The Library has Just completed Its first
ten-year long-range plan. Once approved, and integrated with
University planning, this document will provide clear direction
for the Library and for fund raising priorities.
Limitations

Limitations

A critical obstacle to overcome Is the results of the four
mouth riod of inactivity. In addition to the limitations
mentioned In the summary:

In removing the development person, Mmlnl5tration intaqonized
Library supporters in the community and on campus. Given the
political climate, lt will be extremely difficult to re-
establish a support committee, and fund raising without: such a
commltt:ee will be a challenge.

Because of lost momentum and lost opportunities, development
will almost have to start anew.

- The transition In leadership will effect progress.

Budqetary restraints remain a limitation creating a lack of
staff, supplies and appropriate support.

Future Plans

Given the shift in the Library's needs, fundraising goals - and
the role nf the Development Officer - need to be reprioritized by
Library administration. A formalized fundralsing plan can then
be structured and submitted to the Development Office. The
following are recommendations for that plan.

Library Visibility: The Library must make a compelling case
to appropriate Individuals on campus and off and In Tucson and
Phoenix. The Library has not systematically done so in the past
nor has it explored opportunities to cultivate appropriate
constituencies.

Grants: Fomerly discouraged by the Head Librarian, an ongoing
grantwrltlng program should be implemented. Most libraries rely
heavily on grant funds. Potential foundations have already been
Identified, particularly for CCP and the film/video collection.

Corporate Funding: Efforts to agressively seek corporate
funding should beqin Immediately. The Library has been reticent
to pursue this channel to date. Both loca], and national funding
should be sought. Local funding for the Main Library and
Science and Engineering Library will require careful packaging.
CCF exhibit sponsorship may hold additional possibilitIes.



Volunteers: Integration with Century II Is necessary.
Relationships should be mended with individual members of the
disbanded Advisory to move toward earlier planned solicitations
and current and new Friends of the Library should be involved In
fundraising. New volunteers, in both the Tucson and Phoenix
areas, need to be Identified and involved. Statewide Lihrary
support exists and should be developed.

Liaison Role: Development should provide liaison and support
activities for Friends and Parent's Association and he working
to identify and cultivate other potential support groups.

Special Event: Institute a maior ongoing annual fundraising
event designed to build momentum and visibility. This event
should be done by committee and could be co-sponsored with
Friends. A tribute to three Library founding fathers -
Larry Powell, David Laird and Bunny Fontana - will be suggested.

A final plan will be submitted to the Development: Office once
fund raislnq priorities are reviewed by the Acting University
Librarian in early June.
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Field Historian Annual Report fer 1989-90

Summary

Acquisitions for the Library: The personal papers of
anthropologist Leland C. Wyman; a large collection of early 20th-
century color post card views of New Mexico and Arizona; papers
relating to the Southwest Parks and Monuments Association;
various Arizcna and Sonora historic maps; and miscellaneous
ephemera (brochures, etc., relating to tourist attractiöns in the
Southwest).

Public Relatlons/PuDlic and University Service: Produced one
issue of the Anchor & Bull (newsletter) for Friends of UoEA
Library; organized and led two "Land and Literature" tours for
the Friends of the IJofA Library;led tours in Arizona and Sonora
for the Crow Canyon Archaeological Center (2), Southwestern
Mission Research Center (SMRC; 2), and the Society for Historical
Archaeology. Continued tO Serve on boards of SMRC, Southwest
Parks and Monuménts Association, Patronato San Xavier and as a
member of the Arizona/New Mexico Parks and Conservation Council
of the National Parks & Conservation Association (NPCA). Am on
the executive committee of the UofA Columbus Quincentenary
Committee. Continued to serve as general editor of the Southwest
Center Series of books being published by the UofA Press. Made 6
television appearances (KUAT); Interviewed on KUAT-FM; and gave
twenty talks to various civic organizations (Tucson, Green
Valley, Sierra Vista, Santa Fe). Was one of three judges in
Arizona Daily Star's annual "10 best Southwest books" selection.

Reference Service: Handled more than 1,500 phone calls;
mailed more than 600 communications; responded to more than 400
persons whO visiting the Field Historian's my office. The phone
calls, personal visits, and mail generally relate to matters df
Southwest history, natural history, literature, and anthropology.

Publication: Continued to produce the SMRC Newsletter;
reviewed books for various publications; completed edifing of
Eternal Desert, by David Muench and Frank Waters (Phoenix:
Arizona Dept. of Transportation, 1989); published forewords for
re-editions of Ignaz Pfefferkorn's Sonora: A Description of the
Province (Tucson: UofA Press, 1989j and CarF Lumhöltz's New
Trails In Mexico (Tucson: UofA Press, 1990).

Teaching and Professional: Participated as a speaker In seven
professional or academic conferences; served on one Master's
degree committee and one Ph.D. committee; served as a consultant
for KUAT-TV, AM, and FM; UofA Southwest Center; SW Region,
National Park Service; St. Gregory's High School; and for a
writer doing a book on the Sonoran Desert for the BBC.
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Major Strengths

The acquisition fer the Library of the personal papers of the
late anthropologist, Leland C. Wyman, is a major achievement.

Also important is the continued success of the "Land and
Literature" tours for the Friends of the UofA Library. The one'-

day fall tour to Ft. Bowie was well attended; the twoday spring
tour tO Tombstone, Bisbee, Douglas, and Chiricahua National
Monument filled the bus and wouldbe attenders had to be turned
away. As during the inaugural trip the previous year, the Field
historian lectured on the tour, reading aloud from books about
the regions being seen, and prepared in advance a handout
describing the principal literature of the places to be visited.

The Field Historian continued an active role in community
projects, the most notable being that as Secretary of the
Patronato San Xavier which is overseeing the stabilization and
cleaning of Mission San Xavier dei Bac. It was the Field
Historian who arranged fr the visit to the mission f a team of
conservators from Rome, Italy, and New York to make a technical
assessment of conservation needs at the mission.. He also gave.

talks on the subject tO various community groups, On television,
and at two professional conferences.

The Field Historian cOntinues as a major reference source for the
Library on matters related to Southwest history and anthropology,
as evidenced by his large volume of office visitors, telephone
calls, and correspondence.

During the year' the Field Historian received three awards: (1)

the Edward B. Danson Distinguished Associate Award of the
Southwest Parks and Monuments Association; (2) the Victor R.
Stoner Award of the Arizona Archaeological and Historical
Society; and (3) a copper certificate of commendation from Tucson
Mayor Thomas J. Volgy thanking him for his "service to the UofA
and throughout the community in the cause of Southwest regional
scholarship."

This year saw publication of the first twö books in the Southwest
Center Series of books published by the tJofA Press and for which
the Field Historian is general editor. And the Field Historian
continues to issue the SMRC Newsletter, which has an
international distribution of about a thousand persons, from the
UofA Library.

The Field Historian, as a member of the executive committee of
the UofA Columbus Quincentenary Committee, has assisted the tiofA
with planning for its Columbus Quincentenary programs and has
consulted with the Southwest Region of the National Park Service
concerning its proposed observances of the Columbus
Quincentenary.
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Major Limitations

The major limitation this year, as last, continues to be lack of
communication between the office of the Field Historian and other
members of the Library staff involved with the acquisition of

gift materials for the Library. Persons in Special Collections
and in the Acquisitions Department, especially, fail to

communicate their efforts and to coordinate them in any
systematic way. Leads to potential collections need to be given
to the Field Historian so they can be pursued. The Field
Historian should also be informed of major gifts that come into
the Library that news of them can be shared with Friends of the
UofA Library through the Anchor & Bull newsletter.

A new limitation derives from the fact that the present Field
Historian retired from the UofA in September, 1989, after 32
years of service for the University. However, he has been
employed fOr 49% of the time to continue in his duties and has,
so far, been able to keep up with the work.

What might be considered a minor limitation is that the Field
Historian has no secretarial assistance, and must handle all of
his own phone calls, correspondence, and filing.



Future Plans

The Field Historian plans to continue efforts to acquire gifts of
manuscripts and other materials for the Library's holdings. He
also hopes, as he did last year, to issue the Anchor & Bull with
greater frequency and to continueto improve on qual[ty of the
"Land and Literature" tours for the Friends of the IJofA Library.

He further hopes to improve communication among the various
collecting units of the Library and thereby achieve better
coordination of efforts. He will continue to serve as general
editor of the Southwest Center Series of books being published
jointly by the UQfA Press and the Southwest Center; te issue the
SI4RC Newsletter; and to give talks to various civic and
professional organizations and meetings on topics related to
Southwest history and anthropology.

Bernard L. Fontana
Field Historian
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1. SUMMARY

This was a year of transition for the division that was fused
from pre-existing divisions to be an interim solution. Perhaps
an unstable--but not volatile--mixture, the division was headed
by a green Assistant University Librarian whose responsibilities
for much of the period were given over to developing the 19-Year
MaRtt'r Plan for the Library. Surprisingly, or maybe not so
surprisingly, the division continued to function, even with the
depirure of the University Librarian.

Music Collectl2 The staff completed the fifth edition of its
Mui Likrr Catajgg for the National Flute Association and
hac been facing the now expected dramatic rise in requests. In

February came the culmination of years of planning and work for
the tttff as the 59th Annual Meeting of the Music Library Associ-
ation convened in Tucson. Unfortunately, though a new music
library had been scheduled for completion when the invitation
was extended to the MLA, construction has yet to begin and this
continues to be frustrating for the staff.

Oriental Studies Collection: The return ofGene Hsiao after
bici sabbatical visit to Chine, has meant that the department is
once' dyain operating at full strength (though reduced by one
position some years ago). The OCLC-.CJk cataloging system has
now become a regular part of the department's operations.

Library Scienc Collection: This has been a year at the cross-
roeitb;. The long-time head of the unit, Cecil Wellborn, an-
nou,untl his retirement in the Fall, and in the Spring it was
fiI%dfly decided to absorb collection end staff into the Mein
LlIrfsry. Yet, with Cecil on 1/2-time and the whole operation
facing radical changes, the department has continued to function
smoothly.

Southwest Folklore Center: With Jim Griffith on sabbatical,
dayto-day operations were under the able guidance of Grace
Boyne. With Jim's help, the 16th annuel Tucson Meet Yourself,
the 7th annual All-O'odham Fiddle Contest, and several western
and folk music concerts were produced or co-sponsored. The
dram.itic event of the year was the forced relocation of the unit
to its new and more spacious home at 1053 E. 8th St. It will be
sotne time before everything is put away and the space feels like
home.

Science/Engifleering Librer: SEL reported to Mary Reichel for
the year., and with all the personnel changes managed to pursue
its automation efforts, making a permanent home for CD-ROM data-
bases, putting INNOPAC through its traces, and pushing forward
with its NADTP project. The increased enrollment and patron
activity placed ever heavier demands on a staff that can be

proud of the quantity and quality of the service it provides.



peoial CollQQfl (ALso reporting to Mary Reichel) With
the promise of expanded space finally a near reality and three
new permanent staff, the programs of Special Collections--espa-
ci1y the manuscripts and congressional archives operations--
take on a new importance. The continuing strength of the unit
ic lL fine collections, and these have been highlighted in a
number of appealing and informative exhibits.



II. MAJQR STRENGTHS

Again, the staffs of the individual units have to be recognized
a the leading s-trength of the division, While we regret to see
the retirement of our 35-year veteran head of the Library Sci-
ence Collection, the contributions of our core of long-timers
continue to be essential io keeping the individual units going.
The Music Collection, Oriental Studies Collection, and Southwest
Folklore Center have all been fortuna-te to have staffs that have
remElined little changed for several years.

But, we have been fortunate to bring in quite a few new staff
-that add great new strengths to their units. Also, we have been
able to fill in the numerous gaps with an exceedingly loyal,
tdhmted, and flexible group of temporary staff.

In what was not a particularly good budget year, the branches
were largely able to retain their collection budgets, introduce
new automated products and equipment, and keep a sizeable stu-
dent staff on the payroll, in spite of a major increase in the
minimum wage. Threatened reductions in service happily never
became a reality.

The Library's planning and facilities' expansion efforts were
aided greatly by the support from Capital Facilities Planning
and Budgeting that provided funding for the Library's 10-Year
MaSter Plan study. The multi-faceted plan that was developed
will help all units in the Library meet -the challenges of growth
and change that face us in the coming decade.

The Library's so-called C1-B2 expansion and renovation project,
though offering us many challenges as we grapple to reconfigure
services and service points, will ultimately provide Special
Collections with the growth space it desperately needs to house
a collection that will soön become a major research point.



III. MAJOR Ij1TATIONS

Inadequate space remains the overriding problem for nearly all
units in the division. The Southwest Folklore Center is the one
recipient of new space in the past several years. It's forced
relocation, though providing 16% more space, did place it
distance fairly remote from the Main Library. Also, the Ci-82
project will ultimately take care of Special Collections, though
noi for as long as the original conception promised.

The Music Collection staff anxiously awaits the i1tiation of
'the Fine Arts building project--now three years overdue. It has
not been easy for the staff to accept the delays and necessity
to continue finding space to shelve additions to the collec-
tions. The prospect that the new space is significantly smaller
than needed, and that there is no budget for any of the fumi-
ture, helving, or equipment does not make the waiting any casi-
er.

The Science/Engineering Library--including the Oriental Studies
Collection--is severely overcrowded and badly needing updating.
The consultants for the master plan were fairly blunt regarding
the problems of trying to provide services in such an unattrac-
tively furnished and outdated structure. With no addition antic-
ipated until 1998, the situation will become only worse, User
seathy is certain to be reduced in the next few years.

Anöther major limitation this year was the acquisitions budget
shortfall that necessitated a cessation of firm orders for the
branches in March. For branches like Oriental Studies and Spe-
cial Collections this early termination of ordering is quite a
problem.

And, as in all the rest of the Library System, low staffing lev-
els continue to make life difficult in the branches. Oriental
Studins is falling behind with its cataloging; manuscript and
archive processing in Special Collections is not keeping up. with
-the flood of new materials Southwest Folklore needs an archi-
vist Science/Engineering staff is pressed -to the wall trying to
keep staff at the front lines helping the flood of inquiries.
The lack of adequate rewards for, exceptional performance only
exacerbates the sense of unappreciation -that is inevitable under
these conditions.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

A number of building plans will come into focus rather quickly.
Right away, be-Pore the end of the summer, the Library Science
Collection will be absorbed into the Main Library. Next, we
expect the C1-B2 renovation to get underway in time for a sched-
uled completion in 1991. This will both give the large stack
space needed for housing our growing congressional archives and
le?u1 t a reorganization of the. Current Periodicals, Microforms,
& Newspapers and Loan departments.

Then, the Fine Arts Expansion project should be underway by
September, 1990, headed for a completion in 1992. Funding still
neeti'; to be sought for the shelving, equipment and furniture -Por
tJtis facility.

Unfortunately, the SEL addition is not scheduled to be on the
drawing boards be-Pore 1994. However, work will have to be done
to accommodate the growing collections in that building; it
could mean moving material into storage, transferring the
Mideast Collection to Main, or simply installing more stacks, to
the detriment of study seating.

On the automation front, further development of the SEL tnnopac
is likely to include loading the bindery data and employing it
to do the SEL binding. Also, most serials records still await
conversion to machine form, and this project is sure ta get off
the ground in the next year. Planning will also have to be done
for cleaning up the database for music books.

Stable staffing is likely throughout the branches, we hope
Special Collections and the Science/Engineering Library now are
fufly ß-taffed with their several new librarians on board. The
Oriental Studies Collection will still be relying on a temporary
for its added cataloger/reference librarian. Music will remain
short staffed until January when its former head returns from
the administrative trenches. With Jim Griffith's return from
sEtbbatical in July, the Southwest Folklore Center will be back
to its normal staffing.

With a new University Librarian expected to take over in Janu-
ary, 1991, the potential for future reorganization in the Li-
brry is high. The recently-completed 10-year Master Plan also
provides a framework for some important changes. This is almost
certain to bring about another change of leadership for the
division, but who knows if that will be all. At the very least,
the branches can count on a future that will most certainly
involve significant change.



CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 602-621-7968

ANNUAL REfORT 1989/go
CENTER R)R OEEAT iVE F1OTWRAPHY

UNIVERSUY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

SUMMARY

It has been a year of exciting gra.zth, change, and sane frustration for the
Center for creative Photography. It was the first full year spent In our new
building, and April 1990 saw the canpietion of construction and the opening of
the third floor research oenter, which houses the many archives held by the
Center and which provides research access to those archives. The new research
center is a welcane and long-overdue irnprovment over the previous space in
Arizona State Museun North.

As a result of the new building, the nunerous important exhibitions held this
year, and the beginning of a special emjasis on public programs, the Center's
public profile in the local and regional community has risen greatly. Overall,
the total annual attendance in the gallery, library, and Center events was over
80,000 peòple. We nai have nearly i ,1t00 manbers fran all fifty states and nearly
a dozen foreign countries.

But the new building also brought the Center's staffing shortage into drnatic
focus. The only way to operate this building with the crrent levels of staffing
and funding has been to reduce publ lo hours. Although funding was found to
reinstate the extremely popular Sunday afternoon hours for the gallery (but not
the library), the new Center Is still operating with an overall 25% reduction In
public hours.

The çrincipel acquisition of the year was a substantial addition to the
Richard Avedon Archive, which began arriving In the previous academic year.
Other acquisition highlights include photographs purchased fran seven Important
Jaçanese photographers using matching funds fran Hitachi Foundation and a year-
end gift of i Lt photographs fran Tucson collector Michael Stern.

The notable grants that the Center received this year are Indicative of our
continuing emphasis on corporate, foundation, and private funding sources,
largely because of heavy canpetitlon for National Endaiment for the Arts and
other federal dollars. Polaroid Corporation fulfilled Its final pledge of
$50,000 for the creation of a $100,000 Ansel Adams Visiting Scholars Endc»zment,
and the law firm of Snell & Wilmer provided $30,000 in underwriting for the
exhibition and catalog Arizona Photographers. In addition, we received: a second
$25,000 grant fran the Horace W. Goldnith Foundation to facilitate the creation
of traveling exhibitions fran the Center's collection; $20,000 fran the Pratt
fanily for the continued funding of the Charles Pratt Memorial Award to a living
photographer; $10,000 fran Hitachi Foundation for acquisitions of coñtemporary
Japanese photography; and a $5,000 acquisition grant fran Security Pacific
Arizona Foundation.
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